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Abstract:
This practice-led research explores the potential for an expanded corporeality through choreography
and a posthuman ethics. Engaging somatechnics (body technologies) such as rope tying and Contact
Improvisation I develop techniques that seek to rupture the binaries of nature/culture and dis/ability
through performance. These techniques establish somatic processes for sharing weight, experiencing
suspension and torsion through the body and a tactile exchange with the environment and
participating audience. They take shape through rhizomatic rope structures that create complex
interconnected systems of support. Through using these techniques to investigate our relationality, I
reveal a permeable, porous subjectivity and an erotics of connectivity.
My position is that we are always already extended: we lean, touch, and absorb the surfaces
surrounding us which can allow us to experience ourselves as dynamic, fluid identities. Throughout
this thesis the process of exploring dynamic identities is led by a part-real, part mythical entity called
Ethico Super-Girl. She introduces each chapter including the final performance submission, Knot Just
Body, a culminating experiment in intimacy, relationality, and ethics.
The notion of an expanded corporeality is inspired by ontologies of vulnerability and permeability. It
unfurls its choreo-philosophy through engaging with theoretical insights such as Margrit Shildrick’s
concept of the distributive body, Rosie Braidotti’s posthuman ethics, and Karen Barad’s theory of
queer entanglements. The diacritical cut, introduced by Ann Cooper-Albright and Gabriele
Brandstetter (2015), is used as an analytical tool to reveal the potentially transformative space
between the ‘dis’ and the ‘ability’. In referencing the work of other artists such as Claire Cunningham,
Bob Flanagan, and Rita Marcalo, I demonstrate how queer transformations taking place through
contemporary performance trouble assumptions about the boundaries of the body and relations
between performer and audience.
While dance studies has a well theorised frame of expanded choreography (Harvey, 2011), little
attention has been paid to the possibilities inherent within an expanded corporeality. This research
offers an original conception of how an expanded corporeality can both reimagine and construct
through performance how we inhabit space and specifically our response to dis/ability, through
performance. It calls for more pluralistic understandings of embodiment. The techniques and
theoretical positions developed in this thesis are relevant to practitioners and scholars in disability
studies, dance studies, queer theory, posthumanism, and new materialism.
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For my brother, Grant.
May his recovery from his recent stroke be testimony to his potential for a renewed
corporeality that discovers new pathways for living.
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Chapter 1

Reimagining Corporeality through the
Extended Body

Figure 1. Hanging at Pt Chev, Pt Chevalier Beach, Auckland, December 14, 2016.

As you arrive at this first page of my introduction I invite you to consider how you are sitting right now,
if you are seated. If not, perhaps you are standing up or lying down. Either way take a moment to
notice what supports you. Is it a chair, a cushion, a wooden floor, or a comfy bed? Where does the
chair or floor or bed stop and where do you start? How are you extending into your environment and
how does it extend into you? What kinds of physical sensations are present and how do they shift if
you were to change your position? Take a moment to consider the sounds that you can hear around
you. Are there peripheral sounds like a door closing, the murmur of air conditioning or rain falling?
How do you merge with these sounds and how do they penetrate your being?
My name is Ethico Super-Girl. I unfolded from this research, and my task is to guide you through this
written thesis. I am a part-real, part-mythical being. I like to roll through space, fly or suspend myself,
and embody stillness. I am a queer creature disrupting normative codes of behaviour and creating
alternative ways of being. I have a relationship with rope: I like to wind, twist, and knot my ropes
around people and objects in an on-going experiment with relationality. I have a number of
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collaborators and assistants who help to birth my projects. They are not separate from me because
we exist as an entwined entity and yet each of them has unique flavours and talents. My projects are
choreographies of time and space and involve rhizomatic rope structures. I’m an advocate for
engaging our vulnerability and permeability to expand our receptivity and openness to “other”. The
“other” is something of an illusion but paradoxically they are the means by which we come to know an
expanded corporeality. To probe our ideas of ‘other’ I stage ethical encounters in my performance
projects. My sensorial, affective experiences allow audiences to become more enmeshed and
embedded in the world.
Exploring Relationality
This thesis is an entangled tale of intimacy. It brings together discourses on connectivity,
interdependence, relationality, and a posthuman ethics with a choreographic research practice of
touch and corporeal expansion. In a sense to touch is a prosthetic gesture (Manning, 2007). It brings
us in contact with what we may perceive as being outside of ourselves but most of all it establishes a
relationality and an intimacy with the world. Physicist-philosopher Karen Barad says:
So much happens in a touch: an infinity of others—other beings, other spaces, other times—
are aroused. (2012, p.1)
Our sense of self shifts, and our perception expands to absorb this complexity. It is partly this process
of absorption that this practice as research seeks to track but my overall intention is more far reaching
by asking how we can move beyond fixed essentialised identities of self/other to discover more
dynamic expansive identities. By a fixed essentialised self I am referring to the notion of an identity
that is not subject to change.
I began this journey with the question of how a disabled dance choreographer can explore processes
of moving beyond binary understandings such as disabled/non-disabled into more complex
understandings of relationality. As my research developed, I began to question my own identity as a
‘disabled dance choreographer’ and saw its limitations. And yet there is a politics around using this
terminology which I want to acknowledge. Strategic essentialism, developed in the context of feminist
theory, recognises that we exist in a world of hierarchies and social distinctions which are highly
questionable but nevertheless have very real implications in terms of social and economic status. My
research does not seek to deny these realities but to explore how performance might have the
potential to reimagine our relationship to corporeality and unsettle binary distinctions.
Through practices of touch and somatechnics I want to discover how more dynamic identities might
emerge. This process of corporeal expansion includes people, objects and places. Corporeal
expansion suggests the unstable nature of the body and in my research it is sometimes referred to as
the extended body. Lepecki (2016) says that what we call the body is a formation of projections and
he uses the term corporeality to reveal the body’s transitory nature.
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My practice-led research is developed as a series of choreographic interventions that reveal how
kinaesthetic, sensorial experiences can speak to our embedded relationship with materiality. Through
the choreography, I examine how we develop intimacies and response-abilities. I am using the word
response-ability in the sense of our ability to act as opposed to responsibility which suggests a duty to
do so. I consider Donna Haraway’s (2003) use of the term response-ability as a ‘becoming with’ that
opens spaces for an ethically deepening relationality.
As an artist and a dancer, I experience touch as an invitation that develops my receptivity. It has a
sensuality that is born out of an exchange. It suggests a peripheral skin to skin or skin to object
contact but in fact we can be touched on many levels: emotionally, spiritually, intellectually, sexually,
and metaphorically. At each level we extend our knowledge of what is touching us and reconfigure
our relationship to it (if indeed we were ever really separate anyway). This can be described as an
erotics of connectivity, stimulating our desire for relationality. In this research, I focus on possibilities
for extending our response-ability into the world and how this might dissolve the subject/object divide.
I am experimenting with apparatus that we can see, feel, and touch as opposed to non-material digital
technologies that don’t exist as palpable entities.

Figure 2. Piha, Byers Walk, Auckland, February 15, 2016.
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I am curious about how I/we experience ourselves as fluid entities. For example, in the dance studio I
am a fast-moving machine that eats up the space. Outside the studio I/we transform into multiple
arms and legs that collaboratively propel me up the steep grassy slope. I am touched by and
receptive to the feeling of the air on my skin, my mid thoracic spine penetrating the soft back rest on
my chair and creating a counterbalance to my fingers threading the smooth push rims of my wheels.
My hips merge with the aluminium frame and the weight of my body anchors the machine-body as we
roll forwards. As Haraway (1990) says, my body doesn’t end at my skin. I am a somatechnic entity.
That is to say the technology that propels me through the world creates me as much as I direct it. We
are not separate. We form an aspect of what French philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari
describe as an assemblage (1987, p.6), a collection of entities that comes together in time and space.
For many people with disabilities, somatechnics, meaning the body’s engagement with technology, is
an important aspect of daily life (Shildrick, 2015). We are always, already extended. Indeed, this is the
case for most people from everyday implements to forms of transportation to complex engagements
with a virtual world. As an artist, I am curious about how prosthetics shape us and then how we shape
them. Instead of defining us how do they reveal a shifting relationality and embeddness in the world,
and how do they shape our creativity? For example, how does my rope create my environment, and
how do the wheelchair and rope work together? These bodily extensions become a method for my
enquiry into an expanded corporeality that can reimagine disability and queer and crip the space.
One of the main discourses I engage in my research is how my performances relate to and shift
meanings of disability. When I use the word disability, I am referring to the social reactions to physical
or mental impairment, particularly experiences of discrimination, social exclusion, and marginalisation
(Oliver, 1990). This is based on the social model of disability which looks to the societal implications
of impairment as opposed to the medical model which focusses on the individual experience of
impairment. As my research evolved, I discovered how queer theory could challenge binary
understandings of disability. I encountered queer theory scholars such as Judith Halberstaum (2004),
Sara Ahmed (2007), Alison Kafer (2013), Judith Butler (1993), and Margrit Shildrick (2015) who
challenge the idea of a fixed identity. For Shildrick (2009), queer theory offers a potential to make new
intercorporeal connections and to embrace the inherent instabilities and vulnerabilities of the
embodied self. Queer theory has a close alliance with disability studies in its criticism of hegemonic
normalcy. It has a respect for difference, a dedication to self-reflexivity, and is open to alternative
imaginaries. This is important to my performance research because I want to generate a queer
aesthetic that imagines possibilities for generating an expanded corporeality.
The Notion of the Cut/Slash
As part of conceptualising an expanded corporeality, I have embraced the notion of the diacritical cut
as a useful tool for examining the kinds of cuts and choices that I am making in the choreographic
process. The diacritical cut is introduced by dance scholars Ann Cooper-Albright and Gabriele
Brandstetter (2015). It sometimes takes the form of the slash that Albright and Brandstetter place
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between dis and ability. They describe it as a diacritical in that it makes a distinction and also
suggests a multiplicity:
We chose Dis/abilities in order to signal both the multitude of perspectives and set off the
cultural implications and political complications of its prefix by adding a diacritical slash. (2015,
p.3)
The diacritical cut is important because it not only refers to the binary but it has the potential to
deconstruct it. Albright and Brandstetter emphasise that the dis not only marks the other but indicates
a tension and a point of departure. They say that this tension holds a transformative potential for
dance, which, for the purposes of this research, can also expand our notions of corporeality. For
example, rather than being the disabled dancer, I am the spinning machine that eats up the space in
the dance studio and that morphes into multiple arms and legs and muddy wheels enroute up the
steep hill.
In my research, I employ the diacritical cut at times to consider how it might generate artistic and
ethical possibilities through a practice of touch and corporeal expansion. What kind of unique
intimacies does it create? Does it open up new experiences and understandings? And what might be
the ethical implications of expanding our notion of bodies and what they can do?
I want to consider the diacritical slash as representing a space for possibility and a potential for the
unknown. As Barad says,
What if it takes sensing the abyss, the edges of the limits of “inclusion” and “exclusion” before
the binary of inside/outside, inclusion/exclusion, mattering/not-mattering can be seriously
troubled? (Barad cited in Kleinman, 2012, p.6)

New Materialism
This dialogue is informed by discourses on feminist new materialism. I refer to theorists Rosi Braidotti,
Donna Haraway, Karen Barad, and Margrit Shildrick. Each of these theorists engages with a
posthuman ethics and offers unique perspectives on an expanded corporeality. New materialism
embraces a monistic ontology that is relational and critiques dualism. It can be described as a series
of movements in several fields that includes a criticism of anthropocentrism and rethinks subjectivity
by contrasting the role of inhuman forces within the human. It also rethinks the sources of ethics,
advocating for a sustainable global ethics (Connelly, 2014). It emphasises the self-organising powers
of non-human processes and explores the dissonant relations between those processes and cultural
practices. Useful for this research is the new materialists’ position on interconnectivity and the way
their thinking extends to the non-human, including objects and places.
Braidotti, a philosopher and feminist theorist, focusses on what it means to be human in a
contemporary world of advanced prosthetics, robotics, and reproductive technologies in
technologically mediated societies. Her posthumanism (Braidotti, 2013) offers alternative ways of
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being in the world and challenges the idea of species hierarchies. The notion of human is recognised
by Braidotti not as a neutral term but a way of indexing power to entitlements.
Not all of us can say, with any degree of certainty, that we have always been human, or that we
are only that. Some of us are not even considered fully human now, let alone at previous
moments of Western social, political and scientific history. (Braidotti, 2013, p.1)
Her posthuman discourse provides a platform for considering the entangled intimacies that are
generated by the choreographic practice.
Haraway, a feminist theorist and philosopher of science, is a leading thinker about somatechnics. In
1985 she published the essay A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in
the Late Twentieth Century. She argued that we are all cyborgs and “cybernetic organisms” in that we
exist as hybrids of machine and organism (in various shapes and forms); as such we do not have
stable essentialist identities. Haraway uses the metaphor of cyborg identity to expose the
nature/culture divide and contribute to the dialogue on a posthuman ethics. Her ideas on hybridity and
somatechnics are important foundational blocks to my conceptualising of an expanded corporeality.
Barad is a feminist theorist, scientist, and physicist. She contributes to the concept of an expanded
corporeality with her theoretical position on the queer entanglement of living matter and the idea that
matter matters. Her theory of “intra-action” dissolves the subject/object divide by claiming that
phenomena or objects do not pre-exist but rather they emerge through their intra-actions and are
always in process of becoming. This theoretical approach reveals the process of making ‘cuts’ or
definitions and distinctions as transitory and unstable. Intra-action is described as a ‘cutting together
apart’, a process of quantum entanglement as the movement of space/time mattering and
reconfiguration. It is an important concept for this research because it suggests an expanded
relationality to all matter, human and non- human.
Shildrick (2015) aligns with new materialism as a way of reimagining disability beyond fixed identity.
She says,
The wheelchair user is not simply dependent on technology in a very transparent way but is
brought into being through that usually unacknowledged context of variable, dynamic, and often
conflicting energies and forces. (p.20)
As a critical disability theorist, Shildrick focusses on the connective possibilities inherent within
disability and embraces a posthuman ethics that rethinks the boundaries between self, other, and
technology. She discusses the deployment of prostheses by people with disabilities and sees their
potential for extending the performativity of the self. She says that the transformations they represent
question “the very attribution of human being” (2015, p.1). Her ideas are important to the notion of an
expanded corporeality as she emphasizes the inherent instability of corporeality and the erotics of
connection.
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Becomings
As a corpus of becoming in itself this research began with exploring notions of bodily vulnerability and
permeability. I was particularly interested in how disabled bodies brought these notions to the fore
through an interdependent relation with technologies. I was inspired by Shildrick (2015) and medical
academic Barbara Gibson’s (2006) reframing of disability dependence into connectivity. For Shildrick
vulnerability is not a negative attribute but simply an expression of the contingency and incompletion
that characterises all life:
Indeed, the body can no longer be thought as natural, distinct, or universal, but only in terms of
its permeability—the demarcation of inside and outside becomes increasingly meaningless—
and of process. (2015, p.20)
The inherent instability of the body manifests as vulnerability. As a researcher and performance artist
I wanted to interpret vulnerability as a state of openness that engages with potential expansion and
connection.
My methodology was to engage with modalities that evoked vulnerability and processes of extension.
I chose to work with the dance form Contact Improvisation and to work with rope as specific agencies
of intra-activity. I saw both dance and the use of prosthetics as embracing intimacy, inter-corporeality,
and a posthuman ethics where bodies are not separate from their environment but of the
environment. Rope became a symbol of restriction and release. I was inspired by the alternative
sexual practice known as Shibari, a Japanese styled form of rope bondage where participants
willingly tie themselves to each other to create intimacy and states of surrender (Hedwig, 2011).
Curious about how physical restriction could be sexualised and fetishised, I began to see how rope
could become another aspect of an expanded corporeality. My practice focussed on developing
multiple ways of becoming with rope: tying bodies (mostly my own), tying objects, suspending objects,
suspending my body, suspending parts of my body, using it as an anchoring device and using it as an
improvisational tool in a dance duet. Multiple rope installations were developed in a range of different
sites such as Piha (2016):
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Figure 3. Piha, Byers Walk, Auckland, February 15, 2016.

When I later discovered the ideas of Barad, Braidotti, and vital materialism, I decided an
intercorporeal generosity could be extended to objects and places. As dancers we experience this
intercorporeal generosity in multiple ways. I wanted to experiment with how intercorporeality is
generated in the performance encounter and how this might engage a posthuman ethics.
Posthuman Ethics
A posthuman ethics is based on an ontological interconnectedness. It is important to my research as
an affirmative ethics that enhances our capacity for relationality and reimagines disability. A
posthuman relationality also reinvents our connection to non- human and the inhuman as an enlarged
sense of community (Braidotti, 2017). It is based on the principle that the capacity to produce
knowledge is spread across all living matter and technological networks. All matter is regarded as
intelligent and self-organising, and thinking is no longer regarded as the prerogative of humans
(Braidotti, 2013).
As an affirmative ethics, posthumanism is based on our relational capacity to see life as enduring with
the ability to persist or persevere in our processes of becoming. A posthuman ethics of relationality
emphasises shared projects and activities based on positive notions of community rather than on
negative or reactive grounds such as shared vulnerability (2013).
The posthuman subject is a nomadic entity that is regarded as materially embedded, multi layered,
and engaged in inter-relations. As a relational subject, it is internally differentiated and constituted
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across differences (Braidotti, 2017). From a disability perspective this is important, because it
combines the recognition of our collective belonging with a respect for the structural differences and
inequalities that compose our social existence.
A posthuman ethics doesn’t apply rules or codes of morality but rather becomes a process of
transformation. Ethical relations create possible worlds, born out of desire and by mobilising
resources untapped in the present. Desire in this sense is ontological rather than sexual. It is directed
at whatever enhances our ability to take in the world (Braidotti, 2017).
Dissolving Binaries in Dance
Other dance academic/practitioners who have explored dance as a means of dissolving binary
distinctions include Albright (2001) and Natalie Garret Brown (2011). Garret Brown, in her paper on
disorientation and emergent subjectivity, argues that subjectivity is always an embodied activity, an
intercorporeal exchange between self which is recast as shifting and multiple otherness. She applied
this to her somatic movement practice Body Mind Centering in outdoor spaces (Brown, 2011). Garret
Brown foregrounds somatic dance practice as having the potential for collapsing binary
understandings of difference. She talks about the in-between space of the dancing subject in
transition and transformation. Albright (2001) examines the in-between space inhabited by dancers
engaging in duet forms of Contact Improvisation and the Brazilian martial art form Capoeira. She
suggests that both dance forms offer a means to destabilise and shift fixed identities, erasing a
hierarchical understanding of difference in part because they embrace a somatic approach to the
body. Albright says that the practice “reorders our traditional Western conceptions of the body and
identity. The sense of the self as an ego that goes forth to make its mark on the world is subtly
reshaped into a sense of one’s own body as it exists in space and with others” (2001, p.208).
Disability and Dance
Albright and Brandstetter (2015) are at the forefront of discussions on the challenge that dis/ability
holds for Dance Studies. They acknowledge that stubborn ideologies are still embedded in dance
audience expectations about what kinds of bodies should be onstage. They claim that although the
‘look’ of dancers has changed over the years in contemporary dance, traditional ideas about physical
ability, technical virtuosity, and grace still impact on the reception of dancers with disabilities. The
‘ideal body’ aesthetic values a certain dynamic proportion, fitness in movement, and beauty of line
that dancers with disabilities don’t necessarily fulfil. Indeed their arrival on the scene of contemporary
dance is relatively recent.
th

Contemporary dance emerged in the late 20 century as an avenue for celebrating human diversity
by opening its doors to those identified with physical and cognitive impairment. Postmodern dance
forms such as Contact Improvisation as well as the practices of improvisation and physical theatre
challenged traditional notions of dance performance and paved the way for the birth of dance for
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dancers with disabilities (Benjamin, 2002). Dance companies that included a broader range of
corporealities began to emerge: Amici Dance Company in London, United Kingdom, was founded by
Wolfgang Stange in 1980 as a company incorporating dancers with mental and physical impairments,
and CandoCo Dance Company was formed in 1990 as the first physically integrated dance company
to position itself in the mainstream professional dance community in England. In the United States a
number of dance companies were formed in the late 1980s and early ‘90s that included dancers with
disabilities. Among them were Axis in California, Light Motion in Seattle, and Cleveland Dancing
Wheels in Ohio. In New Zealand, Touch Compass Dance Trust was formed in 1997. These
companies became a platform for what could be termed disability dance, namely dance that could be
said to enable creative and embodied agency for people with disabilities.
As New Zealand’s first integrated dance company, Touch Compass Dance Trust focused on Contact
Improvisation and aerial dance to build its initial repertoire (Powles, 2007). It achieved annual funding
in 2011 and is one of six professional dance companies in New Zealand supported by Creative New
Zealand (New Zealand’s national arts funding organisation) on an annual basis. Jolt Dance Company
was established in 2001 in Christchurch and promotes integrated dance at both a community and
professional level. It is rare for dancers with disabilities in New Zealand to choreograph their own work
and so far the only two (known) professional disabled choreographers in New Zealand are myself and
Rodney Bell. Bell spent five years with Axis Dance Company after beginning his career as a Touch
Compass dancer.
Disability dance could be considered a marginalised dance form both in New Zealand and
internationally, although it has been gradually raising its profile and establishing its cultural heritage
(Harmon et al, 2015). Contemporary barriers to its development are often cited as being limited
professional pathways and a lack of accessible tertiary education. I would argue that its status is
constricted by binary distinctions and the subject object divide that still exist in dance studies. Dance
studies privileges the classical, bipedal, anthropocentric form, and this is perhaps why disability/dance
remains a marginalised and under-theorised field (Albright & Brandstetter, 2015). Consequently,
dancers with disabilities sometimes resist identifying themselves as disabled artists to avoid the
reductive implications. Many do not want to be defined by one aspect of their being. My research aims
to challenge the notion that they could be defined by one aspect of their being. I want to contribute to
theorising the disabled body in dance by presenting the possibility of an expanded corporeality with
no limitations. While many discussions about disability and dance remain on the level of single-issue
identity politics and focus on the idea of inclusion (Albright & Brandstetter, 2015), I aim to dissolve the
subject/object divide and broaden the idea of what might constitute a dancing subject.

Other notable researchers in disability, dance and performance include Petra Kuppers, Kate Marsh,
Adam Benjamin, Carrie Sandahl, Philip Auslander, Bree Hadley and Anna Hickey Moody. Kuppers is
an academic, educator and performer and writes prolifically about the role of disabled people in
performance. She draws on Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari to discuss rhizomatic models of
disability, theorizing the potential for disability to move beyond fixed meanings and reveal a
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multiplicity of experience through performance (Kuppers, 2009). Hickey Moody also refers to Deleuze
and Guattari’s theories to discuss her insights from working with Restless Dance Company in
Australia (Hickey Moody, 2007). She is specifically interested in the performance ensemble as an
expanded body that increases individuals’ capacities to affect and to be affected. Her research poses
the potential for Restless Dancers to refute the label of intellectual disability through re-imagining their
bodies as a collective, expanded body. In Bodies in Commotion, Disability and Performance (2005)
Auslander and Sandahl present an edited collection of essays that explore how disabled performers
dance across artistic and discursive boundaries disrupting understandings of disability and
performance. Benjamin (2002) discusses pedagogical practices for working with disabled and nondisabled dancers focusing on improvisation techniques. Marsh’s (2016) research questions the lack of
dancers with disabilities holding high profile, autonomous positions in the dance sector and explores
what factors might limit their potential leadership. In the disability and performance field Hadley’s
research focusses on the performance practices of disabled artists in public spaces and the role of
spectatorship (Hadley, 2014).
Choreographing through an Expanded Corporeality builds on this research by exploring relationality
through a posthuman lens and a rigorous practice. It investigates what we are touched by and what
generates our response-ability. Our corporeality is reimagined as a rich entanglement of materiality,
human and non-human.

Thesis Outline
The unique aspect of this research is the way it integrates the doing/thinking of the practice with the
discourses outlined above. The process is non-linear in that my engagement with the theoretical
discourses is gradual and my choreographic practice bleeds through them. The discourses help to
articulate what I regard as important cuts or ways of separating out some elements of the
assemblages I create for discussion. My practice is not a representation of them but informs them and
shapes a line of thought.
During the four and a half years of this practice-led research I have created seven works that have
involved a variety of locations including the Wellington waterfront, a Swedish backyard in Lulea, and
places in and around Auckland: the Piha bush, Pt Chevalier beach, Monte Cecilia Park, Motutapu
Island, and the black box theatre at the Kenneth Myers Centre. For this thesis I have selected six of
these performance interventions: Pharmakos, 2014; Ficus Macrophyll and Pt Chev Hanging, 2015;
Piha, a performance experiment on Motutapu Island; and Knot Just Body, 2016. Knot Just Body and
an edited version of Pharmakos are attached to this thesis as digital files.
Each project is collaborative and involves the use and agency of rope. I have chosen these six works
because they reflect my main themes of connectivity, interdependence, relationality, and ethics. They
are considered for their potential for cripping and queering and ethical encounters. By using the word
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cripping, I am engaging with a critical use of the term as the potential deconstruction of the binary
between disabled and non-disabled that Kafer discusses in her book Feminist, Queer, Crip (2013). By
queering I am referring to the potential to challenge and break apart conventional categories of fixed
identity (Giffney and Hird, 2008).
The nature of intimacies that emerge from these choreographic interventions have multiple ethical
implications. How we extend into each other, objects, and places reveals our levels of receptivity and
resistance. To what extent do we insist on our separateness, and to what extent are we aware of
vulnerability and permeability? As a performer, I am focussing on the registers with which I engage
the audience and the emerging relationships. For example, do I invite a formal performer/spectator
relationship of separation or is it more participatory? How do I negotiate the distancing of the stare
sometimes associated with disability? What kind of a foot/wheel print do I leave at my site-specific
locations, and what are the effects of my performance interventions? These are some of the critical
questions raised by this research.
In the second chapter of this thesis, I introduce my methodology entitled Methods for Permeable
Becomings. The methodology emerges from my critical enquiry into an expanded corporeality and is
developed through my choreographic experiments and theories of relationality. Through these
experiments I develop techniques for touch, bodily extension, and somatechnics, enquiring into a
concept of an expanded corporeality. The idea of response-ability is explored with such practices as
weight sharing, resistance, yielding, restrictions, attaching, detaching, bodily and spatial proximity,
and modes of suspension. My approach to practice as research is to dissolve the binary between
theory and practice. It is described as a research paradigm which draws on the notion of
performativity where the act of saying or naming something constitutes an enacting transformation
(Haseman, 2006). The different modalities of writing, theory, reflection, and choreographic practice
are discussed as the interwoven components of the research. The performance experiments are
discussed as examples of this process and in relation to the action/reflections loops. As part of this
method, queer phenomenology is engaged as a process of disruption and disorientation that is
relevant to a process of touch and prosthetic extension (Ahmed, 2007). An example of this is found in
my rope practice and suspension experiments that enact a queering spatial exploration. The question
of crip time or queer time is offered as another type of extension into our bodily experience. The
importance of site is explored in relation to the extended body and questions how we journey between
our inner and outer landscapes. The process of documentation is considered as an essential aspect
of the research/reflection process.
th

st

In chapter three I explore the work of eight performance artists from the 20 and early 21 century
who engage with an extended corporeality through somatechnics, sexuality, and the art of Shibari.
The artists include Lisa Bufano, Claire Cunningham, Rebecca Horn, Felix Ruckert, Dasniya Sommer,
Bob Flanaghan, Martin O’Brien, and Rita Marcalo. Their work reinscribes meanings associated with
vulnerability and provide various readings of difference and disability as a multi-layered experience.
Some, such as Flanagan and O’Brien, represent the erotic body as the body that is capable of
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pleasure and expressing its sexuality. They suggest fluid boundaries between pain, pleasure,
restriction, and endurance. I discuss these artists influence on my practice and how together we
contribute to a wider discussion on corporeal becoming.
Chapter four, entitled Unfolding, describes my conceptualisation of an expanded corporeality and how
it has evolved through the practice and an engagement with theory. I discuss how corporeality might
be expanded physically, ethically, and philosophically and what this might mean for the disabled
dancer. Disability is regarded as having a generative and transformational potential for dance. Various
theories of connectivity and relationality are explored as providing an important theoretical foundation
for an expanded corporeality. They are post subjectivity and re-think the status of the subject,
questioning the boundaries of embodiment. These include Barbara Gibson’s distributive body (2006),
Deleuze and Guattari’s bodies of becoming (1987) and post human ontologies that offer alternative
ways of being in the world. A historical and social context of extended bodies in dance is explored as
a pathway towards an expanded corporeality and the idea that we are always already extended. Two
research experiments are described as a response to these unfolding ideas and as an exploration of
interoceptive and proprioceptive awareness. The role of sexuality is discussed as an important early
provocation from which the extended body aesthetic evolved and as another expression of the queer
body.
Chapter five focusses on the broader ethical implications posed by an expanded corporeality: the
potential for what Shildrick describes as an intercorporeal generosity and an opening to the
unknowable. The extended body is explored as articulating a response-ability to its environment and
creating its own specific habitats with its queer ethico entanglements. What makes it ethical is a
reaching for the other and a response-ability for their wellbeing. My performance encounters are
examples of how complex relationalities emerge with their ethical dimensions. In what ways are
spectators implicated and how does kinaesthetic empathy emerge? My own work and the work of
other disability artists becomes a lens through which to consider how we open to others without fixing
them and how we allow for difference. It questions our response to difference and how it can be
generative.
My discussion chapter reflects on my final experiment, Knot Just Body, as creating a specific queer
entanglement that highlights the unpredictability and uncontainability of my audience. I explore the
diverse experiences in embodying the performance, my own and those of the participants. The idea of
a posthuman ethics of care and concern prompts discussion of how this can manifest in a
performance and inform choreographic choices. The question of boundaries and thresholds emerges
at the prospect of being controlled or out of control, and a notion of trust becomes vital as the
audience traverses unknown territory. Kinaesthetic empathy is discussed as a further potential
threshold allowing participants to develop intimacies with the performers and each other. Knot Just
Body is described as a choreographing and sculpting of the space with organic and inorganic matter
as resonances of past performances.
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My final chapter concludes that an expanded corporeality has the potential to develop response-ability
as a continual process of folding and un-folding sensorial input and environmental affect. Alongside
the idea that we exist as fluid identities is our desire to test our boundaries physically, emotionally,
intellectually, and spiritually. What expands our boundaries is our ability to experience our
vulnerability and permeability. Extended bodies are always already in a process of continual
transformation; they investigate what it is to feel with and to be touched by.
As a contemporary dance practitioner for the last 17 years, I bring to this research a diverse
experiential background of performing internationally as a former member of CandoCo Dance
Company in the UK, and in New Zealand as a member of Touch Compass Dance Company as well
as through participating in independent performance projects such as with Auckland based
choreographer Sean Curham. I returned to New Zealand in 2004 to pursue my own choreography
and to research the aesthetic generated by dancers with disabilities. My interest in the potential for
choreography has shifted from the specifics of ‘what difference can a dancer with a disability make?’
to the broader potential for an expanded corporeality engaging a posthuman ethics.
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Chapter 2

Methods for Permeable Becomings
As Ethico Super-Girl my main modus operandi is play. Play is a form of experimentation that widens
our boundaries and stretches our parameters. In the process of play we sometimes make quantum
leaps in our ideas and tune into our intuition. In dance this is called ‘improvisation’. Improvisation
leads us to discover other ways of being in the world and particularly being with each other. It teaches
us to deal with unpredictability and to think in the moment. As a Super-Girl my mission is to evoke this
sense of play within my performance pieces and allow audiences to participate, unleashing their own
ingenuity and creativity. I’m interested in the ruptures and breaks within play and which new pathways
emerge. In this chapter I want to explore the crafting of various methodologies as I attempt to dissolve
the binaries between theory and practice, and writing and thinking, while still acknowledging that each
has its own modality.
The Doing/Thinking
As a choreographic exploration of relationality, I am using theoretical concepts as a provocation for
developing choreography and choreography in turn for theorising within and beyond its own specific
field of performance making. The practice develops its own theory and the theory feeds into and
shapes the choreography. Adopting a post-structuralist, posthumanist approach to practice as
research I want to see if interdisciplinary performance techniques can be used to articulate a
relationality that could be understood as an extended corporeality. This can involve a queering or
cripping of the body space. Interdisciplinary techniques, inspired by notions of permeability and
vulnerability, are engaged as choreographic experiments in the negotiation between bodies, objects
and space. These choreographic experiments develop techniques from forms of touch, bodily
extension, and somatechnics. The techniques include weight sharing, different levels of restriction
and resistance, attaching and detaching, rope suspension, rope tying, the scopic gaze, and exploring
spacial proximity as modes of connectivity. These experiments take place in a variety of locations as
place is regarded as another aspect of porosity.
Essentially, this is theoretically informed choreographic research that moves between different
registers of writing, critical reflection, and choreographic practice. My approach to practice as
research involves a queer phenomenological method of engaging with the assemblage as a collection
of diverse bodies, human and non-human. I engage an action/reflection feedback loop as well as
reflective dialogue techniques. My enquiry seeks to create a significant shift in ontological and
epistemological conventions that insist on the subject/object and self/other split. Instead, the body
and world are regarded as inseparable and the sovereign self as non-existent.
Finally, as an example and illustration of how my theory and practice intertwine, I refer to one of my
performance experiments, Pharmakos.
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Theoretical Beginnings
My concept of an extended body is inspired by the ‘altered body ethics’ discussed in the writings of
critical disability theorists Shildrick and Gibson, both of whom engage with French philosophers Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari and their concepts of fluid relational space as a ‘process of becoming’ that
moves beyond fixed identities. Gibson (2006) describes a radically altered body ethics based on a
specific form of connectivity born out of the experiences of people with disabilities such as a man and
his breathing ventilator, or a man and his dog.
An understanding of connectivity can be seen to replace ideas of dependency to describe the
disabled person’s relationships with people and objects in their daily experience. In these
relationships concepts of subjectivity are expanded beyond individualised identity. Shildrick (2009)
similarly outlines an alternative body ethics that moves beyond the autonomy of the singular,
detached, self-complete subject into a connective intermeshing with other bodies and objects. In
elaborating upon Shildrick’s work, I have developed techniques as methodological practices for
engaging with extended bodies to explore my concept of corporeal expansion.
The extended body is a concept of relationality that is not exclusive to human bodies; it is situated in
the plural rather than the singular and is not fixed but in constant motion. From a disability studies
perspective, it is a move away from identity politics based on notions of the autonomous independent
subject. From a queer theory perspective, the extended body potentially queers space, disrupting
heteronormative and heterogeneous norms.
In the choreographic practice of this research, the extended body is explored through the kinaesthetic
experience of touch and the overlapping with other bodies, objects, and spaces. Choreography is
understood here as an ‘expanded field’ that involves creating actions (Harvey, 2011). Choreographic
actions “refer to an endless array of possibilities: organised temporal acts, events or physical
behaviours performed through time” (2011, p.23). As a negotiation of relational space, my
performance modalities are intended to create an experience of intimacy, permeability, and
vulnerability. In an abstract Deleuzian/Guattarian sense, they represent a ‘becoming’ as the
movement in the space between elements (1987). In a subjective sense, I am curious about how they
shift our sense of self through sensation and how this extended body might open up queer/crip
pathways to alternative ways of moving and being in the world.

The Fluid Space of Theory/Practice
The concept of relationality is also used to describe the complexity of moving between the different
registers of writing, theory, reflection, and choreographic practice within this research. Each of these
registers can be regarded as a practice or discipline itself and at the same time enfolded into each
other.
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Susan Melrose (2005) describes the bringing together of performance-making, performances, and
spectators as curious events which lie at the intersection of at least two process lines. She claims that
those who write ostensibly about performance are generally writing about the spectator experience of
performance based on a spectator theory of knowledge, and from a spectator positioning within the
performance event. She discusses the difference between an ethnographic approach to interpreting
practice and a narrative informed by insider knowledge of the expert performance practitioner. While
the former uses dominant interpretative apparatuses preferred in universities to shape observations
as well as meaning production, the latter engages a whole different range of skill sets. According to
Melrose, expert performance practitioners engage with performance-making problems through the
operations of expert intuition, affective and teleo-affective investment, speculative engagement,
collaboration, and ongoing negotiation. Their grasp of performance-making strategies tends to be
multi-dimensional, often multi-participant, rather than writerly or writing-like. Thus, the perspective of
the performance practitioner is substantially different to the performance spectator. The practice
researcher may be required to move between these modes to satisfy the requirements of the
Academy.
Melrose further suggests that there is the potential to theorise inside performance, instead of inside
reflective writing. In the field of professional performance-making, only some theoretical practices are
writing based.
I was hinting at the possibility that Rosemary Butcher might theorise choreographically; that
Elizabeth LeCompte, and Robert Wilson and Ariane Mnouchkine might theorise as mise en
scene, without any of these expert practitioners needing to write, either literally or
metaphorically. (2005, Part 1, no page numbers)
Multi-dimensional performance making supports a posthuman ethics. It embraces the simultaneous
occurrence of multi-directional processes including complex intellectual and social phenomena
(Braidotti, 2016). As a practitioner, I am theorising in the process of making performances and making
links with other practitioners and theoretical positions. I am involved with multiple participants: other
dancers, production technicians, audience members, and together we co-construct the space and the
event. The rope, too, is another participant and from a posthumanist, new materialist perspective
does its own theorising as an object with agency. It is part of the intertwined web of human and nonhuman matter. As a choreographer, my task is to facilitate this intertwining and develop my capacity
to identify the complexity of these intra-actions.
Robin Nelson (2011) claims that the concepts of space and time, particularly where they foreground
human experience, are best explored through praxis rather than through writing or rhetorical debate
(both of which are themselves practices). He describes practice as research projects as running a
course betwixt and between rational argument and embodied knowledge and he argues that in doing
so they explore a liminal or relational space.
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Anna Pakes (2009) describes the embodied knowledge that emerges through the process of
choreography as one of phronesis. The term phronesis refers to the practical wisdom that is derived
from the choreographer’s process of ‘doing’. It acknowledges the intrinsic intelligence embedded
within the choreographic action. Phronesis is the process through which the
choreographer/researcher attunes and responds to the multi-dimensional circumstances that emerge
within the choreography.
It is a kind of attunement to the particularities of situations and experiences, requiring subjective
involvement rather than objective detachment; and it has an irreducibly personal dimension in
its dependence upon, and the fact that it folds back into, subjective and intersubjective
experience. (Pakes, 2009, p,19)
Thus the choreographer is porous to the intra-action of the human and non-human elements in the
process rather than a detached observer (or the performance spectator as Melrose suggests) and is
responsive to how they determine the direction of the research. For example, throughout my
performance events I enfold the feedback from the dancers, collaborators and peers and they
influence the direction that the choreography takes. We also develop our capacity to engage with the
non-human elements such as the rope which creates a unique aesthetic born out of the collective
embodied experience.
Practice as Research (PaR)
For Pakes (2009) there is intelligence embedded in the choreographic act of doing. This knowledge
can only be developed through practice and is valid in and of itself. It does not need to be augmented
by theoretical explanation and embellishment. To assume that theory must be the driving force behind
the choreography is to undermine the thinking involved in action. Thus accounts of my choreographic
process are not given as causal explanations rather they describe the activity in relation to its end
such as with my final performance discussed in chapter six.
Pakes (2009) also acknowledges that the purpose or intention governing a choreographic process
may shift according to the circumstances that evolve and this was certainly the case in my
choreographic processes as the original intention would morph significantly as we began to embody
it. An example is my performance Pharmakos (2014) which developed from the intention of drawing
links between disability and sexuality into an installation with an elaborate rope structure that allowed
us to explore the polemics of restriction and release.
In Brad Haseman’s Manifesto for Performative Research (2006) PaR is described as a new research
paradigm best understood as performative research. He draws on J.L. Austin’s notion of
performativity where the act of saying or naming something constitutes an enacting transformation.
The commonly used example Haseman offers is the binding and enacting power of the words “I do”
(p.102) uttered at a wedding ceremony.
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Each performance in this project has its own method. The works presented in this research are
presentational forms in which the symbolic material works performatively. Additionally, this project
attempts to apply Paul Carter’s notion of PaR as an “invention lottery” (cited in Barrett & Bolt, 2007,
p.15). Invention begins here when the practice exceeds its signification and reveals new possibilities.
Within PaR, performative researchers employ variations of reflective practice, participant observation,
performance ethnography, ethnodrama, biographical/autobiographical/narrative inquiry, and the
enquiry cycle from action research. Within these modalities, researchers use interviews, reflective
dialogue techniques, journals, observation methods, practice trails, personal experience, and expert
and peer review methods to complement and enrich their work-based practices (Nelson, 2011). In my
performance interventions I engage with action/reflection loops, reflective dialogue techniques,
journals, observation methods, personal experience as well as expert and peer review methods to
build a multi-modal approach to my practice. I also include in this research, an artistic audit (Chapter
3). Rather than a traditional literature review, this review of practices allows for a more layered and
rich analysis of the contexts within which my performative research is situated.
Drawing on Melrose, Pakes, Haseman and Nelson as theorists of practice as research methods, the
unfolding of my research has led to a multi-modal approach that engages with critical theory and
philosophy to develop a lexicon of research terms and concepts. As I develop these within my
practice, they become a filter for the performance experience and a theoretical framework. These
terms and concepts become cuts and lenses for viewing the research in the on-going process of
refinement. Rather than being constrained by each other, both writing and practice offer the potential
to theorise.

Performance Experiments
For Nelson “experience is an experiment” (2011, p.110). The word experience derives etymologically
from the French “to put to the test”. In this context, the traditional task of making sense is replaced by
unique experiences which are both cognitive operations and forms of emotion. I have adopted this
approach to experimentation for my performance research practice. As part of my enquiry I conducted
a series of experiments as choreographic interventions into an expanded corporeality. The
choreographic thinking in these performance experiments produces methods for experimenting with
intimate entanglements which are often based around rhizomatic rope structures. The methods
developed aim to queer and crip the space. Movement tasks are explored within a solo, a duet, a trio,
and in my final work Knot Just Body, which includes an extended ensemble of participants. They draw
from the modalities of the dance form Contact Improvisation and the Japanese tradition of Shibari
rope tying techniques.
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Contact Improvisation is a post-modern partner dance form first initiated by Judson Church
choreographer Steve Paxton in 1972. It is based on movement principles rather than a specific form
or body type and a rolling point of physical contact that can disorientate the dancers and create a
space for intimacy. Contact Improvisation has also been used as a ground for considering sex and
intimacy, political subjectivity, spiritual and contemplative practice. For Joseph Kramer and Keith
Hennesey in the US, it became a laboratory for experiments in staging desire, performing sexual
agency, and using personal relationships as impetus for choreographic action (George, 2013).
Hennesey (2014) promotes Contact Improvisation as a queer practice that creates a container for
exploring intimacy, sexuality, and body politics.
Contact Improvisation is an important method in my choreographic processes to produce different
levels of touch and connectivity to create states of intimacy. This includes experimenting with different
kinds of grips and bodily holds. Examples of these can be viewed in the Pharmakos digital file.
Shibari in Japanese literally means to tie and the contemporary meaning of Shibari describes an
ancient Japanese artistic form of rope bondage. Shibari rope tying can be regarded as a queer
practice, fetishistic, and outside of mainstream, hegemonic sexual practices. Commonly known as an
aspect of kink, Shibari means “beautiful binding” and is an aesthetic, erotic art form associated with
the expression of sexuality. The binding of the body is both a ritual and a journey. Originating in Japan
th

in the 15 century, Shibari was originally used for restraining prisoners. It later developed into an
erotic art form and its lexicon encompasses a broad spectrum of emotions and intents from play to
discipline, from tenderness to torture, from abstract visual expression to raw sexuality. It focusses on
tactile play orientated towards pleasure and exploring altered states of consciousness (Hedwig,
2011). As an artist exploring disability issues it drew my attention because of the way in which it
raises questions about the desirability of restriction and containment. While disability can be
interpreted in reductive terms with an emphasis on impairment, I am curious about how a particular
sub-culture prizes a highly stylised form of restriction as an expression of sexuality and connection. In
my choreographic processes Shibari processes of tying became an important aspect of my
choreographic methodology.
Early in my research practice I began working with rope as a symbol of connection, sensuality, and
aesthetic design. My collaborator Emilia Rubio and I worked with Auckland-based rope artist Mark
Genet to learn to tie ropes both on objects and bodies. In October, 2013, I attended a Japanese Rope
Bondage festival in Sydney where local and international rope artists presented their work and gave
workshops. I was particularly interested in how this subculture of bondage enthusiasts responded to
rope as a source of pleasure and as a medium for exploring issues of dominance and control.
Rope has agency as an enfolding, interconnecting device and as a medium of trust. It creates
boundaries and pushes boundaries reminding us that our corporeality is permeable and susceptible to
a range of affects. It provides a tangible limitation and restriction with the potentiality for activating a
range of emotions. In the performance experiments the rope becomes the third partner in the dance.
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It is not separate from us but we are connected by and through it. It creates an extended corporeality
and a kinaesthetic experience; it provides tension, pressure, it rubs, slides, hangs, coils and crashes
when it is thrown to the floor. The knots and junctions it forms stabilise or act as support. It provides a
multi-sensory experience and creates a very specific habitat. It is functional as well as aesthetic and
has connotations of control and wrangling. Rope requires strength to manipulate and is often
associated with an intention of labour. In the choreographic experiments, we observe the sensorial
affects of rope and how it affects our state of being.
Queer Phenomenology
The phenomenology of the extended body can also be explored from a queer theoretical perspective.
Phenomenology is understood as experience which is perceived through the body and its immersion
in the world (Nelson, 2011). Existential phenomenologist Merleau Ponty regards perception as always
incarnate, context specific, and perceived through an encounter. From a posthumanist perspective
these bodies are not necessarily human bodies and can comprise an assemblage. Queer theory
rejects the idea of a knowable, stable subject as it extends beyond diverse sexualities and diverse
forms of embodiment. I consider the queer lens in my research as it supports the concept of nonduality suggesting a fluid range of identities.
For Ahmed (2007) the queer lens has the potential to re-theorise the sexualisation of space as well as
the spatiality of sexual desire. It searches for the queering experiences of orientation towards other
bodies and objects within space. Ahmed says if consciousness is intentional, then we are not only
directed toward objects, but those objects also take us in a certain direction. The world we inhabit
takes shape in the form of what is more or less familiar. From a queer perspective, space is often
coded by dominant heterosexual discourses which are partly revealed by what is foregrounded and
what is backgrounded. Ahmed says “We can consider perhaps how one’s background affects what it
is that comes into view, as well as how the background is what allows what comes into view to be
viewed” (p.546).
Both bodies and objects take their shape through being oriented toward each other, and a ‘straight’
orientation may be very different to a queer orientation of space. Similarly, a queer/crip perspective
has a particular perspective of space requiring different pathways and forms of mobility. Sexual
orientations are performative, directing one’s desire toward some bodies and not others.
Phenomenology shows how objects and bodies leave their impressions on the skin surface and in the
process of touch. The object does not stand apart; it is both felt by the skin and even on the skin
(2007). Bodies take shape through the intimacy of contact which in turn affects what bodies can do.
This is particularly relevant to the contact improvisation and rope tying techniques used in my
choreographic experiments. The types of contact and direct touch with the body elicits a specific
response, and bodies become trained to respond to that sensory information. For example, in Contact
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Improvisation an experienced dancer learns to yield to another body’s weight and to distribute it
across their body surface so it can be accommodated without destabilising their balance.
Ahmed (2007) says to make things queer is to disturb the order of things – to be oblique, off-line, or
even wonky. Straightness is aligned with verticality so to be horizontal, as contact improvisation
dancers often are, is adopting a queer perspective. The dancers’ play with gravity and their descent to
the floor further challenges the ‘straightness’ of the dance. In Contact Improvisation dancers often
only temporarily stay in a vertical position to navigate space. The off centred-ness, the obliqueness,
creates a whole new realm of possibilities for bodies to experience space. What could be said to be
radical or queer about this form is that its movement principles, based on a rolling point of contact
between two or more bodies, is not dependent on a non-disabled, bi-pedal body. Variations in height,
weight, size, and ability can be accommodated, and in this way, it is a perfect modality for queer
bodies to explore and shape space.
Shibari rope tying is also described as a queering practice for orientating space and creating an
aesthetic design. The positions of the person being tied are often designed to be disorientating and
temporarily uncomfortable. Riding the line between pleasure and pain becomes part of the queering
experience of the practice. Ahmed says phenomenology is, after all, full of queer moments and
moments of disorientation. This involves not only “the intellectual experience of disorder, but the vital
experience of giddiness and nausea, which is the awareness of our own contingency and the horror
with which it fills us” (Ahmed, 2007, p.545). In my research an extended corporeality can mean
departing from the straight and narrow, finding alternate routes, getting lost, or even becoming queer.
Orientations within space, therefore, can reveal underlying attitudes and assumptions about which
bodies and objects are foregrounded in the environment. My wheelchair, for example, requires the
accommodation of a rolling vehicle, slightly wider and shorter than a vertical bipedal body, and mainly
flat surfaces that can rise or lower to negotiate variations in height. In a predominantly bi-pedal world
this sometimes appears to be an excessive requirement. This research searches for queer meanings
of space that evolve through choreographic practice. A queer phenomenology suggests diverse ways
of being in the world that support people who may appear strange, and out of place (Ahmed, 2007).
Crip Time/Queer Time
As another aspect of queer phenomenology, orientations to time are considered in the choreography.
Crip time and queer time are both terms for describing how particular cultures have their own sense of
timing and temporality, and how this too is an experience of space or how we are beings in space.
Halberstaum (2005) talks about queer uses of time and space developing in opposition to the
institutions of family, heterosexuality, and reproduction. Queerness, she says, can be an outcome of
strange temporalities, imaginative life schedules, and eccentric economic practices that challenge
traditional ways of living. Crip time is a term sometimes used within disability culture as a wry
reference to the disability-related events that start late. The delays can be due to the extra time
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involved in getting prepared, arranging transport, or to various access barriers which have to be
negotiated. The following is a case in point:

As I write this section on time and space, in real time, I am sitting in the Air New Zealand Koru lounge
at Auckland domestic airport waiting for my wheelchair to arrive on another flight as someone forgot to
load it onto the plane in Christchurch. I am struck by what a perfect (and ironic) example this is of
queer/crip time and space. I am completely immobile without my wheelchair unless I decide to drag
myself along the carpet. I am seated on a wicker chair in the lounge while a member of the ground crew
sits beside me flicking through a magazine. She is here to be my ‘legs’ if I need to get to the toilet, etc
in the airline’s chair which is designed to be pushed, not self- propelled. My crip/queer space is
essentially reduced to the wicker chair and I wait on a network of airline crew so I can resume mobilising
in the world. I am the stranded component of an extended body. This is a familiar experience of
disability for me, reliving memories of being completely immobile in hospital after my injury, entirely
dependent on medical staff and their time, for eating, drinking, urinating, defecating and so on. My
orientation to the world morphs with other bodies. Other people are my arms and legs and my time is
shaped by their time. My vulnerability and interdependence are exposed.
My chair has just arrived… I am back in wheelie time. What a relief!
A crip temporality is also indicated by the medical profession who use terms such as congenital and
acquired, diagnosis and prognosis, remission and relapse (Kafer, 2013). We can be temporarily nondisabled and then through illness, age, or accident our orientations in and to time are subject to change
(as was my experience). In my research experiments, crip/queer time is relevant to the time it takes to
set up and develop a rehearsal. It includes negotiating energy levels and the time it takes to get in and
out of various apparatus (clothes or ropes), as well as the pacing of rehearsal and the eventual
performance. It is not as easy to make slick transitions so being transparent about the crip time of
negotiating space removes some aspects of the performance spectacle (particularly the illusion of
ease).

Sites and Situations of Research
The various sites and situations of this performative research are reimagined as part of an expanded
corporeality in the posthumanist sense that we are not separate from the world but of the world; a
collective body of space. This is particularly pertinent as a disability artist and a demonstrates a
politics of being involved in a multiplicity of contexts rather than relegated to a narrow context of
spaces that are ‘disability friendly’ or ‘disability specific’ such as ‘disability theatre’ or ‘disability dance’.
Thus, the performative research is articulated through different contextual frames including the
Wellington waterfront, an Auckland beach, the under-skirts of a Moreton Bay Fig tree in a park, the
Piha bush, and a traditional black box theatre.
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When I refer to the collective body, I am imagining multiple bodies and objects as well as bodies
located within specific spaces. The specificity of the space permeates the performance with its social,
cultural, and political associations and thus brings certain elements to the fore, such as the mobility of
space represented by the waterfront shipping container.
Fiona Wilkie (2012) in Site-specific Performance and the Mobility Turn argues that site-specific
performance is well placed to investigate how we understand our mobility. It provides the tools to
reimagine what it means to live in a mobile world. I can think of no space more mobile and fluid with
its boundaries more recently than my hometown, Christchurch. After two major earthquakes in 2010
and 2011 I witnessed the city’s transformation amidst widescale devastation to the infrastructure and
existing landscape not to mention a significant loss of lives and injury. I am still stunned at the way in
which the cracks and fissures within a place I have always identified as ‘home,’ remind me of the
permeability of the world in which we live.
Thus, as I contemplate extended permeable bodies, I consider my own body boundaries as fluid and
extending to the places I inhabit and merge with. Elizabeth Grosz (2010) talks about space as
unfolding and open to becoming other than itself and other than what it has been, suggesting the
potential to reinvent space. Carol Brown says that through dancing, space can be experienced as a
continuum between inside/outside, interior/exterior and “… a complex enfolding as we embody,
incorporate and extrude space” (2010, p.59). In terms of site specificity, the relationship of dance
performance to place has been explored since the 1960s when the first ground-breaking site-specific
experiments emerged. Enhancing sensorial receptiveness to the environment is a major motivation
for engaging with site-specific dance performance by various international dance artists including
Olive Bieringa, Otto Ramstad, Leah Stein, and Marylee Hardenberg (Kloetzel & Pavlik, 2009). An
example of this becoming with the environment is Bieringa’s performance ‘GO’ which she has
performed since 2005, originally as a solo (which I witnessed in Seattle, 2005) and subsequently as a
group piece. Bieringa says it is “an ongoing journey between our inner and outer landscapes and the
ecological entwinement of self, other, and environment” (Kloetzel & Pavlik, p.137). She describes it as
an investigation of the ‘space in between’ emphasising the porosity of the body in space. Miriam
Marler (2015) describes her experiences of dancing at Aramoana beach in the South Island of New
Zealand as a means of connecting with self and home. She says that by consciously drawing on
proprioceptive, tactile, aural, visual, and kinaesthetic information she was able to focus on detailed
rhythms, markers, patterns, and chatterings of the place. Through engaging with her dance practice
her sense of self shifted and expanded. “I felt more at ease in myself and in the place, as if I had
lessened a gap between myself and the landscape” (Marler, 2015, p.39). Thus, site or place are
essential aspects of permeability as we exist in relation to our environment
At a more micro level the theatre’s specific cultural history, meanings, and conventions speak to the
nature of performance that operates within it. It has its own ways of organising bodies within the
space and negotiating relationships between performers and audience. The theatre, concert hall, and
proscenium of the classical stage has provided the traditional context for dance performance,
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emphasising figure-ground relationships and the separation of performer and audience (Brown,
2010). The dancers’ conceptualisation of the theatrical performance space evolved considerably
th

throughout the 20 century beyond a passive three-dimensional container into a dynamic space of
change and becoming (2010). Until quite recently, however, disabled bodies were not considered as
part of the cultural milieu of the theatre. There was no access to the auditorium (access is still quite
limited) and the idea that disabled people might be performers was not even conceived.
Historically, disabled bodies were more likely to be on display as entertainment in the freak shows
th

that toured North America and Europe in the 19 century (Millet, 2005).
To present my final performance in the context of a theatre at the University of Auckland has a very
particular cultural resonance for me. The first contemporary dance performance I witnessed with both
disabled dancers and non-disabled dancers was Touch Compass Dance Company at the University
of Auckland Musgrove studio theatre in 1998. My experience as a spectator was a revelation in that
not only could disabled people dance professionally but that I, as a former non-disabled dancer, might
reconsider my bodily potential. It was a pivotal moment in my life. Thus, the dance theatre, and
specifically the Musgrove theatre, has a very specific place in my personal history and in the cultural
imagination of dance for people with disabilities in Auckland.
Each location in my performances, including the Pt Chevailer beach, the Piha bush, Monte Cecilia
Park, the Wellington waterfront, and the Kenneth Myers Centre, is considered as shaping the flavour
of the event that takes place. The permeability of the locations is inherently encompassing of their
specific histories and cultural contexts. For example, the design of the black box theatre can dictate
how a performance might be staged, spatially and in its orientation. The spatial proximity between
performers and audience can act as a fourth wall. As a choreographer wanting to further dissolve the
fourth wall I encourage the audience to permeate the performance space. I encourage audience
participation through offering tasks and initiating a dialogue. To further disrupt the space, I create
architectural interventions in the form of my roped webs, reorientating the space. Thus, the porosity of
the performance space can be enhanced by experimenting with spatial proximity and engaging with
the audience.

Pharmakos: A Meeting of Theory and Practice
The performance installation Pharmakos is an example of how theory informs practice and how I
developed a very particular performance methodology. Pharmakos took place in a shipping container
on the windy waterfront in Wellington, New Zealand, over four and a half days as part of the
Performance Arcade Series in late February and early March in 2014. The Performance Arcade
Series is an international exhibition of live art, music, and digital media installations open to the public
thirteen hours a day. My intention with Pharmakos was to reimagine the links between disability and
sexuality as an opportunity to explore our relationships with restriction and desire. Playing with
notions of fetish and Shibari rope tying, Pharmakos subverts turns of phrase such as “wheelchair
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bound” and experiments with restriction as an aesthetic choice. As an artist with a disability, instead
of resisting the fetishisation of vulnerability, I wanted to embrace it as a statement about the freedom
to choose one’s relationship to a perceived containment. In the process, both my collaborator Emilia
Rubio and I re-invented ourselves as both object and subject. We risked reinforcing stereotypes of
being the object of the gaze, defined as women by our bodies and in my case as a woman with a
disability, positing ourselves as outsiders or scapegoats (pharmakos). Our agency as makers and
performers potentially disrupted this as we tied ourselves, each other, and created our rope
architecture as a playground of sensation, restriction, and support.
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Figure 4. Pharmakos, Wellington Performance Arcade, February 26 - March 3, 2014.
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Figure 5. Pharmakos, Wellington Performance Arcade, February 26 - March 3, 2014.
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Responding to the arcade’s theme of performance as an act of labour, our methods involved building
a complex rope web as a performance apparatus and a stand-alone installation, threading a thick
shipping rope through anchor points inside the container. Our main performative devices were the
suspension of objects, constructing the web and performing inside it.
As part of our choreographic experiments we explored different types of bodily grips and attachments
as a form of containment and then its opposite, release and flow. Within the dance duet, Rubio and I
alternated between exploring attachments and then finding open, extended and relaxed positions
where our bodies are still connected. This was a method for exploring the polemics of contained
restriction and the openness of release, investigating the subtleties and relational space between.
Intimacy and spacial proximity was investigated through paying attention to these comfortable and
uncomfortable spaces in the duet.

Figure 6. Pharmakos, Te Whero Island, Auckland, February 20, 2014.

The experiments are conducted as action/reflection loops where my collaborating dance partner and I
reflect on and discuss the emotional and kinaesthetic effects of these experiences. We pay attention
to our bodily boundaries and how these shift within the choreography. We question how we might
queer or crip those boundaries.
As the researcher, I am using a critical feedback loop referring back to my theoretical framework on
how intimacy and relational space shape a fluid identity in an extended corporeality. The insights
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revealed inform understandings of disability identity, queer identity, and an expanded corporeality.
This then shapes the subsequent experiments.
The performance site for Pharmakos, a waterfront shipping container, had multiple cultural
resonances, some of which are directly linked with my enquiry into restriction, queered space, and
sexuality. Harnessing rope inside a shipping container carried cultural associations of a male seath

faring world where women can be traded as sex slaves or prostitutes. It also hinted at the 19 and
th

early 20 century freak shows such as Coney Island in the US, where disabled bodies performed their
difference. It was among these cultural traces that our piece unfolded over four and a half days.
The shipping container had multiple anchor points for harnessing valuable cargo which became the
basis of our rope installation. By inhabiting the container and intentionally sexualising it with
references to Shibari, we were eroticising our bodies on our own terms, permeating a traditionally
male world. Our performance was an exploration of our sexuality/sensuality and a form of
containment that reflected our desires and choices of inhabiting the space. We effectively queered the
container space. Vertical straight lines were disrupted with the angular construction of the web and
our bodies were often horizontal as we negotiated the ground space and various perches within the
web. The suspended prosthetic arms and legs fragmented the space and referenced the fetishized
gaze. We became an extended body linking ourselves to the objects in the space. Through a
queer/crip practice we stepped into border territory.
During our performances, our use of time took us outside more traditional formats for presenting a
‘show’. We built our roped web during the day, adopting a pedestrian performance mode, more
associated with ‘labour’ than with staged performance. In the evenings, our performances often
involved slow, meditative movements and periods of stillness. In the choreographic research, timings
unfold as specific rythmns and pacings that reflect the intention of the piece, as well as the
practicalities of negotiating the space from a crip/queer perspective.
Staging Pharmakos was an opportunity to perceive audience responses to promised themes of
vulnerability and fetish in a durational work. Responses included “…never saw it coming”,
“…impressive rope tying skills”, “…like it’s different and makes sense”, “…in contrast to the subject
they are very calm”, “…powerful moments of stillness”. The location of our performance piece on the
edge of the Wellington harbour made us vulnerable to the elements, sporadically blasted by gale
force winds, rain, and occasionally scorching sun. Dealing with the weather variables was both
invigorating and exhausting. Our container was situated at the ground level at one end of the Arcade
on a well trafficked promenade. Pedestrians and cyclists encountered us on their way to work or on
the weekend when they were out for a stroll. In the evenings, art enthusiasts flocked to the arcade
primed for performance art experiences, familiar with the arcade’s approach to interactive art.
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Figure 7. Pharmakos, Wellington Performance Arcade, February 26 - March 3, 2014.

What emerged in the course of our performances was a theme of permeability and connectivity.
Pharmakos became a journey of meshing with the environment, the audience, the rope, artistic
collaborators, and our fellow exhibitors. The relationships we built with each of these elements
allowed them to generate the movement. In performance, we developed a connective intimacy,
directing our gaze towards each other and the audience. A major site of receptivity, this reciprocal
gaze anchored the movement and the mood of the piece. The roped web became our third
collaborator offering moments of support, tension, and resistance as a movable grid.
One of my most poignant memories was the sense of expansion, presence, and sensuality
associated with our evening performances. Time appeared to stretch and stand still in moments when
we honed our focus on an attachment, a piece of skin, each other’s eyes, or a glimpse of the lights on
the sea. While focussed on these aspects there was a deep sense of stillness that was highly sensual
and absorbing while very connected to the environment. Our quality of awareness could be described
as spacious and all encompassing; a type of ‘panoramic awareness’ which was palpably grounded in
a heightened sense of connectivity. In this context, our vulnerability as performers was experienced
as a receptivity and an intimacy with the space. In relationship to our theme of sexuality and fetish
these experiences seemed to embody an underlying drive for a heightened sense of connectivity and
a fluid relationship between inside and outside.
Pharmakos was an opportunity to literally harness the performative space with notions of
containment, fetishisation, sexuality, and vulnerability. It was a durational improvisation that explored
an intra-active relationship with the rope, the ever-changing weather conditions, my performance
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partner, and the people who formed our audience. We were the designers of our containment,
creating a rich palette of movement scores that were built on intimacy and receptivity to the
environment.
Conclusion:
This theoretically inspired choreographic exploration of relationality searches for an expanded
corporeality which can queer or crip space. Through my choreographic performances, I have
developed techniques as methodological practices for engaging with concepts of corporeal
expansion. The techniques emerge from a practice of touch and bodily extension in a variety of
locations. My methodology involves an elastic epistemology of how we come to know ourselves as an
extended corporealities. Pharmakos is an example of how this takes shape.
We can know ourselves as permeable, vulnerable beings, as a body that identifies as disabled or
queer, as a body which gives and receives weight, is held and holds, is tethered to another body with
a piece of rope or as a body that is suspended in space. The performative research has plurivocal
potential operating through interpretative epistemologies where the knower and the known interact,
shape, and interpret each other. The felt process of connection, disconnection and fluid boundaries
shift our sense of subjectivity and our way of knowing who we are and where we are in the world. As
should now be established, what is at issue here is a radical undoing of the very notion of embodied
being as something secure and distinct, as a sovereignty of subjectivity distinct from its others.
Moving between the different registers of writing, theorising, critical reflection, and choreographic
practice I create a dialogue with my theoretical and practice partners,explored in more depth in
chapters three and four. This dialogue is yet another example of the extended body, an extended
body of thought as a means of thinking about expanded corporealities. The ontology morphs towards
a paradigmatic shift of fluid boundaries and intra-activity between people and places.
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Chapter 3

Queer Transformations
As a queer/crip mythical character my lineage dates back to the Greek gods and goddesses such as
Hephaestus, the god of the forge. Hephaestus was described as lame and as the only god who
worked, labouring as a blacksmith to make weapons for the other gods (Deris, 2013). As the god of
the forge he was an alchemist, transforming materials into metalwork imbued with special powers. In
contemporary terms, he was the equivalent of a Super-Crip (an extraordinary disabled person). Yet
rather than existing just to inspire non-disabled people, he was a force to be reckoned with, known to
outwit other gods such as his brother Ares, the god of war. The artists I have selected here similarly
are forces to be reckoned with. They have the capacity to transform themselves through their art.
They are boundary pushers and their vulnerabilities become their strength. They are super heroes in
their own right, their transformative powers second to none.
The Broader Context
In this chapter, eight artists are explored as expressions of the vulnerable, permeable, expanded body
that occupies hybrid spaces and transgresses borders. Some of these bodies quite literally extend
themselves in terms of their adopted prosthetics and some of these bodies extend themselves into
new ontological territory, questioning the boundaries between sex and art, the controllable and
uncontrollable body, and the contained and uncontained body. Their work demonstrates that an
expanded corporeality can take us into queer spaces where the inside/outside becomes fluid and
where sexuality and sensuality can bring us into different forms of relationality. Their experimental
approaches could be described as exploring the ‘deviant body’; the body that dares to step outside
respectable norms, challenging more traditional performance practices.
In the first section, I focus on the work of three performance artists: Lisa Bufano, Rebecca Horn, and
Claire Cunningham, as examples of queer entanglements through somatechnics. Felix Ruckert and
Dasynia Sommer feature in the second section as artists who explore links between sexuality, dance,
and rope tying. In the last section performance artists Bob Flanagan, Martin O’Brien, and Rita Marcalo
experiment with physical and psychic boundaries and forms of control. Flanagan and O’Brien,
particularly, highlight their expression of sexuality as part of their body politics.
In establishing a theoretical context for this chapter, I am inspired by two thinkers: French philosopher
Jean Luc Nancy and the Chicano, Mexican, queer, feminist writer Gloria Anzaldua. Nancy proposes a
term he calls transimmanence where we occupy a singular plurality rather than existing as a
substantial, settled, or stable subject (Fagan, 2013). He says we are singular beings in a relational
regime independent of identitarianism or anthropormorphism. Such a space seems suited to the
extended body which queers the space with its various hybridities and boundary crossings.
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Gloria Anzaldua’s idea of shaping new consciousness, new territories and a third country also seems
relevant here. Anzaldua (2012) introduced the term mestizaje, meaning a state of being beyond
binary, challenging Western modernism. In her semi-autobiographical work Borderlands/La Frontera:
The New Mestiza (2012), she details the invisible borders that exist between Latinas/os and nonLatinas/os, men and women, heterosexuals and homosexuals, and various other opposing groups.
The geographical borderlands of her homeland are neither fully of Mexico nor of the United States
and Anzaldua identified a growing population that doesn’t distinguish invisible borders. Anzaldua’s
poetry and prose explored where borders collide and merge to form a third country that is political,
social and gendered. Similarly, the artists in this chapter are boundary crossers, traversing borders.
They explore in-between spaces and create third countries of their own design.
Some of the borders explored here, such as dance and sexuality, have been historically problematic.
th

Western theatrical chastity dates back to the turn of the 19 century when some artists established
respectability by distancing their profession from the sex trade and its associated immorality (Duran,
2013). Thus, it was important for modern dance icons such as Isadora Duncan to be celebrated as
the synthesis of a respectable modern dance. Sex has often been regarded as either a threat to
artistic value or as a provocation against bourgeois cultural morality. Artists such as Ruckert,
Flanagan, and O’Brien have actively challenged this border and infuse their art with sexuality.
The Queering Dance of Somatechnics
Queering has the job of undoing normal categories, and none is more critical than the
human/non-human sorting operation. (Giffney & Hird, 2008, p. xxiv)
Considering the relationship of the human body to prosthetics is an aspect of the extended body
which potentially disrupts the boundary between animate and inanimate objects or material semiotic
intra-action (2008). From a queer theoretical perspective engaging with prosthetics troubles the
binaries associated with natural/unnatural, living/dead, organic/inorganic, animate/ inanimate,
nature/culture, and useful/useless. The idea of extensions, tubes, membranes, orifices, and probes all
suggest potential boundary violations that there is no ontological starting and stopping point (2008).
Giffney and Hird call into question the human/non-human divide and the very givenness or
monumentalisation of the human as the integral subject. They reconsider the mythic understanding of
the human as foundational, natural, and of the bio-anthropological.
When bodies and tools are used together, they can bring about previously unimaginable
transformations, transpositions, and transitions. Referring to Nancy’s term of transimmanence where
we vulnerably expose ourselves to the sense of the world, queering the non/human can be seen as a
new kind of process ontology. Jane Bennett, in Vibrant Matters (2010), refers broadly to the capacity
of any body for activity and responsiveness. Bennett quotes Deleuze and Guattari:
We know nothing about a body Organic and inorganic bodies, natural and cultural objects
(these distinctions are until we know what it can do, in other words, what its affects are, how
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they can or cannot enter into composition with other affects, with the affects of another body, . .
. to destroy that body or to be destroyed by it, . . . to exchange actions and passions with it or to
join with in composing. (Deleuze & Guattari cited in Bennett, 2010, p. xiii)
From the position of the vulnerable, extended body which is especially pertinent to disability and
queer studies, its leaky boundaries offer new ways of being in and occupying the world. The artists I
have selected below can be regarded as part of Nancy’s singular plurality and Anzaldua’s concept of
a third country. Their unique ways of extending into the world are both intimate and expansive and
they invent their own aesthetic: a queer aesthetic. As a way of thinking about aesthetics I want to
draw on Tobin Siebers’s (2010) definition of aesthetics as a tracking of the sensations that some
bodies feel in the presence of other bodies. He suggests that “The human body is both the subject
and object of aesthetic production” (p.1). The aestheticising of vulnerability, then, can imply a
disruption to the representation of the healthy body and to perceptions of harmony, integrity, and
beauty. This is significant in a disability context where presenting an aspect of vulnerability can
challenge the integrity of the able body.
Lisa Bufano
As an embodiment of the extended body the late Lisa Bufano’s sculptural prosthetic devices can be
described as both articulate and inspirational. Bufano was an American interdisciplinary performance
artist who became an amputee at the age of 21 from a bacterial infection. She lost her lower legs and
fingers. Also trained as a fine artist, Bufano incorporated elements of doll-making, fabric, and
animation into her performance. In Bufano’s artistic statement on her website she says:
In my visual and performing work, the dominating theme is the visceral experience of
alienation, embodied by creatures, real and imagined. (Bufano, 2017)
Particularly significant for my research is the way Bufano redefined the relationship between form and
function. She has been described as a virtuosic shapeshifter (Kurtz, 2012) with her prosthetic
manipulations and her performances emphasising transformation and variation. Her point of physical
difference and prosthetics became a creative point of departure from normative modes of mobilising.
In One Breath is an Ocean for a Wooden Heart (2011) both Bufano and her collaborator Sonsheree
Giles dance with Queen Anne (table) style wooden stilts attached to their arms and legs. The
combination of Bufano’s four amputated limbs and her sculpted prosthesis creates a unique sensorial
engagement with the world that is both similar in form and yet an obvious variation to the nondisabled Sonsheree on her stilts. Bufano’s fore-shortened limbs allow for a specific gait with her
extraordinary prosthetics. From a phenomenological perspective both dancers become their
prosthetic Queen Anne table legs, inhabiting them and extending into the world through the wooden
attachments. At the beginning of the performance, as both performers lie on the floor, side by side,
the emphasis is on their spines undulating together. Gradually they begin unfolding and refolding their
bodies as their extended, prosthetic limbs push out into the space. As they begin a precarious ascent
to their hands and knees they lean into each other for balance and stability, a subtle yet precise
manipulation of their extended bodies. The manner in which they share weight and negotiate a shared
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is similar to the choreography for Grotteschi (2008), a work where my four prosthetic legs became an
essential part of the choreography. Adopting the persona of Ava the Spider Woman, my body (with its
extra legs) extends into the body of my dance partner Adrian Smith as we explore a hybrid form
during our duet. With an emphasis on weight sharing and mobilising together the choreography is
largely determined by the prosthetics. In the early stages of researching the piece I spent many hours
on the floor experimenting with how my own legs (which I can’t move voluntarily) could move
alongside the fake legs and then later alongside Adrian’s.

Figure 8. Grotteschi, Olympic Park, Stratford, London, September 10, 2016. Photograph by Viryam Robertson.
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Figure 9. Grotteschi, Olympic Park, Stratford, London, September 10, 2016. Photograph by Catherine Chappell.

Kurtz (2012) describes Bufano as sculpting her movement informed by her internal impulses to move
and considerations of line and shaping. As a fine artist, Bufano was interested in the manipulation of
visual forms as opposed to concentrating on movement technique derived from traditional dance
technique. During the making of Grotteschi, Adrian and I also tried to maximise the sculptural effects
of the prosthetic legs as our bodies entwined in a variety of configurations. Bufano’s strategy of
exaggerating her physical difference was similar to my own rationale for adopting an extraordinary
body in performance.
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Figure 10. Bufano with her Queen Anne table leg prosthetics.

I am using my own body, both as a direct approach to animating forms, and also as a way to
explore issues of physicality and difference. Despite my own terror and discomfort in being
watched (or, maybe, because of it), I am finding that being in front of viewers as a performer
with deformity can produce a magnetic tension that could be developed into strength. I attempt
to channel this tension by exaggerating the mode of physical difference, for example,
presenting myself on stilts. (Bufano, cited in Durham-Wall, 2015, p.30)
The exaggeration then is also a deliberate crafting of one’s point of difference and fits with Braidotti’s
(2013) suggestion of re-inventing our habitat in a posthumanist world. This could also be understood
as choosing our own parameters instead of accepting the parameters established in a ‘non-disabled
world‘. It recalls Albright and Brandstetter’s (2015) notion that disability is also a point of departure.
This then creates new knowledges of ways of being and mobilising in the world. Another example of
Bufano’s solo work is Five Open Mouths (2007) which is suggestive of bodily orifices that connect the
inside/outside body (referring to her amputations). In the first section of the performance she runs and
performs on her high-tech carbon fibre prosthetic legs. In the second section, she removes the
prosthetics (visibly in front of the audience so we see the transformation from prosthetics to no
prosthetics) and dances on the floor allowing us to appreciate the aesthetic of how she moves with
foreshortened limbs. Instead of prosthetics or fingers and toes she has a different point of tactile
connection with the world, suggesting another way of being in the world and another point of entry.
Having almost lost the fingers on my left hand due to burns and also having lost the use of my legs, I
feel a kinaesthetic empathy with Bufano’s adaptations or perhaps re-emergence into the world from
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an altered bodily perspective. In both cases, there is a rupture in the body’s blueprint of how it is used
to function and inhabit the world. Through this re-orientation there is a re-learning of what
embodiment can do.
Labelling physical difference as a disability sets a particular tone to our re-emergence into the world.
There is an emphasis on rehabilitation which is informed by a medical perspective of diagnosis and
treatment. Reframing it as the vulnerable, permeable body is an affirmation of the responsive body
and in the Deleuzian sense, it is the body of becoming, a body that pushes the boundaries and
thresholds. I regard Bufano as indicative of what bodies can do, rather than what they can’t do.
I want to be seen as attractive and beautiful and sexy like everyone else, says Bufano. But I
think that in my artwork, for me, it's trying to find some comfort with being everything a human
can be. (Bufano cited in Shea, 2007)

Rebecca Horn
Horn is a German artist who has worked across a variety of disciplines, including film and installation
art, but she initially rose to prominence with art that extended her body into space through sculptural
prosthetics. In her early works her performing bodies were fitted with prosthetic extensions that
allowed the wearer to feel at a distance. In this sense, she embodies an aesthetic of the extended
body. An example is her work Finger Gloves (1972), which explores ideas of touch and sensory
awareness with finger forms extended by balsa wood and cloth. Being able to see what she was
touching and the way in which she was touching it, created an illusion of her fingers literally being
extended and in her mind the illusion was that she was touched by what the extensions were
touching.
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Figure 11. Horn, Finger Gloves, 1972. Photographer unknown.

In Scratching Both Walls At Once (1974), part of her Berlin Exercises in Nine Pieces, she slowly and
carefully walks the length of a room, a feat impossible with an un-extended body, measuring, creating
a soundscape as the finger extensions drag along the walls. Pencil Mask (1972) is another body
extension piece, made up of six straps running horizontally and three straps running vertically across
the body. Where the straps intersect, a pencil has been attached. When moving her face back and
forth on a near wall the pencil marks that are made correspond directly with her movements.
A further work that involves the illusion of feeling and one’s hand is Feather Fingers (1972). A feather
is attached to each finger with a metal ring. The hand becomes asymmetrical and is sensitive like a
bird’s wing. When touching the opposite arm with the feather fingers touch is felt on the left arm and
when the fingers on the right hand move to touch the left arm it is the feathers that make contact.
Horn described the effect as if one hand had suddenly become disconnected from the other like two
unrelated beings (Horn cited in Trainor, 2012). Horn’s prosthetics inspire my research by extending
and queering kinaesthetic sensitivity and re-inventing our relationality in the world. Unlike Bufano she
doesn’t confront issues of the anomalous body in relationship to disability but she experiments with
our relationship to materialism.
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Claire Cunningham
Cunningham is a UK performance artist who uses multiple crutches as body extensions in
performance. As an artist with a disability, she also uses the crutches as a mobility aid in everyday
life. She transforms functional prosthetics performatively for a dynamic, aesthetic effect. In her
website mission statement, she says her aim is to challenge conventions around virtuosity, classical
aesthetic, and dance. Her crutches have a range of manifestations in performance such as in 12
(2012) where the crutches become instruments of coercion appearing as rifles, a collar and leash,
puppet strings, a stick of candy floss, and a guitar. Cunningham discusses the illusion of weight
bearing when performing with crutches and how it is often unclear to the audience where her weight is
situated (Pedroni, 2012). In her performance, she moves through a complex set of weight shifts and
manoeuvres that reveal the detail and the refined skill she has developed with her extended body.
She has transformed a functional mobility aid into a piece of art. There is a degree of fluidity,
intentionality, and experimentation in her performance that makes it riveting to watch.
In her interview with Francesca Pedroni (2012), in 7 minutes with Claire Cunningham, Cunningham
asserts that disability, a valid state of being, is just different. In her performance piece Mobile (2010)
she wanted to challenge people’s perceptions about the crutches: “There are a lot of negative
connotations simply with an object, the crutch … triggers a lot of negative thoughts for people and
associations. So I was interested in this, can I do other things with this object?” (Pedroni, 2012).
In 2007, she trained with Bill Shannon, an American performance artist known as “the crutch master”,
and she says this positively shifted her perception of her body. She talks about the status of her
crutches and disability, and how she used to feel that neither the crutches or the upper body strength
she required met an ideal of femininity. Once she began to explore their potential for making art and
earning an income this perception radically shifted. Thus, her experience of vulnerability around the
stigma of disability transformed. The crutches may have once represented a loss but her movement
practice developed a hyper-functionality and a new skill set. Performances such as Mobile (2010) are
a perfect example of the extended body where Cunningham’s phenomenological experience is
permeated by multiple sets of crutches that create an elaborate set that is sculptural and aerial, and
her mobilisation is multi-faceted. Cunningham is conscious of how the work might be read:
If I made a piece of work that had aerial performance I guess I am suspicious that some people
would like to see a disabled person, flying in the air, free of mobility equipment, there is an
aspiration for freedom and healing away from the impediments and I don’t subscribe to this. I don’t
like this idea, I don’t want to be healed. I like the crutches and I wanted to take them with me and I
wanted to use them to take me further in the air, rather than be free of them so this was also the
reason for building this structure. (Cunningham cited in Pedroni, 2012)
Aside from Cunningham’s athletic and virtuosic abilities, the subject matter of her work has often
explored deeply personal thoughts about disability and social attitudes (Vile, 2015). Her solo
performance Give Me A Reason to Live (2015), is inspired by the work of medieval Dutch painter
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Hieronymous Bosch. She incorporates a performance art element into her choreography, pushing her
body to the extremes of physical exhaustion evoking a sense of the struggling, desperate, and
enduring body. Her subject matter includes religious art and issues to do with quality of life. Give Me
A Reason to Live is a live memorial to the disabled victims of the Nazi Aktion T4 euthanasia
programme and disabled victims of the current UK government’s welfare reforms where many
disabled people have faced hardship from benefit cuts.
With a haunting score by Zoe Irvine and a superb use of Tramway's long space (she is caught
in a single beam of light, like a fugitive from a concentration camp), Cunningham evokes the
strange creatures found in Hieronymus Bosch's paintings. (Vile, 2015)

Figure 12. Cunningham in Give Me A Reason To Live, 2015. Photograph by Ben Nienhus.

Cunningham’s work explores the vulnerable position faced by many disabled people throughout
history, positioned on the margins of society.
Shibari and Sexuality
Both Felix Ruckert and Dasniya Sommer are contemporary dance choreographers who have
combined dance choreography with alternative sexuality practice. I am curious about how they have
queered their dance practice by engaging with themes of alternative sexuality. Both engage with
Shibari rope tying techniques and have developed unique ways of engaging a participatory audience
through rope. Sommer has been influential in my project as an example of a woman who reimagines
rope bondage from a feminist perspective while Ruckert has pushed boundaries around intimacy in
performance
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Felix Ruckert
Ruckert previously ran his own dance company, Compagnie Felix Ruckert, and now operates a venue
in Berlin called Schwelle 7 that promotes experimental sexuality practices combined with dance and
somatic techniques. Ruckert says that as he began to consider his own sexuality, communication,
interaction, and participation became central in his work (Ruckert, 2013). His performance work sits
between the two categories of sex and art. His work includes many fusion projects such as Yoga and
Japanese Rope Bondage, Contact Improvisation combined with Tantra, Zen and needle play, pain
processing and somatic practices. He says he considered his own sexuality as an art and he wanted
to give it a stage.
His fusing of sexuality with dance and other somatic disciplines shows his ability to blur the
boundaries between art and kink and to dissolve the fourth wall by encouraging audience
participation. My own interpretation of his work is that he is concerned with states of consciousness
and particularly with intensity of feeling. He challenges the superficiality of much contemporary dance
and the neutralising of the primeval passion for movement (Gehm, 2007). He says three of the main
aspects of participatory theatre are presence, permeability, and transformation and that they have to
be experienced to be understood. In his participatory performance work, he has noted that audiences
were astonishingly willing to surrender themselves and clearly enjoyed doing so (2007).
In his 1995 performance Hautnah, he recreated the experience of a brothel for the audience as a
means of queering the performance space and pushing the boundaries between performer and
audience, experimenting with physical proximity and intimacy.
Performance studies academic André Lepecki describes the experience as a participant:
At the end of a labyrinthine set of corridors that the audience must go through in order to reach the
performance space one finds a series of white booths. The audience has then the possibility of
picking a solo by selecting, from a limited amount of images, one corresponding to a specific
dancer and negotiating a fee with the dancer for a “private solo” of about 10 to 15 minutes. In the
series of performances at Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris in the summer of 1997, a solo was
priced at about 60 francs. It is the audience’s task to get the “best price” for the desired
solo/dancer.
We enter a room. We expect dance but all we get is a body—a body so close we can smell it, spot
its imperfections, feel its warmth, even its sweat streaming down our own skin. We are so close we
can touch it, or be touched by it. Time goes by and what subsides after that choreographed
encounter is the shock of being forced to be present. Ruckert forces encountering down our
throats. Closeness replaces nakedness’s shock-value. He slaps our expectations of what bodies
are supposed to be and do in certain contexts: the dancer’s, our own. Both surface and cause
discomfort. (1999, p.135)
Lepecki’s description suggests that permeability (in this case the ability to be touched by the other) is
connected with proximity. I have experimented with this aspect in my own choreographic work. In the
2010 site- specific performance, House of Memories, I created a participatory performance piece
where the audience (in groups of two or three) moved around each of the seven rooms inside a house
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where they sometimes observed a performance at close proximity and sometimes participated such
as with partner dancing. The intention was to emphasize the kinaesthetic, felt experience of intimate
performance and de-emphasize the distancing scopic gaze. The work focused on the experience and
stories of people with visual impairments so it was an experiment in constructing a less visually
focussed world.
Lepecki goes on to quote Julia Kristeva, a Bulgarian French philosopher, at the Why Theatre
conference at the University of Toronto in 1995:
The disease of our times is that we don’t know how to be with the “Other” (1995). The disease
of our times is that the other’s presence is perceived as threatening to our own. This clashing of
presence is precisely what is made almost nauseating in Hautnah, which in German means the
“near skin,” “touched from nearby.” (Kristeva cited in Lepecki, 1999, p.136)
Lepecki comments on Ruckert’s critique of spectatorship and the desire to see perfect bodies
performing at safe distances which protects an audience from self- consciousness, social anxiety, or
any sense of vulnerability. The dancer’s labour as commodity and participant within a web of desire is
referenced within the recreation of the brothel experience. Just as disability can be fetishised so can
the dancer’s athletic, virtuosic body, although it occupies quite a different position on the spectrum of
bodily desirability.
Other Ruckert company performances that recreated coded social activities such as the Hautnah
brothel include the group ritual in Ring (1999), the slide show in Schwartz (1998), the visit in a gallery
in Stillen (2000), and the night-club in Deluxe Joy Pilot (2000). Ruckert subverts the usual rules of a
dance performance addressing the audience members as individuals and tries to put them in settings
other than frontal and sitting. Spectators are encouraged to play an active role in the performance and
are sometimes confronted with intense emotional feelings. Ruckert continues his practice today at his
studio Schwelle 7 where he has created a community pursuing alternative sexual practice
experimentation and art.
Dasniya Sommer
Sommer has collaborated with Ruckert as a contemporary dancer/choreographer who combines
Shibari with her practice. She has studied with Shibari practitioners Osada Steve, Chanta Rose,
Arisue Go, Kinoko, and Matthias Grimme. She teaches workshops combining Shibari with Yoga in
Berlin and across Europe. Her work has gained wider recognition in contemporary dance through her
solo performance using ballet, meditation, and self-suspension Shibari techniques. Her research is
strongly influenced by her philosophical studies in aesthetics and analytical feminism at the Humboldt
University of Berlin.
She has worked and collaborated with Berlin choreographer Frances d’Ath since 2009. Sommer has
developed a unique performance and tying system called Anarchy of Knots/ Un-Shibari, a type of
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unstructured tying where the rope is allowed to be loose and messy instead of taut and highly
structured as in traditional Shibari (Sommer, 2017). In this way, she subverts the traditional form.
Together with her collaborators, she explores rope work and role play in narrative settings, integrating
trashy symbolism and cliched aspects of theatre culture.
Below is Sommer’s description of her self-suspension performance piece MA √ 15' :
MA √ 15: Integrated meditations in the ritual of self-suspension. Starting materials for the solo
traditional pointe shoes, 70 meters hemp rope and the color turquoise. The resulting samples in
the process figure wears medusenhaft mystical traits, but also reminiscent of a young satirical
punk. It celebrates mental silence and limited her freedom with ropes. (2017)
In the video of this work she enters the performance space, surrounded by audience on the outskirts,
dressed in a medium to long ballet tutu and a pair of pointe shoes. She is topless. As she strolls into
the space her hands cover her breasts. She pauses and unfolds one arm after the other, reaching into
the space, then breaks into a run and skids on the floor in her pointe shoes. Diving onto the floor she
then emerges onto all fours, crawls and kneels, and perched on her pointe shoes reaches forward for
her shibari rope placed on the floor in front of her, picks it up and walks around the room, still on
pointe, unfolding the bundled rope. The rope is first tied around her waist and then she reaches
towards a suspended Shibari ring commonly used for Shibari rigging. Hanging from the ring with her
arm she gradually threads her rope through it, attaching herself from the waist. Intermittently poised
on her pointe shoes on the floor, gradually being dragged by the swinging rope, Sommer is able to
wrap the rope around her foot, suspending one leg in the air momentarily. She removes her skirt
(now she is completely naked except for the rope), turns herself upside down, and hangs completely
suspended. While upside down she ties a Shibari rope corset around her torso.
The performance is in-between an acrobatic, aerial display and a Shibari demonstration as Sommer
deftly moves between a range of suspended postures, tying and untying herself while suspended,
even threading the rope through the suspension ring with her feet while upside down. She is the
author of her own suspension instead of being tied by a rope master, as is more common in the
Shibari tradition. The performance finishes with her gently lowering herself to floor, head first,
unravelling the ropes with her hands and feet, picking up her skirt off the floor and exiting the
performance space through the audience.
From the perspective of the vulnerable, permeable body Sommer uses great skill to manipulate her
own body, both with the aerial performance and with the ropes. Often inverted upside down, legs in
the air, horizontal or somewhere in-between she is exposed as a naked body. As a female solo artist
this appears as a brave and courageous performance. In keeping with the Shibari tradition there is a
strong erotic element fused with self-authorship and agency; Sommer is her own master. Her feminist
interpretation of Shibari helped to inspire my work Pharmakos, where Rubio and I tied ourselves and
our roped web. Like Sommer we were architects of our own design, devising our own aesthetic rather
than it being imposed by an outside eye. The rope can be symbolic of a desire for the somatic
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experience of being held. It also has a functionality which suggests labour and it suggests
craftsmanship, in its design and in the way it is wielded. As the space in-between people or objects,
the rope is the third party in a relational space.
Uncontrollable Bodies
Bob Flanagan and Martin O’Brien explore their relationship with Cystic Fibrosis by pushing the
boundaries of pain and endurance. They reframe it as performance art and reinvent themselves
outside medical paradigms of diagnosis and treatment. Vulnerability is reimagined as a window of
connectivity with the environment and with existential questions. Flanagan and O’Brien queer
traditional understandings of illness with their art by linking vulnerability with disability, sexuality, and
fetish. Rita Marcalo’s performances seek to explore her relationship with epilepsy. Like Flanagan and
O’Brien she is interested in engaging with the uncontrollable body; the body that refuses to conform to
normative standards of functioning. All three artists challenge the illusion of performance by
performing their ‘deviant’ bodies; bodies that stretch the parameters of what is considered public and
what is considered private.
Bob Flanagan
Flanagan was an American performance artist, comedian, poet, writer, poet, and musician. Though
he died at age forty-three in 1996, he was one of the longest-living survivors of Cystic Fibrosis (CF), a
disabling congenital disease characterised by the overproduction of mucus in the lungs and pancreas.
Flanagan demonstrated his agency over CF, deliberately engaging with an erotic and a masochistic
reinterpretation of his illness. Flanagan particularly reinterprets suffering as pleasure and presents the
experience of disability/sickness as multi-dimensional instead of as a one-dimensional fate. Drawing
on his lifestyle as a BDSM (Bondage, Discipline, Sado-Masochism) practitioner he played with the
unstable boundary between pain and pleasure. In doing so he was able to rupture the tropes of the
disabled body as sick, immobile, and asexual. By erotically objectifying his disabled male body,
Flanagan can be seen as revising masculine masochism. He engaged with his vulnerable body as a
body in crisis that was also a desiring body. Pursuing the erotic potential in disability, Flanagan
exposed the latent sado-masochism in medical practices with his performance art. Whereas in
mainstream representations disabled people passively submit to all-knowing doctors who control their
bodies Flanagan re-framed his medical experiences as sexual power games, twisting medical
imagery to expose its sexual connotations and taking control of his own body.
Visiting Hours was Flanagan’s most widely toured, comprehensive installation and museum exhibit.
As a retrospective of his performance art, it first showed at the Santa Monica Museum of Art in
California in 1992 and travelled to New York’s New Museum of Contemporary Art in 1994 (Reynolds,
2007). It was an interactive installation combining text, video, and live performance to demonstrate
where CF and SM converge. Many of the exhibits spoke to the horrors Flanagan endured as part of
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his illness. Visiting Hours contained props that audience members could physically handle or
manipulate and was described as an SM medical exploratorium. Despite the queer presentation of his
BDSM lifestyle visitors to the exhibit apparently related well to conversations with Flanagan on the
humiliation and pain experienced by the human body (2007).
Among the Visiting Hours exhibits was a simulated children’s play area which served as a humorous
statement about the challenges that sick people face and the creative ways Flanagan devised to
combat the pain of illness. Staged to appear like the children’s area in a doctor’s office the exhibit
featured a Visible Man toy that was gutted and reduced to the major bodily functions by which his own
body was often plagued. The toy was rigged to spit up mucus, pass faeces, and spew out semen as
the bodily fluids represented the physical effects of CF as well as sex. The exhibit contained a
collection of magazines that on the exterior resembled the children’s publication Highlights, typically
featured in many pediatricians’ offices, but when opened they revealed pornographic magazines. In
another section of the exhibit the exterior of an open toy chest was marked with sexual and medical
imagery, including a penis, a doctor, a dominatrix, buttocks, lungs, and intestines. There were items
that children, the medical profession, and the BDSM community might all play with: jump ropes,
doctor-nurse kits, and plastic handcuffs. In Visiting Hours, he also displayed a medical stool with a
giant butt plug glued to the seat. Flanagan’s installation successfully blurred the boundaries between
the vulnerable, permeable, ill body, and the erotic, sexualised body.
Flanagan queered traditional conceptions about disability as an emasculating experience (for men) by
reinterpreting his illness as part of his lifestyle as a masochist. Sado-masochist activity is frequently
about experiencing and recreating contradictions and for Flanagan this paradox was his insistence
that perpetual masochism is a viable masculinity. Being able to control pain and surrender that pain to
others was an act of self-determination. Flanagan regarded his disability experiences, including his
experiences of being hospitalised as a child, as being erotic in and of themselves and he felt that the
pain made him a stronger person (Sandahl, 2000).
Martin O’Brien
O'Brien is a UK-based performance artist and scholar. Both his practice and research are concerned
with the performance and representation of illness and disability. He says that within the performance
of illness identity, subjectivity, and bodily control are at stake (O’Brien, 2012). He explores the
aesthetics of the inside of the body and how this is made visible (in his case with mucus and
coughing). In his performance Mucus factory, 2011, he works to reveal illness through endurance and
creating an exhibition of its effects. Clearly the effects of Cystic Fibrosis threaten the voluntary control
of his body. O’Brien wants to deny any form of heroism by queering images of suffering and
endurance, linking his own sexuality to the performance. The territory of the inside/outside body
becomes his site of investigation.
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Figure 13. O’Brien, Mucus Factory, 2011.

Mucus Factory, 2011, explicitly addresses notions of endurance and illness. A durational
performance, it has been shown several times in different contexts in the UK, US, and Europe, and
has been performed over a range of time frames from three to nine hours. Based around repetitive
cycles of actions, O’Brien uses physiotherapy techniques appropriated from medical practices for
Cystic Fibrosis in order to loosen mucus on the lungs. He lies on a postural drainage frame, which is
like an inverted bed with the head lower than the feet, beats his chest and also bounces on a
trampoline. During the performance, large quantities of mucus are coughed up and stored in small
specimen jars which are displayed for the audience to see. In the final section of the performance
O’Brien uses the mucus as an adhesive to stick glitter to his body, both as hair gel and as lubrication
to insert a dildo-shaped mouth-piece from a nebuliser into his anus while his is kneeling on a table.
There is an intention to subvert or queer a medical technique and reclaim it according to his own
desire and preferences. O’Brien says that performance can become a space in which endurance can
be re-thought from the perspective of a slow death, within the temporality of chronic time. He chooses
the self-agency of presenting these practices as a project of his own design. In doing so he
destabilises any fixed definition of sickness.
In O’Brien’s performance, he claims ownership over his body, pushes the limits of his corporeality and
mediates the relationship between a destructive impulse and a survival ethos. He explores a
performance pathology through self-inflicted suffering (O’Brien, 2012). His work is another example of
performance that explores the aesthetics of the vulnerable, permeable body. His body is permeated
by the effects of CF and we literally get to see the effects this has on the inside/outside of his body.
His relationship to his vulnerability is one of strength and endurance. His body is in a state of fluidity,
active and engaged with the illness with the powerful medium of performance.
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Rita Marcalo
Marcalo is a Portuguese dancer, choreographer, and artistic director of Instant Dissidence, a dance
theatre company based in the UK. Her performance of Involuntary Dances, staged at the Bradford
Playhouse in 2009, became the subject of an international controversy questioning the relationship
between institutions, advocacy organisations, and independent artists (Lobel, 2012). As a dancer, she
attempted to induce an epileptic seizure as part of her performance installation and a personal
exploration into living with epilepsy.
Rita wishes to present her convulsing body as art to an audience, and ultimately, through this,
to herself. She is a dancer, has trained for years to control and express herself through the
medium of her body and the way in which it moves. When she experiences seizures, her
body moves, but in a way in which she cannot control. It is this shift of control that Rita is
exploring, and through it, her own identity - as dancer, as human, as Rita. But would you buy
a ticket to watch? (Verrent, 2012)
Involuntary Dances sparked outrage and condemnation from UK institutions such as Epilepsy Action.
The chief executive, Philip Lee, was quoted as saying that many members would find the show
inappropriate and voiced his concerns about the danger of stopping medication to induce a fit
(Jeeves, 2009). Marcalo explains her rationale:
Because people deal with it the way I do – they take themselves out of the situation and the
seizure happens away from people. I think it’s a difficult thing to watch so I take myself away.
Now I want to raise awareness of it and make it visible. As an artist I am very interested in
this idea of doing something in my art that is the opposite of what I do in my life. In my own
life it is private but in art I can make it public. Part of me is doing this to address the
voyeurism. I am saying, I am choosing to let you do this. (Marcalo cited in Jeeves, 2009)
A month prior to the performance she discontinued her anti-convulsive medication and during the 24hour performance she locked herself in a cage and participated in all the activities she usually
avoided to prevent seizures. She drank alcohol, denied herself sleep, and stared at flashing lights
while inside the cage. If she had a seizure the audience was to film it on their mobile phones.
Disappointingly for Marcalo, she never had a seizure during the 24 hours. The criticism surrounding
her intention to have a seizure appeared to centre on a moral judgement about an individual taking
responsibility for their wellbeing. People were also concerned that it encouraged a voyeuristic freakish
perception of people with disabilities. Marcalo’s performance seemed to cross the unstable line of
what can be considered art. Can human suffering be considered art? Can it be aestheticised? How is
it appropriate to see human suffering depicted in some contexts, such as in the daily news media, but
not in others? Was it acceptable for Marcalo to actively choose to put herself in a vulnerable position?
What are the ethics around risk taking? The question is whether viewed from a queer perspective
Marcalo’s performance is masochistic and also how different it is from Bob Flanaghan’s solo
performances where he also chose to put himself in a compromising position. I follow up on these
questions later in my discussion of ethics in Chapter 5.
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UK arts reviewer Jo Verrent commented that Marcalo’s work seemed to break an unwritten rule in the
disability arts code of upholding the social model of disability. Engaging with Marcalo’s vulnerability
seems more aligned with the medical model of labelling disability as an individual issue rather than a
socio-cultural issue. The social model has been criticised by some disability scholars as ignoring the
reality of pain and difficulty associated with various conditions. In choosing to deliberately explore her
body’s uncontrollability, Marcalo embraced and exposed her condition rather than trying to hide it.
Having trained as a dancer, she wanted to challenge her need to be in control and explore the line
between art and illness.
[M]y body is about control. I have spent years training it so that I gain ‘mastery’ or control of it.
However, there are these episodes in my life where I don’t have any control over what my body
does, the movements it does. (Marcalo cited in Lobel, 2012)
Pursuing an aesthetic of vulnerability, Marcalo’s performance encourages the viewer to contemplate
their own temporal position of bodily control. This could be the most shocking aspect of this
controversial piece.
Conclusion:
A common territory for these artists is the exploration of physical and psychic boundaries and forms of
control. Marcalo explores the boundaries of the public/private domain with her epilepsy; O’Brien and
Flanagan explore the boundaries of their illness and the relationship between the inside/outside body
and their sexuality; Marcalo, O’Brien, and Flanagan reframe their unique corporealities by finding new
interpretations and expressions of their bodies as live pieces of art. Cunningham, Bufano, and Horn
develop their aesthetics from their somatechnics transforming their bodily boundaries. For
Cunningham and Bufano somatechnics are imbued with their everyday lived experience, whereas for
Horn they are an aesthetic choice. While all three artists experiment with form they engage with more
traditional norms of performance whereas Ruckert, Sommer, Flanagan, and O’Brien push the
performance boundaries by evoking intimate, erotic encounters with their art. They develop thresholds
for the potential transformation of form and experience.
The eight artists re-inscribe meanings associated with vulnerability and provide various readings of
difference and disability as a multi-layered experience. In a sense, they exemplify the transformative
potential suggested by the diacritical slash. They allow us to examine some of the unmarked aesthetic
and cultural ideologies underpinning art and movement, thus enabling us to imagine new possibilities.
Their diverse physicalities are the raw materials for their transformation as beings of becoming and
extension. They occupy the in-between spaces of Anzaldua’s third country and Nancy’s singular
plurality.
A common theme for the artists is finding agency within restriction accompanying prosthetics and
rope tying. In the context of Shibari, rope tying is explored as a means of shifting states of
consciousness where the rope is used to stimulate the senses. Use of prosthetics and rope tying
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develops a specific aesthetic and design. The vulnerability within restriction can transform into a state
of surrender or being in the zone (Hedwig, 2011). It becomes an important aspect of erotic
experience. Meanwhile the vulnerability associated with illness and pain for three of these artists
becomes an investigation of endurance and capacity for lives lived with disability.
Exploring the limits of the human body is a characteristic of performance art which has been
recognised as a distinct art from since the 1970s (Goldberg, 2011). Renowned performance artists
such as Serbian artist Marina Abramovic have famously pushed their bodies and minds to the
extremes. They have striven to test and exploit their own vulnerabilities as a means of investigating
their own humanity. The practice of Shibari similarly occupies a liminal space of exploring the
relationship between pleasure and pain, intimacy, sensuality, and sexuality. Key to this relationship is
the connection between restriction, desire, and a sense of being liberated from within the restriction.
Artists with disabilities bring their unique circumstances to the aesthetics of the vulnerable, permeable
body. Often already living on the margins of society they consciously put their queer bodies into the
performance arena and draw out some of the complexities of their experience. Whether they
transform their prosthetics into a unique form of artistic expression, such as Claire Cunningham and
Lisa Bufano, or perform extraordinary feats of endurance, such as Martin O’Brien and Bob Flanagan,
they touch on a broad diversity of human experience. It is this blend of somatechnics, sexuality, erotic
connectivity, and potential transformation which has informed my research. I draw from each of these
artists as inspirations for my own entangled performance encounters.
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Chapter 4

Unfolding

Figure 14. Piha. Byers Walk, Auckland. February 15, 2016.
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Figure. 15. Ficus Macrophyll, Monte Cecilia Park, Auckland. March 15, 2015.
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When you look at these photographs what do you notice?
What kind of tensions are unfolding in these distinctive entanglements?
Holding, leaning, extending, and suspending, or a cutting together-apart.
Where does one body stop and another one start?
As your eye rests upon the page what elements is it drawn towards?
Are you noticing shape, colour, contrast, texture or the spaces in-between, and what kinds of feelings
does that evoke?
As a provocateur, I am interested in the process of immersion where we no longer stand, sit, or lie
separately from the words, images, or bodies before us but can lean in and absorb them without
immediately making distinctions and allow the experience of seeing, touching, or moving to permeate
our being, uninterrupted. What makes an expanded corporeality is a drawing towards, a drawing out
of ourselves into a sense of expansion and spaciousness.
And engaging desire. A desire to connect, suspend, enfold or to drop, relinquish and let go of
expectations and create new ones.
The cuts and distinctions I make are not all encompassing but a reflection of my theory/practice
entanglement over four and a half years. Complementing my artistic influences are my theoretical
allies, already touched on in the previous chapters but explored in more depth here.
In this chapter I am re-envisioning the corporeal dance subject as radically unfolded into the
environment and each other.

The self is only a threshold, a door, a becoming between two multiplicities. (Deleuze, 1987,
p.249)

In the 2015 edition of Choreographic Practices, Albright and Brandstetter, claim that disability
“remains a marginalized and under-theorized area in dance studies” (2015, p.5). As they explain,
many discussions in the dance studies field focus on single-issue identity politics that have the
specific goal of improving access to dance for people with disabilities. Whilst they support inclusion
they go beyond this in seeking to “acknowledge how physical difference can radically transform the
transmission of embodied knowledge as well as the choreographic act” (p.5). The diacritical slash is
introduced to the word dis/abilities as a means of reflecting on how the prefix dis relates to ability.
Albright and Brandstetter suggest that the dis not only marks the other but indicates a tension and a
point of departure.
In the monosyllabic utterance that marks the ‘other’ direction lies a tension – a tight-wire of
signification – that sponsors a reflection back to the original point of departure. (2015, p.1)
The slash raises the issue of limits, margins, borders, and boundaries and suggests a potential
instability, ﬂuidity, reliance, and vulnerability (Giffney & Hird, 2008). Its instability and fluidity questions
the meaning of ability and its opposite: disability. Its borders and boundaries are contextual in that
what may appear as a disability in one context may be a dynamic assemblage in another. Reexamining these borders and boundaries is an opportunity to explore the transformative potential that
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disability holds for dance. In re-imagining new possibilities, we challenge normative definitions of the
adult body as whole, flexible, and self-sustaining (Albright & Brandstetter, 2015), making space for
queer bodies. Questioning the aesthetic norms and categories that have prevented disabled bodies
access to the dance stage allows us to explore the generative potential of disability.
In chapter 3, I looked at examples of performance artists who extend the body in space and reveal the
inside/outside body as well as the sexual body. In this chapter I want to return to the disciplinary field
of dance and explore how we think about and experience an extended corporeality. This builds on my
discussion in chapter 2 of how refiguring corporeality undoes the notion of embodiment as something
secure and distinct.
I begin with the history of extended corporealities in dance to contextualise the research, considering
somatechnics and somatic philosophies that foreground connectivity. I address interoceptive and
proprioceptive awareness as opening a space for dissolving corporeal boundaries. My research
installation Ficus Macrophyll is discussed as an example of how my thinking has unfolded through my
choreographic practice and through engaging with these ideas.
I weave between theoretical writings on connectivity and relationality and dialogue with posthumanist,
feminist, queer philosophies to develop an ontology of an extended corporeality. Various theoretical
concepts are considered such as the Deleuzian idea of becoming and the distributive body explored
by Shildrick and Gibson. As an expression of desire, sexuality suggests metaphorical and physical
intercorporeality and extension. The queer/crip body lends itself to the territory of posthumanism as a
non-normative variation open to hybridity. Posthumanism offers an expansion of our thinking beyond
human agency towards the broader ecologies in which we live.

The Extended Body of Dance
The idea of physical extension through the body is not new to dance and particularly not to ballet. In
my ballet training as a child and a teenager, there was strong emphasis on the elongation of the body,
extending through the limbs into space, reaching beyond oneself horizontally, vertically and
diagonally. This extension is accentuated through the pointed foot and the pointe shoe (also
responsible for blisters and bleeding toes). The aesthetic is upright and ascending although the
movement vocabulary is well defined and contained. As a form, ballet is more aligned with the fixed,
contained body, and yet this containment could also be said to have an outward focus. Ballet dancers
form ensembles or duets, extending into the space through their connected bodies.
From the perspective of this research the pointe shoe could be considered as a prosthetic and an
altered body aesthetic: a stylistic extension through the feet, queering the bipedal contact with the
ground. The way in which this particular extension has been employed has shifted historically.
Whereas romantic classical ballet of the 1800s highlighted lightness, grace, and ethereality with the
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verticality of the pointe shoe emphasising these ideals (Harris, 2003). In more recent contemporary
ballet, choreographers tend to use the pointe shoe to emphasise a woman’s strength and sensuality.
Contemporary dance choreographer Annabelle Lopez Ochoa says that in her pointe work
choreography she tries to make the women more powerful and the men more visible so they don’t
reflect traditional stereotypes in ballet (Perron, 2014). She seeks to challenge the classical pointe
show aesthetic whereas performance artists such as Claire Cunningham and Lisa Bufano experiment
with their prosthesis in a way that highlights their individuality and the uniqueness of their
physicalities. My own research attempts to experiment with form beyond the hegemonic norms of
ballet and classical dance.
Contact Improvisation has a unique approach to extending into other bodies which stems more from a
philosophy of connectivity than a prosthetic extension. Albright (2001) says that the practice “reorders
our traditional Western conceptions of the body and identity. The sense of the self as an ego that
goes forth to make its mark on the world is subtly reshaped into a sense of one’s own body as it exists
in space and with others” (p. 208). Contact Improvisation has the capacity to disorientate and create a
space for intimacy where differences are absorbed into one moving body, continually in a state of flux.
Interoceptive and proprioceptive awareness is enhanced as dancing bodies negotiate each other’s
bodies and the spaces in-between. Contact Improvisation can be performed vertically or horizontally,
extending into the surrounding space. It has been central in my choreographies as a method of
exploring interconnectedness and how bodies work together. In contrast with ballet its philosophy is
more focussed on expanding its boundaries into other bodies through a somatic, felt sense whereas
ballet could be said to be more concerned with maintaining bodily boundaries but extending into
space.
While every dance form has a unique means of extending into space, it is worth mentioning Loie
Fuller who created a somatechnics sensation in 1890s Paris with her manipulations of hundreds of
yards of silk (Root-Bernstein, 2008). From her years in vaudeville, Fuller discovered that gauzy,
twirling skirts captured light in interesting ways. She experimented with the movement of her costume
by inventing and patenting a variety of tools to maximise the play of light on cloth. When she brought
her act to France and the Parisian music hall known as the Folies-Bergère, she manipulated her silk
with long hand-held wands made of bamboo or aluminium. As she danced the cloth whirled around
her in shimmering representations of butterflies, flowers, and other organic forms. The silks were lit
from below on a glass floor coloured with Fuller’s own secret chemical dyes. In her famous Fire
Dance, she transformed herself into a leaping flame of light as she swirled her silks on the glass floor
lit with iridescent lights of rose and vermillion (2008). As a dancer, she embodied a unique form of
somatechnics. Her prosthesis could be regarded as a precedent for Rebecca Horn’s experimentation
with bodily extensions such as Finger Gloves in 1972.
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The Aesthetic of Suspension
As an aesthetic, the idea of physical extension can also be applied to aerial performance where
dancers’ bodies are suspended in space, their bodies literally extended off the ground. In Touch
Compass Dance Company, aerial dance has been a central aspect of performance. Artistic director,
Catherine Chappell, says that the ability to fly allows disabled dancers the opportunity to explore
space in new ways (Powles, 2007). In recent years, the company has introduced aerial bungee,
enabling the dancers to bounce and suspend their bodies on the bungee rope rebound. Aerial work
extends a dancer’s range in terms of height and their ability to move through space. The impact of
aerial performance is often translated as transcending disability, especially from a non-disabled
perspective, as cited by the parent of a Touch Compass dancer, John Callen:
I was stunned to see my daughter hauled up and made a central part of a unique performance
which elevated her above the restrictions of her wheelchair bound existence, to soar above her
disability, to surprise and delight herself, to fulfil a function and purpose she had never
imagined, let alone entertained as a possibility. (Callen cited in Powles, 2007, p.49)
What Callen suggests here is another kind of extension, the extension of an aesthetic and in relation
to identity, the idea of whose body should fly. Callen’s statement could be read as suggesting that
disability is something to be overcome rather than something that could be enjoyable in itself.
However, this is the opposite of my own experience in my practice. I therefore approach the notion of
an extended body aesthetic as something beyond this potentially marginalising perspective that some
people like Callen promote, as one that promises a range of other things, from the enjoyable, to the
neutral, to the productive, rather than reducing it to a sense of rescue. In my suspension experiments,
I seek a heightened sensorial experience that extends my everyday corporeal reality. Likewise, artists
such as Bufano and Cunningham, augment their form as artistic exploration and reinvention.
In considering the history of western theatre dance, the recent introduction of dancers with disabilities
has extended the range of bodies in the proscenium arch theatre as well as other site specific
contexts. New approaches to dance composition and the introduction of pedestrian movement helped
to pave the way for dancers with disabilities (Goodley, Hughes, & Davis, 2012). Their bodies,
however, still compete with the predominantly non-disabled aesthetic that reinforces an exclusive,
homogenous type of body (Smith, 2005).

Interoceptive and Proprioceptive Awareness
How does a corporeal moment of connection have the potential for transformation of embodied
relations? In my choreographic research, I have experienced a heightened sensorial awareness that
affects my state of consciousness. Engaging interoceptive and proprioceptive awareness results in a
deepening sensorial perceptivity that affects my corporeal boundaries and develops my receptivity to
my surroundings. Dance author Natalie Garrett Brown (2011) describes a shared space in which a
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series of momentary merging, meetings, and interrelations between self and other, between
individuals, or in the environment offer subtle shifts and changes in the individual’s merging,
meetings, and interrelations. In the process of doing so their subjectivity is experienced as a process
of becoming, non-monolithic and wholly embodied. Thus, while Garret Brown is still suggesting the
subject/object divide, she regards the process of subjectivity as emergent rather than as a fixed
experience. Furthermore, she foregrounds the corporeal dimension of being within dance studies as
having major political implications for collapsing binary understandings of difference and as offering
an experiential understanding of the shared space between dancer and audience. This shared space
is defined by the dancing subject in transition and transformation. It can be simultaneously witnessed
and experienced by both the performer and the audience.
Similarly, my choreography seeks to heighten sensorial perceptivity as part of a re-envisioning of the
corporeal dance subject as radically unfolded into the environment and each other. The shared space
that Garret Brown talks about is reconceptualised as an expanded corporeality.
Suspending our arms from the bough of the tree, my body is listening and engaged as we hover in
suspension. The felt sense of the inside body attunes to the outside body, to the sounds, the smells,
and the surrounding textures. There is the sense of layers: layers of tree floor, layers of branches and
tree canopy, insects, birds, layers of dancing bodies, layers of bones, and branches mirroring each
other, all part of the rich network in Ficus Macrophyll, 2014.
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Figure 16. Ficus Macrophyll, Monte Cecilia Park, Auckland. March 15, 2015.

Thus, in the performance event Ficus Macrophyll, we explore a sensorial journey of unfolding into
each other. This includes spatio-temporal experiments of suspension and anchoring underneath the
magnificent Moreton Bay Fig tree in Monte Cecilia Park. We wheel, walk, and hang from the
branches, are attached and detached, bound and unbound, immersing ourselves in the rich
environment. We explore the liminal space of moving in-between a sense of rootedness and
anchoring with the more temporal sense of suspension. Through these activities we experience
ourselves as absorbed into the environment and into each other rather than as separate entities.
Experimenting with suspension was part of our investigation into inhabiting in-between spaces and
developing an extended corporeality. As a stand-alone installation, my wheelchair was suspended in
the tree by our rope rigger, Mark Genet. To emphasise the roots and a relationship to body anchoring,
we find different methods for mapping our bodies to the root surfaces and distributing our bodies
along the horizontal plane. We attach our bodies to the trunk and branches. Hanging from the
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branches, with one hand attached to a suspended piece of rope or both hands clasping one piece of
rope while lying on the ground creates a sense of precariousness, dependent on a play of tension and
gravity. It explores the off–centred body or the queer body. These somatic practices explore bodily
permeability and connectivity within this unique setting. As dancers we develop our interoceptive and
proprioceptive awareness and become sensitive to the nuances and subtleties of shifting registers in
the in-between places: the tension and the release of the rope, the skin to skin contact, the weight
sharing bodies, and the textures of the dry, decaying leaves, the dirt and debris under the tree
canopy. This sensorial exchange with the environment is ever shifting and evolving as a felt process
of engagement. As a significant shift, away from modernist dialectic thinking, more complex fluid and
dynamic identities begin to emerge.
Our audience is an integral part of the performance; their roles are fluid, acting as witness, participant,
observer, and voyeur. We initially meet them on the outskirts of the Moreton Bay Fig tree where I give
them a brief introduction to the tree’s genealogy, its growth patterns and its longevity. I then invite
them inside the underskirts of the tree and lead a visualisation where I ask them to imagine the
branches and roots extending into their own bodies. I suggest they gather leaves and listen to the
sounds of them crunching in their hands, noticing the smells around them. The introduction and the
kinaesthetic exercise are designed to acclimatise and sensitise the audience to the surroundings,
facilitating their own process of permeability. At the end of the performance the audience is invited to
write down their reflections of what they experienced and post them into the little holes in a large
decaying section of tree trunk, lying beside our tree. Their responses include:
Resistance, fusion, bones and branches, shelter canopy
Inspiring tree ritual
Respect, oneness, silent voice, tree voice, tree dance, respect, fusion
Stable tensions, precarious balances, silhouette bodies intertwining as branches, epic presence, a
micro sensitivity and sensory experience
Thus, selecting sites and locations that help to facilitate an environmental porosity is an important
aspect in my choreographic research. It helps to create a shared space where the momentary
meetings and mergings between performer, audience, and the environment can unfold.
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Figure 17. Ficus Macrophyll, Monte Cecilia Park, Auckland. March 15, 2015.
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Figure 18. Ficus Macrophyll, Monte Cecilia Park, Auckland. March 15, 2015

The Distributive Body and Dis/Ability
As a key characteristic of an extended corporeality, connectivity can be conceptualised as affirmative
and distributive. Gibson (2006) suggests that selves are distributive, across individual bodies, nature,
and machines. Rather than existing as unitary subjects they unfold as affective assemblages. She
specifically reflects on the interconnectedness of persons with disabilities, technologies, and the
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environment, contradicting and transgressing Western notions of the independent, autonomous
subject. She gives three examples of disability assemblages—man-dog, man-machine, and womanwoman connectivities which illustrate that subjectivity is partial and transitory. One example is a
disabled man who uses a wheelchair, breathes with the aid of a ventilator, receives his food via a
gastronomy tube and speaks through a voice synthesizer. Challenging conventional stereotypes of
the severely disabled, Gibson describes the man as freed of the burden of individual identity to
participate in a wider becoming.
He is a fluid body, not a subject, but a conglomeration of energies. He has replaceable body
parts…His organs are here, there and everywhere…He is an excitation, a point of contact, a
relay, on a power grid, a plot point on a plane of consistency. (2006, p.191-2)
These dependencies, meaning that the disabled person requires the machine, the dog, and the
wheelchair to negotiate their everyday life, can be reframed as a very particular intertwining and
connectivity. O’Brien and Flanagan also engage with this idea when they perform with their medical
apparatus. In doing so they demonstrate their intertwining as an expanded corporeality that shapes
their life experience. Their extended body allows for a dynamic identity and alters their sense of
subjectivity. No longer premised on individual rights, this is a major departure from identity based
disability politics. While the social model of disability focusses on the disabling nature of the
environment, the medical model highlights the individualistic experience of disability and diagnoses
the impairment. Both models operate on the idea of the binary (disabled and non-disabled) whereas
an extended body allows for an identity in flux, a subversion of this opposition.
For Shildrick (2009), the interweaving of the organic and inorganic and the assembly and disassembly
of surprising connections are all experienced by disabled people, particularly when it comes to
exploring the potential of prostheses. These spatio-temporal connections challenge the binaries of
body/machine, active/passive, biology/technology, and interior/exterior.
As an artist who sometimes identifies as being disabled I am interested in embodying this expansive
view of disability. Recalling Cooper Albright and Brandstetter’s ideas about the transformative
potential, when does dis/ability become a connective possibility rather than a reductive circumstance?
Whilst the disabled dancer is still relatively rare in the dance studio, physical and cognitive differences
encountered by communities of abled and disabled dancers require a certain negotiation. In my
experience these physical and cognitive differences create a certain quality of connectivity. I have
first-hand experience of this as the dancers I work with are often drawn together to problem-solve
choreographic and functional issues in the studio. Disability creates another layer of complexity in
studio practice as an unfamiliar set of conditions that requires dancers to resolve tasks in unfamiliar
ways. The connectivity and trust that can develop from these demands creates a level of collaboration
that is largely non-hierarchical and inclusive. This can create an atmosphere of empathy and a
heightened level of listening.
As a wheelchair user, my mobility needs are often a shared responsibility between myself and the
dancers and collaborators I work with. In Pharmakos, my duets with Rubio became so close that we
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were extensions of each other’s bodies, our rope web knitting us together. Through this connection, I
was able to extend my body to places I would normally not be able to reach on my own.
Having spent 27 years as a wheelchair user, I am habituated to these collaborations with others in
negotiating the environment. Rather than viewing it as dependency, and a failure to accomplish tasks
on my own, I/we form a collective body, moving through space together. Shildrick (2013) describes
this as foregrounding an ethics of contact and touch:
Finally, I suggest that an ethics based on the distinction between bodies is inadequate, and that
a better model would encompass both a phenomenological approach that entails an ethics of
contact and touch, and a Deleuzian attention to the flows of connectivity. (p.15)
Thus, she emphasises the flows of connectivity and entanglements as moving beyond collaborating
individuals coming together to work and share space. This does not deny variation but looks to the
generative possibilities within the sum of components. It also supports the idea of a renewed ethics
born out of an ontology and epistemology emerging from posthumanism, feminism, agential realism,
and new materialism.
Extended Bodies of Becomings
In developing this cartography of ideas of connectivity, I reference here Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987)
theory of becomings. They describe becomings as states of change that pre-exist objects and their
condition of possibility, with implications for disrupting identity. The fluidity of becoming holds the
potential for new possibilities and assemblages. Again, it is not reliant on any fixed state:
A line of becoming is not defined by points that it connects, or by points that compose it; on the
contrary, it passes between points, it comes up through the middle… (p.293).
From a dance perspective the becoming, the in-between state, is the dance. It liberates its elements
from fixed, static positions. The relationship between dancers then is emergent as movement
sequences unfold and there are endless possibilities for pleasurable sensations or multiple lines of
flight as the sequence develops. The dance is in a state of becoming, a process unfolding. As a
paradigmatic shift from a fixed object/subject position, the concept of becomings also moves away
from hierarchical structures. As the emphasis shifts from bounded categories to the dynamics of
assemblages, a disability could be merely one component of an unfolding event. Brian Massumi, the
translator for Deleuze and Guattari’s, A Thousand Plateaus, sums up their position:
Rather than analysing the world into discrete components, reducing their manyness to the One
of identity, and ordering them by rank, it sums up a set of disparate circumstances in a
shattering blow. It synthesises a multiplicity of elements without effacing their heterogeneity or
hindering their potential for future rearranging (to the contrary). (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, xiii)
What is apparent in Deleuze and Guattari’s becomings is a resistance to full and final definition. My
research installations, such as Ficus Macrophyll and Pharmakos, are examples of performances that
specifically engage non-hierarchical space in that they embrace a somatic approach to the body that
foregrounds interoceptive and proprioceptive awareness, feeling, and texture. This sensorial
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awareness can facilitate becomings that emerge intra-actively, not as separate experiences but as an
integral part of an assemblage.
Difference as Generative
In the Deleuzian state of becoming the idea of difference (which we can conceptualise as emerging
out of the cut or the diacritical cut) is regarded as generative. In a re-imagining of dis/ability it speaks
to a valuing of multiplicity, regarding it as productive as opposed to a reductive binaristic
understanding of variation. Expanding on Deleuze, Elizabeth Grosz (2011) claims that difference
generates further difference due to the incomplete forces at work that can never be definitively
identified. Difference, therefore, cannot be equalised. Relating this understanding to minority groups,
Grosz claims that social marginalisation cannot be adjusted directly except through the generation of
ever more variation, differentiation, and difference.
Instead of trying to promote inclusion for marginalised social groups Grosz asks: “How can we
transform the ways in which identity is conceived so that identities do not emerge and function only
through the suppression and subordination of other social identities?” (2011, p.89). She suggests
something more radical than the idea of assimilation or acceptance shifting the emphasis towards an
idea of agency:
Identity cannot be understood as what we are; the multiple overlapping categories that make us
into subjects; rather we are what we do and what we make, we are what we generate, which
may give us an identity, but always an identity that is directed towards our next act, our next
activity, rather than to the accretion of the categories that may serve to describe us. (p.98)
Therefore, instead of perpetuating categories such as disability/dance we can shift the conversation
towards a more detailed analysis of what the dance is generating. For example, in Ficus Macrophyll
I/we roll through the dirt/debris of the tree floor, winding ourselves around branches, sliding though
leaves and slipping our bodies in to the boney crevices of the magnificent tree structure. The
emphasis shifts from the individual components to the flow of connectivity.

The Extension of Sexuality
When I first came to this research project, I wanted to explore how sexuality is performed in dance by
people with disabilities. The idea of an extended corporeality evolved from this interest in sexuality,
vulnerability, and permeability. When it comes to permeability and meshing with other bodies
sexuality seems to offer an erotic potential and an associated anxiety. Engaging with our sexual
desires extends us beyond ourselves in a way that is not always socially sanctioned. For people with
disabilities, their sexuality has been historically denied or ignored. People with developmental
impairments have been sterilised and people with non-normative bodies may be not perceived as
desirable choices for non-disabled people. As a form of relationality, sexuality has always been highly
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governed according to a complex set of discourses. In his first volume of The History of Sexuality
(1980), Michel Foucault writes:
“The notion of ‘sex’ made it possible to group together, in an artificial unity, anatomical
elements, biological functions, conducts, sensations, and pleasures, and it enabled one to
make use of this fictitious unity as a causal principle, an omnipresent meanings” (p. 155).
The phantasmatic category of ‘sex’ comes to pass as the cause of a naturalised heterosexual human
desire. People who sit outside the mainstream, such as disabled people and queer people, are often
subject to prohibitive and repressive measures including criminalisation.
In my choreographic research I have engaged with notions of sexuality and sensuality as an erotics of
connectivity. Rather than being overtly explicit, sexuality is alluded to through a sense of intimacy
between the dancers, through the use of rope and the play of restriction, suspension, and connection.
It has not been my intention to emulate the practice of Shibari per se but to explore the cross-overs
between rope practice, contact improvisation, sensuality, sexuality, and site specific performance
work to see how these elements might extend perceptions of corporeality in performance. In this
context, rope becomes symbolic as a form of connectivity and an enmeshing of objects and people.
Learning to tie myself and experimenting with suspension allows me to be an agent of my own erotic
connectivity rather than subject to the fetishisation of others. This is a body politics than seeks to
engage with and address the anxiety surrounding the sexuality of people with disabilities.
For Shildrick (2007) an anxiety around sexuality appears to stem from the threat to the self’s clean
and proper body. What makes disability so threatening to the non-disabled is precisely the
indistinctness and permeability of its boundaries. Despite, and because of, notions of the contained
body, most people are both consciously and unconsciously engaged in self-protective strategies.
Shildrick (2007) says that the operation of desire as something which extends beyond the self to other
is always going to be a site of anxiety. This anxiety is particularly present in the work of O’Brien and
Flanagan as they explore their desires in relationship to their sexuality and the uniqueness of their
bodies.
Ironically, or perhaps because of the marketing of desirable bodies that is implicit in dance production,
there have been strict rules around the display of sexuality in dance. Sex has often been regarded as
either a threat to artistic value or as a provocation against bourgeoise cultural morality. Dance Theatre
Journal writer Doran George (2013) claims that prudish praxis has been passed down for so long that
rather than actively excluding sex it takes a conscious effort for artists to embrace it. At the same time
the provocative potential of the erotic has been increasingly exploited in the arts since the late 20
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century in a variety of genres.
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In the late 20 century and early 21 century a minority of artists have made conscious efforts to
include radical sex practices, most notably in the Bay Area in San Francisco in the US and in the Live
Art scene in the UK. In San Francisco’s 848 Community space Joseph Kramer and Keith Hennessy
introduced sexual feelings into the Contact Improvisation duet form and this led to the development of
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other local practices combining sexuality and dance. Hennessy and Kramer’s shared interests
th

brought together late 20 century somatic contemporary dance and radical pleasure (a term used in
the sex/art community) through their mutual focus on physical sensation, collective organisation, and
Eastern philosophical concepts of the body. Meanwhile, other American performance artists, such as
ex-porn star Annie Sprinkle, sought to demystify sex and particularly the female body as a central
trope in her performance work.
The disability/sexuality art scene is yet another subculture within this broader movement. The
performance collective Sins Invalide focusses on the expression of sexuality and disability and is also
based in the San Francisco Bay area. The collective celebrates artists with disabilities, centering on
artists who are coloured, queer, and gender variant. In the UK, disability artists such as Mat Fraser
have pioneered performance work on sexuality and disability through theatre, film, TV, sexual
cabaret, stripper acts, and stand-up comedy. Their performance work addresses the idea of the
disabled performer as a sexual being and as potentially queer, coloured, or gender variant. It
highlights the potential for extending our thinking about diversity and that people with disabilities are
desiring beings and capable of taking their place on the theatre stage. The idea of radical sexual
practice claims a space for experimenting with how sexuality is practiced, for example as a communal
practice rather than as a private act between heterosexual adults (George, 2013). In my own research
practice combining dance, disability and Shibari rope tying I walk a tenuous line that might potentially
suggest that disabled sexuality is deviant, therefore marginalising it even further. Instead, I attempt to
draw attention to the links between the fetishising of disability and sexual fetish and establish my own
agency in developing an erotics of connection.
Fetishising Difference
Explicit sexuality poses a potential threat to corporeal boundaries. This potential threat also drives the
fetishisation of disability which is a theme I have explored in works such as Pharmakos and Knot Just
Body. Disability fetish is most evident in ‘devotee’ culture where impairment and typically the loss of
limbs is fetishised as sexually desirable (Solvang, 2007). In this sub culture people with disabilities are
objectified as objects of desire. The fetish represents a part of their bodies which replaces the whole
and functions as an object of (usually) sexual desire (Ellen,1988). Its supplementary nature suggests
a displacement, a replacement, or a compensation for something else. From a Freudian
psychoanalytic perspective disability fetish constructs a screen that disguises anxiety about the
potential loss of bodily function similar to the missing penis.
The fetishisation of disability operates in a similar way to that of women. According to Shildrick (2007),
in a phallocentric society the female body, whether disabled or not, can never meet the discursive
requirements of femininity but remains caught in an endless cycle of bodily fetishisation. The female
body is the body that always exceeds control (2007). The idea of fetishising vulnerability is relevant to
this because it suggests an underlying fear of the inherent fragility in human beings. In Pharmakos the
bondage of prosthetic body parts engaged with the idea of fetishising the disabled body (fragmenting
the body).
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Figure 19. Pharmakos, Wellington Performance Arcade Series. February 26 – March 3, 2014.

The Extended Body as the Queer/Crip Body
The term ‘queer’ is traditionally used to describe a range of sexual practices which lie outside the
mainstream but may not be labelled ‘homosexual’ (Sherry, 2010). For instance, the category ‘queer’
could comprise not only gay, lesbian, transgender, and inter-sexed people, but also those who
engage in sadomasochism, or public sex, those with certain fetishes (such as leather-men), and sex
workers. Queer theory describes a certain critical relationship to heteronormativity and thoroughly
problematises essentialised and fixed identity categories. Identity is positioned as a category in
constant formation as opposed to the culture/nature dichotomy which is derived from a field of binary
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oppositions such as reason/emotion, mind/body, objectivity/subjectivity, and male/female. Sexual
power is identified in different levels of social life, enforced through these binary divides and
expressed discursively. This includes problematising sex, preferring anti-assimilationist strategies
ahead of civil rights strategies and being prepared to examine areas which would not generally be
regarded as sexual such as providing ‘queer’ readings of non-sexualised or heterosexual texts (Stein
& Plummer, 1996).
An alliance between queer theory and disability studies demonstrates their similarities: Queering
means rejecting the cultural devaluation of disability and valuing difference (McRuer, 2003). Shildrick
(2013) says that the fusion between queer theory, disability, and Deleuze breaks with stable identity
and celebrates what she describes as the “erotics of connection” (Shildrick, 2004). It offers the
potential to make new connections and to embrace, rather than deny, the inherent instabilities and
vulnerabilities of the embodied self.
Disability scholar Mark Sherry (2010) examines the ways in which disability has been evoked in the
construction of queerness, just as queerness has been evoked in the construction of disability. Sherry
explores the similarities in the experiences of queers and disabled people, such as passing and
coming out, rejecting pathologisation, and politicising access. He says that both queers and disabled
people use humour and parody as political tools. He also highlights the similarities in queer theory
and disability studies as intellectual disciplines, including their debt to feminism, their opposition to
hegemonic normalcy, their strategic use of universalist and minority discourses, and their use of
concepts such as performativity.
In addition to the artists already mentioned in the practice review, the queering of crip (disability)
identity has been explored by a number of solo artists with disabilities, such as Greg Walloch (White
Disabled Talent), Robert DeFelice (Crippled, Queer, and Legally Blonde), Julia Trahan, (Nickels from
Heaven), and Terry Galloway (Out All Night and Lost My Shoes). Using the term crip can be
understood as a political statement for the disabled community, indicating a desire to reclaim their
disabled status on their own terms. Flaunting their bodies onstage while discussing their impairments,
the solo crip performers make their differences visible on their own terms instead of engaging in
stigma management, i.e. the effort to put the nondisabled at ease by hiding or minimising the
appearance and impact of impairments (Sandahl, 2013).
Queer theory has a much broader context than sexuality and disability and is generally utilised as a
critical theory that has a respect for difference, a dedication to self-reflexivity, and an emphasis on
revision (Giffney & Hird, 2008). For queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Queer is a continuing
moment, movement, motive, recurrent, eddying, troublant” (1993, p.xii). She defines queer as being
anti-separatist and anti-assimilationist and keenly relational.
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As a theoretical physicist, Barad reminds us that queerness is not limited to the human dimension:
“Queer” is itself a lively, mutating organism, a desiring radical openness, an edgy protean
differentiating multiplicity, an agential dis/continuity, an enfolded reiteratively materializing
promiscuously inventive spatiotemporality. (Barad cited in Kleinman, 2012, p.81)

Here she references the non-human which informs her theoretical work. Her scientific research
includes examining social amoebas in slime colonies that enjoy multiple identities queering notions of
the individual/group binary. They demonstrate the complexity of intra-active reconfigurings of bodily
boundaries (Kleinman, 2012).
The emphasis in queer theoretical work on “…fluidity, über-inclusivity, indeterminacy, indefinability,
unknowability, the preposterous, impossibility, unthinkability, unintelligibility, meaninglessness and
that which is unrepresentable…” is an opening of possibilities for alternative imaginaries (Giffney &
Hird, 2008, p.4). These alternative imaginaries potential disrupt conventional categories and the longstanding divide between nature and culture.
If queer is both a ‘doing’ and a ‘being’, how then does it relate to this research practice? This research
is aimed at troubling, re-inventing, subverting, and unsettling ideas of fixed identity and presenting
alternative possibilities that constitute a queer aesthetic. Each installation could be regarded as an
experiment in queering the onto-epistemology (how we know ourselves to be) of performance.
Queerness weaves its way through my research through the rhizomatic rope structures connecting
people and objects in multiple environments. I am curious about how this diacritical cut and notion of
dis/ability transforms and mutates throughout the practice and what it incites as well as what insights
it evokes.
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Figure 20. Ficus Macrophyll, Monte Cecilia Park, Auckland. March 15, 2015.
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Posthumanism as a Queer Extension
Posthumanism poses some interesting possibilities towards my task of queering theoretical concepts
for dis/ability through an expanded corporeality in performance. Posthumanism queers the
nature/culture divide by challenging a dominant humanist world view (Braidotti, 2013). It offers an
expansive perspective that thinks beyond human agency and considers the broader ecologies in
which we live. Braidotti describes posthumanism as a monoistic philosophy which rejects dualism,
particularly the opposition of the nature/culture divide. Posthumanism emphasizes the self-organising
(or auto-poetic) force of living matter. For Braidotti we don’t just live ‘in’ the world we are ‘of’ it.
Posthumanism also considers the implications of our technologically mediated societies that blur the
traditional distinctions between the human and its ‘others’. This includes digital and virtual realities,
advanced prosthetics, robotics, and reproductive technologies, which expose the non-naturalistic
structure of the human. Braidotti describes the nature/culture continuum as consisting of embodied
and embedded selves and thinking, living, intelligent, self-organising matter. Posthumanism is nonhierarchical and non-essentialist in the sense that it considers the role of matter, organic and
inorganic as forming the rich ecology in which we live. Most importantly it de-centres human beings as
the defining life form on this planet as well as questioning what it means to be human.
Posthumanist theorists, such as Braidotti and Barad, further subvert the myth of the human as a fixed
closed form and point to a complex ecosystem that complicates identity. From a disability studies
perspective, this invites reflection on the interdependency of life and the complexity of our relational
existence. The notion of dependent individuals can be re-explored within a broader ontology of intraaction focussing on exchange rather than hierarchical relationships.
However, rather than just stretching the parameters of an existing world that offer a comforting
explanation of how we can redefine dependency, posthumanism potentially offers a theoretical and
practice pathway into how we might reinvent the ways in which our world is constructed. Grosz (2011)
asks why we should bother trying to be assimilated into a world that largely rejects people with
disabilities. She says, “If the subject strives to be recognized in a culture that does not recognize it –
what is the recognition worth?” (p.84). Why not invent new ways of being and create structures that
support us instead of defining us in reductive, and at best inclusive, ways? Posthumanist ontologies
offer alternative ways of being in the world and a queering theoretical foundation for my research.
From a disability perspective, it offers interesting possibilities to reconsider our place in an ecology of
belonging and a broad perspective where disabled people do not exist as a separate category but
instead exemplify a continuum of experience.
As an artist interested in exploding binaries and developing a complex approach to a complex world, it
raises the question of what we include in our consciousness and what we exclude. If we live in a
human-centred world that excludes certain groups of people, then what kinds of experiences are
being disavowed or disallowed, either consciously or unconsciously? From a queer phenomenology
perspective, the question is: What is our attention being drawn to and what is it being drawn away
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from? From a Foucauldian perspective, we can suggest that there is a structural design to how
society organises power and privileges certain types of behaviour and people. This concept of power
involves relations of force that use whatever tactics they can to reinforce the status quo (Name,
2011). Therefore, the potentiality of posthumanism is to draw our attention away from the dominant
power structures and recreate our own systems of value.
In this process of re-evaluation, it is interesting to apply Barad’s ontology of agential realism which
holds that individuals do not pre-exist as such but rather materialise in intra-action and are always in
process of becoming. Intra-action is described as a process of quantum entanglement as the
movement of space/time mattering and reconfiguration. Barad describes intra-actions as enacting
agential separability as the condition of the exteriority-within-phenomena (Barad, 2007). Within the
intra-actions she insists on the necessity of exclusions and cuts as well as being accountable to the
cuts one makes. Agential cuts are ‘a cutting together-apart’, entangling and differentiating in one
move rather than as sequential acts. For Barad, the deep entanglement of matter means that any act
of observation makes a cut between what is included and excluded and from what is being
considered. Nothing is inherently separate from anything else but separations are temporarily enacted
so one can examine something long enough to gain knowledge about it.
The political and ethical component of agential realism is that without given or fixed differences it
makes inquiries into how differences are made and remade, stabilised and destabilised, as well as
into their materialising effects and constitutive exclusions. This approach underpins my choreographic
research by providing a theoretical rationale for considering how differences might be performed,
created, and reconfigured. One example of this is my performances as Ethico Super-Girl, an identity I
reconfigured to incorporate a mythical, playful persona.
Thus, Barad provides a compelling feminist scientific and theoretical physics based explanation of the
inherently entangled relationships of all matter, human and non-human. She conceives of identity as a
phenomenal matter rather than as an individual affair (Barad, 2011). In comparison Grosz (2011)
considers ‘becomings’ that complexify and transform the subject through multiple becomings that do
and undo, make and unmake. She considers how change occurs and difference elaborates itself. In
her view identity cannot be understood as what we are, rather we are what we do, what we make, and
what we generate. Such an understanding informs my choreography where we can be said to be
continually re-making ourselves in the act of performance. Each new choreography has the potential
to generate new understandings and possibilities for ourselves and the audience. While there are
some similarities in Grosz and Barad’s thinking around the emergence of identities, particularly
around processes of differentiation, Barad’s theory of agential realism and intra-action encompasses
all matter not just human beings, and this is a significant point of departure. Meanwhile, Braidotti
thinks through the political implications of de-centring the human and emphasises the importance of
developing affirmative ontologies that are non-hierarchical.
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These thinkers provide a theoretical rationale for the choreo-political task of bursting open a plenitude
of becomings arising from our entanglements with desire, touch, and the multi-faceted environments
we are immersed in.
Conclusion
This chapter develops a concept of the performing/dancing body as one that is an unfolding of
affective assemblages, rather than a unitary body subject. Corporeal becomings emerge through the
felt, kinaesthetic process of touch, somatechnics and desire. Various dance forms offer different kinds
of extension, shaping our entanglements with each other and the environment.
Deleuze and Guattari offer a theory of becomings that emphasises fluid states of being and the
transformative potential of new assemblages. Their philosophy is foundational for thinkers such as
Shildrick, Gibson, Grosz, and Braidotti. Shildrick and Gibson develop the idea of the distributive body
that reframes notions of disability dependency into a connective possibility and an altered body ethics.
Notions of the distributive body and becoming are reflected in my rhizomatic rope structures in Ficus
Macrophyll. In a sense, they fragment the space and make new cuts and connections to people,
prosthetics, and the environment that surrounds us. The underskirts of a Moreton Bay fig tree
foregrounds a richer ecology and creates a unique assemblage of rope structures and people.
As a choreo-politics, sexual desire and expression pose a potential challenge for extending and
fetishising our desires. Using a queer lens to consider sexuality, difference, and alternative sexual
practice expands our possibilities beyond the heteronormative and hegemonic mainstream.
Posthumanist ontologies also offer alternative ways of being in the world, and describe a means for
investigating the process of differentiation and the cuts and choices we make. They help to reconceptualise the dancing subject as intra-active and in a process of becoming. Finally, an expanded
corporeality offers transformative potential for reframing disability and choreography. As Albright and
Brandstetter (2015) suggest, it is a point of departure from the standardised, unitary body subject of
dance studies. In the following chapter, I explore some of the complexities of ethical encounters that
emerge from performance paying particular attention to the cut of dis/ability.
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Chapter 5

Embracing Ethical Encounters

Figure 21. Hanging at Pt Chev, Pt Chevalier Beach, Auckland, December 14, 2015.
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As I lie at Pt Chevalier beach, suspended from the tree, tethered by 5 ropes attached to a bamboo
pole, I am absorbed by the uncanny sensation of being upside down, scanning the world from an
inverted perspective. My audience gather around, photographing and filming me. I am a spectacle
and a pause for consideration for beach goers enjoying a warm evening in early December. I am in
my official debut as Ethico Super-Girl spreading my message of interconnectivity. Creating
encounters that might challenge our sense of boundaries, I am posing ethical questions for inhabiting
space. In this chapter I want to explore the ethical possibilities posed by an artist extending into the
st

world, filtered through the disability discourses of the 21 century. What kind of provocations can I
pose to my audiences and how might these disrupt these dominant disability narratives? How might
my installations generate other readings and what kind of kinaesthetic empathy can I create? At a
more universal level, with what kind of care do I inhabit the space? Do I negotiate the space in a way
that acknowledges the complex life forms around me, human and non-human? And what kind of
responsibility do I have to them? These are some of the questions raised in this chapter as part of an
ethical enquiry into an expanded corporeality.
Ethics as Philosophy
Ethics can be understood as an aspect of philosophy concerned with how to live (Jun & Smith, 2011).
The Greek understanding of the word ethikos involves the state of being which is manifest in the soul
or mind. As part of being concerned with how to live, ethics can be interpreted as a state of
consciousness. The original meaning of ethos is “accustomed place” or “habitat”, and it evolved to be
understood as the character, disposition, or core values of individuals or groups. Thus, our disposition
and core values which determine how we live could be considered as our ethical habitat. From a
Deleuzian perspective ethics can be understood as a practice through which one invents for oneself
better ways of living rather than supplying standards for judgment (Deleuze,1988). Deleuze maintains
that it is only through experience and experimentation that we can discern the differences between
those things that can be said to be good for us and those that are bad for us. An ethics that is rooted
in and grows out of experience rather than being purified of experiential elements is congruent with a
feminist ethics and a disability ethics. Both seek to acknowledge a historical exclusion of marginalised
voices and develop an ethics born out of particularity.
The ethics of an expanded corporeality in performance can be considered as the world in which we
generate our chosen habitat and the core values that underpin it. Key to this ethical inquiry is the idea
of how we open to anything considered outside or unfamiliar to ourselves. For an expanded
corporeality, this can be other bodies, objects, and places that we come in contact with and unfold
into, attaching and detaching, as part of our intercorporeality. I am also referring to Shildrick and Janet
Price’s definition of ethics that emphasises relationality and responsibility:
In referring to ethics, we mean not a set of moral principles or rules of conduct at the disposal of
the sovereign individual, but the way in which the relation between self and other is negotiated.
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Ethics on this reading is always a matter of responsibility to and for the other, both in her presence
and absence. (Shildrick and Price, 2006, Notes:11)
Deleuze reflects the idea of ethical relationality in his notion of becoming, outlined in chapter 4.
Becoming can be described as an ethical endeavour because in the process a being expresses,
augments, and transforms its capabilities through its relation to those of another (Jun & Smith, 2011).
Thus, in the ethical encounter of the expanded body I’m considering the kinds of relationality
established in performance through spectatorship and audience participation. This includes the
impact of the gaze, the stare, and different modes of viewing. My performance methods of extending
into the space with a range of modalities offers a sense of liminality which allows for new readings of
the body and what it means to be dis/abled. As part of the performer/spectator relationship we
consider the role of self-care, kinaesthetic empathy, interdependence, and intercorporeality (including
human and non-human).

The Ethics of Spectatorship
In the Pt Chevalier suspension, I infiltrate a public beach to present my installation. My presence is
something of an anomaly and my audience have no prior warning or context for the suspension
unfolding in front of them. I can see from my upside-down position that the audience responds with
curious glances and stares. Friends surround me like a protective shield, chatting and participating in
recording the event. After the performance, a friend of a friend comes forward and asks if it is therapy.
I am surprised at being confronted with a classic disability discourse that performance involving
disabled people must be therapy because we need to be fixed and made better.
I wonder what other kinds of readings this performance has generated and through what kinds of
filters it is perceived? Disability as spectacle is a familiar trope but in this installation my agency is in
choosing to both elevate and set myself apart from the crowd. I hover and look back at my audience
creating an ambiguous performance persona which one spectator describes as Superwoman gone
wrong, going no-where. This is an intentional mockery of the Super-crip persona and a reference to a
sub culture that experiments with body modification through suspension which is more aligned with
pleasure than therapy. It is a playful dig at the honorary roles sometimes attached to disabled people
where their function is to show the non-disabled just how fortunate they really are.
How such interventions are received is uncertain. Although performance scholars like Peggy Phelan
suggest that live performance can create ethical encounters which challenge or change a spectator’s
sensibilities there is no guarantee that specific performances are going to have this effect on any or all
spectators (Hadley, 2014). While theatrical performance ideally prompts spectators to think about
their own complicity in normative cultural processes, it can be difficult to theorise how spectators are
encouraged to reflect because they encounter work from such a variety of perspectives.
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Dance researcher Sarah Whatley (2007) says that complex relationships between the audience and
viewer are inherent in all performance and that particular resonances and implications occur when it
involves disabled performers. In dance performance disabled dancers are a minority so the viewer is
already bringing certain expectations and preconceptions about difference and otherness to the work.
Whatley says that a presumption of difference exists even before the performance begins. According
to her, Whatley (2007) this influences the viewers’ viewing strategies, directing their attention in
regards to what they register. It also influences their expectations regarding artistry, virtuosity, and
even the subject matter and thematic content. Having spent 16 years as a dance artist with a
disability, I can attest to a wide variety of audience responses ranging from surprise and delight that
the work is actually professional and artistically competent to outrage and disgust that people with
disabilities are performing on stage (more the former than the latter). This suggests that audience
members’ beliefs about physical difference and their experience of physical diversity colours their
reception of the performance.
The framing for performance is an important consideration if the artist wants to dissolve the fourth wall
between performer and audience. In my own practice, I have often sought non-traditional
performance situations to blur the boundaries between stage and spectator and to establish more
ambiguous performance encounters. Throughout this research only one of my performances, Knot
Just Body, has taken place in a Black Box theatre. Another example of a Live Art disability
performance artist who engages site-specific performance is UK-based Noemi Lakmaier. In her
performance Exercise in Losing Control (2007) she places herself and other participants inside large
balls she calls weebles (Hadley, 2014). The weebles are based on an American toy that wobbles but
doesn’t fall down. Therefore Lakmaier can experiment with destabilising the body and create an
experience of otherness and a loss of control.
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Figure 22. Noemi Lakmaier in Exercise In Losing Control, 2007.

The weebles are physically restricting so only people’s arms and heads poke out. Lakmaier stages
the performance inside a gallery and in a range of public spaces and places in and around the gallery.
Audience responses included children who ran off screaming and people who would kick or try to tip
her weeble to test its parameters. My own experience is that allowing spectators a closer proximity to
the performers or to participate allows for a more intimate connection. Thus, the framing for
performance and levels of participation strongly influence the spectator’s response.
The significance of context for how disability is read was most clearly demonstrated to me in a
collaborative duet I performed with Auckland choreographer Sean Curham in 2007. The performance
piece, Bedrock, was part of a large scale, multi performance installation in the Unitec gymnasium in
Auckland. Our duet was a fairly vigorous dance duet based on Contact Improvisation techniques of
sharing weight. I was covered in tiny pieces of cotton wool attached by vaseline which sloughed off
during the performance to reveal tights and a bathing costume. After one performance a spectator
was discussing the show with Curham and was shocked when he pointed out I was a wheelchair user
without the use of my legs. Because my wheelchair was not included in the performance he never
read it as a disabled performance. He focussed on the ability and assumed I was non-disabled. I was
surprised at how the absence of my wheelchair completely shifted his interpretation.
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Figure 23. Bedrock, Unitec Gymnasium, Auckland, January 27, 2007.

Ann Cooper-Albright (2001) says that in dance watching disabled bodies is an active, not a passive
experience. Engaging with disabled bodies as a viewer explicitly illuminates the physicality of the
performer, whether disabled or non-disabled, and implicitly brings an awareness to the viewer’s own
bodily experience and somatic engagement. To notice the disability is therefore important but not
when it imposes unhelpful assumptions about the limitations of the disabled dancing body. Whatley
(2007) proposes that viewing strategies are fluid and can shift as engagement with a performance
progresses. She identifies five different viewing strategies that detail some of the nuances involved in
identifying and responding to difference. These are:
1. Passive Oppressive
2. Passive Conservative
3. Post-Passive
4. Active Witness
5. Immersion
The Passive Oppressive viewing is characterised by a voyeuristic gaze which emphasises spectacle
and otherness. The body is seen as being on display, experienced as spectacle, and the viewer
assumes a lack of agency by the disabled dancer. This mode of viewing can result in oppressive
interpretations of victim art, pity, prejudice, admiration, and sympathy. It is also informed by histories
of disabled spectacle including the freak show and the medical theatre. In the Passive Conservative
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strategy, the viewer views from and with an internalised expectation of the classical aesthetic
perspective. A choreographic ethos that effectively reinstates the classical body within the disabled
body can contribute to this perspective. From my own experience this is a complex issue because
most choreographers I have worked with are non-disabled and come from a background of training
that privileges the able, virtuosic body. Their personal reference point is the non-disabled body and
they are usually choreographing on disabled dancers for the first time, encountering the unknown. A
standard default tactic is to rely more on the skill of the non-disabled dancers instead of exploring
what the dis/abled dancer can do, which effectively reaffirms the status quo.
In the Post Passive viewing strategy the viewer attempts to see how the disabled dancer transcends
disability but in the process erases the disability, rendering it invisible. The denial of difference also
misses the opportunity that disability presents to radically reconfigure the very category of dancer
itself. The fourth position as the Active Witness disrupts an oppressive reading and allows for new
ways of seeing and interpreting the body in dance. In this mode of viewing disability becomes one
more bodily possibility and also a potential force for change. In the fifth immersion strategy, the
viewer’s experience is highly active and represents a move towards suspending categorisation. The
presumption of difference is used generatively to enable the viewer to experience their own
becoming.
These five different viewing strategies detail some of the complexities of encounter between audience
and the performer and in a sense initially reflect a separation between self and other that can be used
to distance the performer. By the fifth stage the encounter could be interpreted as a “becoming with”
which reflects more of a Deleuzian perspective acknowledging affect.
From a disability politics perspective retaining a separate identity is preferable because it dissuades
falling into preconceived assumptions of what it means to live with a disability, thus creating a space
for ambiguity. It is precisely these fixed, stereotypical interpretations that disability performance artists
seek to avoid and subvert by employing various techniques such as appropriation, exaggeration and
parody. They seek to name or somehow signify the disability discourses and either highlight or
ridicule them. One example is Mary Duffy (Ireland) who as an armless woman appropriates the
conventions of museum exhibition by presenting herself as a live version of the Venus de Milo in the
pose of the classical nude. Her performance shape shifts the fleshy disabled body that has been
either sensationalised or hidden into a version of the familiar marble body regarded as an icon of
Westernised female beauty. By becoming an art object, she transforms the visual display of her body
from a medical or freak show context into a liminal space, juxtaposing traditional discourses with new
ones (Sandahl & Auslander, 2005).
Hadley (2014) discusses how when the right conditions come together in disability performance a
liminal moment can occur which challenges spectators to think about their own interpretative habits
and the ways of looking and seeing. The liminal moment is the moment when the performance is
ambiguous enough to disrupt the usual construction of disabled and non-disabled identities such as
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with Bedrock. This space can be conducive to an ethical encounter because it has the potential to
interrupt the mechanisms that imagine disability. Disability artists, such as Lakmaier, Duffy,
Cunningham, Marcalo, O’Brien, and Flanagan, seek to disrupt the social scripts that play out the daily
disability social dramas. In Pt Chev Hanging my suspended body embodies a liminal state where
meaning is temporarily disrupted and ambiguous. As disability artists, we seek to construct multilayered performances that allow spectators to have multiple readings.
The Ethics of Staring
When discussing the ethical encounter of disability spectatorship, it is interesting to consider the
politics of staring. Staring is an urgent effort to explain the unexpected, the uncanny, and to make
sense of an unanticipated and visually inexplicable experience (Garland & Thomson, 2008). It is a
very particular encounter that registers the perception of strangeness and endows it with meaning.
Staring is based on the idea of separation: the object of the stare is subjected to intrusive interest
from the starer. Staring can be seen as a transgression of the conventional anonymity governing
visual relations among strangers. For Garland and Thomson it is a potent social choreography that
marks bodies through enacting a dynamic visual exchange between the spectator and the spectacle.
They say that “Staring thus enlists curiosity to telescope looking toward diagnosing impairment,
creating an awkward partnership that estranges and discomforts both viewer and viewed” (2008,
p.31).
It can be differentiated from the gaze which is another complex social choreography often associated
with the heterosexual patriarchal gaze that has been articulated through feminist film theory. Feminist
film theorist Laura Mulvey regarded the representation of women in cinema as spectacle, defined in
terms of her sexuality and as an object of desire for men. She argued that the mainstream cinema
was constructed for the male gaze, catering to male pleasures and fantasies (Mulvey, 1999). In
contrast, staring at disabled people is a visual practice that materialises the disabled in social
relations (Garland &Thomson, 2008).
Since acquiring a visible disability 27 years ago I am familiar both with the overt and the furtive stare. I
have developed my own strategies for either meeting the stare or ignoring it to regain some sense of
agency in this everyday social choreography. Developing a career as a performer and performance
artist has taken my experience of being seen to a whole different level. In performance, I am choosing
how and when to present myself and inviting an audience to look rather than being subjected to an
unsolicited stare. Performing creates self-agency and an opportunity to harness the spectator’s
curiosity of physical difference and redirect it towards a new level of understanding. As a performer, I
choose how I engage with the gaze. For example, in Pharmakos as I reclined in our roped web I
consciously held my gaze with various members of the audience seated in front of our shipping
container. As a very specific encounter of ‘eye meets eye’ I wanted to create an intimacy with the
audience.
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My approach to meeting the gaze and the stare is situated within a tradition of female disabled
performance artists who use their self-display as a medium for social critique and positive identity
politics. Performance artists such as Cheryl Marie Wade, Duffy, and Carrie Sandahl purposively enlist
and manipulate the staring dynamic to stage a critique of dominant cultural narratives about disability
(Garland & Thomson, 2008). While Duffy presents herself as a startling rendition of the Venus de
Milo, Wade performs poetry readings in her wheelchair while gesticulating with what she describes as
her gnarly hands. She appropriates the allure of the freak sideshow and the sentimental telethon into
the context of a poetry reading (2008). Wade invokes the interactive conventions of street theatre and
body art to stage her challenge to traditional understandings of disability.
Staring could be regarded as another version of the colonising gaze whether it takes place in the
imperialist, medical, or the aesthetic arena of performance. For Garland and Thomson (2008)
hegemonic gazing says “You are mine”, whereas staring says “What is wrong with you” (p.32). The
first response is driven by desire and the second response is diagnostic. By boldly inviting the stare
disability artists potentially subvert the cultural prescription against staring, exposing both their
impairments and the oppressive narratives surrounding them. The ethical encounter staged by
performance is an opportunity to realign the power dynamics inherent in staring. It is the disability
equivalent of taking the power back. Thus, the power emerging from the ethical encounter in disability
performance and from an expanded corporeality is not about denying difference, it is about redefining
its meaning.
An Ethics of Care
Because it feels good; because it gives me an erection; because I’m sick; because I was
different because of my parents; because of doctors and nurses; because they tied me to the
crib so I wouldn’t hurt myself; because I had awful stomach-aches and holding my penis made
it feel better; because I felt like I was going to die; because it makes me feel invincible; because
it’s in my nature; because it’s against my nature; because it’s fun; because it flies in the face of
what’s normal (whatever that is); because I’m not normal; because my parents loved me even
more when I was suffering; because I was born into a world of suffering; because surrender is
sweet; because I learned to take my medicine; because I was a big boy for taking it; because I
can take it like a man; because it is an act of courage; because I’m proud of it. (Bob Flanagan
cited in Reynolds, 2007, p.43)
Flanagan’s quote raises questions about the role of agency in re-defining disability. His BDSM
performance art challenges the concept of an ethics of care in regards to the realm of performance as
well as the notion of responsible behaviour for a person with a disability. Referring back to the
definition of ethics as inventing a chosen habitat and the core values that underpin it, Flanagan was
committed to exploring his pleasure and pain as a response to his illness. As discussed in chapter 3,
he intentionally subverts a mainstream approach to care for the body and sexuality. Following in his
footsteps is O’Brien with his exploration of endurance art and life with a chronic illness. Like Flanagan
he pushes his body to the extreme.
Equally traversing the parameters of suffering, illness, and an ethics of care is Marcalo. Marcalo is
heavily criticised regarding her Involuntary Dances for being unethical in deliberately trying to expose
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her epilepsy as a performance in itself. Instead of hiding her seizures she wanted to publicly out
herself as an epileptic performer. Marcalo, Flanagan, and O’Brien subvert the process of
medicalisation that requires an individual to follow a specific treatment regime and preventative
measures may be a part of that. But what if the impaired individual wants to explore their suffering
and make it the subject of their performance? This is when individual personal ethics and public ethics
collide. One demands agency over their suffering while the other demands a specific treatment
protocol. Both have their own distinct rationale. An important consideration for these artists is how
they implicate their audience. Is the audience informed as to nature of the performance, for example
nudity and sexual content, and what is the audience’s responsibility here? How would they know if the
performance went wrong and the artist is in serious danger? For example, what if Marcalo choked in
front them during a seizure and what if Flanagan or O’Brien collapsed from respiratory failure?
Melissa Laing, of the NZ Performance Ethics Working Group, questions how we make choices as an
audience:
As an audience member, we too have an ethical agency, a power to act (or to decide not to
act), to give attention, and to care for ourselves and others. But how easy is it to realise this
power? (Laing, 2014, no pg numbers)
How do we negotiate between a responsibility to the work and to ourselves when we act as
audience? What kind of obligations do we have to the work, and what kinds of choices do we make?
Laing says that as audience we create the performance through the process of viewing, interpreting,
and recounting. Sometime we directly participate by contributing words and actions during the
performance. Our participation as audience carries its own set of ethical concerns about how we
choose to expose ourselves and protect ourselves.
For the performer, an ethics of care is expressed in the content. In Pharmakos the idea of tying up
disabled people such as myself could be suggestive of exploitation. It questions self-agency and
individual sovereignty. If I have temporarily given over my agency to someone else in the process of
being tied what does this mean for my status as a subject? This seems to be a core issue
underpinning reductive assumptions about what disability might entail: that a relinquishing of selfsovereignty might compromise the idea of the self – even queer it. In Pharmakos I was aware of
presenting symbols and motifs relating to disability culture and appearing to promote the fetishisation
of disability rather than questioning it. Written audience comments included “Not scared despite the
bondage ropes” and “Waiting for something strange or dodgy to happen”, suggesting that there was
an element of discomfort for some audience members. As a performer with a visible disability I feel an
ethical responsibility towards how I present myself. There are so many reductive misconceptions
about what it means to have a disability and I don’t want to add to them or reinforce them. As an artist
my intention is to disrupt these misconceptions and broaden the scope of readings and
interpretations.
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To theoretically explore an ethics of care I want to refer to Michel Foucault’s concept of the care of the
self as an ethical transformation and then to a feminist ethics of care. Foucault (1987) describes
Ethics as a knowledge of rules and conduct. He says you cannot care for the self without knowledge
of conduct or principles which are at the same time truths or regulations. To care for the self is to fit
oneself out with these truths. He refers to the Greek philosophical understanding where to care for the
self is considered ethical in itself, implying a complex relationality with others. This ethos of freedom
is regarded as a way of caring for others.
The assumption of all this morality is that the one who cares for himself correctly found himself,
by that very fact, in a measure to behave correctly in relationship to others and for others.
(Foucault, 1987, p.126)
He goes on to say that one must not let the care for others precede the care for self, and that the care
for self takes moral precedence. He suggests though that caring for the self does not mean impinging
on the rights of others. An abuse of power would be to impose on others one’s desires, whims, and
appetites.
Feminist philosopher and care ethicist Virginia Held (2004) emphasises care as a practice and a
value. She says that the value of care originates in caring relations such as formative relationships
between children and parents. We care and we value care because others have cared for us. Care
incorporates values such as trust, sensitivity, and mutual concern and is embodied in actual caring
practices (Held, 2004). The question arises how this might apply to art practices that provoke the
issue of legal liability. If the performance artist is injured during a performance, is the audience legally
responsible? Or if a spectator is traumatised from watching a performance, is the performer
responsible? Another example of this dilemma is the performance art piece Shoot, staged in 1971 by
Chris Burden. Performed at F space, Santa Ana, California, Burden arranged to be shot in his left arm
by an assistant from a distance of about 16 feet (5 m) with a .22 rifle. He planned for the bullet to
graze his arm but instead it penetrated. His intention, along with many of his other performance
works, was to explore the nature of suffering. Had he been accidentally shot dead the audience could
have been legally liable for not preventing the shooting.
In understanding ethics as a question of how to live, care of the self and care for others becomes a
crucial issue for the extended body. How do we extend that care?
How much can I experiment with and explore my own body without causing a detrimental effect on
others, and to what extent am I responsible for their well- being? If someone is offended by my use of
ropes or acts of suspension, do I need to alter my performance? Given that live art often seeks to
provoke a response from spectators, it seems counter-productive to remove anything that might
offend, especially since some people are disturbed at the sight of disabled bodies. Disability artists
and the extended body seek to disrupt the status quo through performance and reinvent ways of
being. Flanagan, Marcalo, and O’Brien are examples of this, and in fact it could be said that they take
great care in doing so. An ethics of care could be interpreted as our responsibility to question the
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status quo and these live artists are in a good position to do so. Their bodily vulnerability becomes
their source of inspiration and an exploration of their personal parameters.
Body Modification and Alteration

Figure 24. Studio rehearsal, August 17, 2015, Touch Compass studio, Auckland.

As I lie suspended in mid-air, four feet off the ground, the rope squeezes my ribs, forcing my back to
arch and my chest to expand into the space around me. I am gripped by the rope, hanging between
the ground and the bamboo pole just above me, reaching out towards the ceiling and into the vast
space of the warehouse studio. I am a body that rocks, swings, and rotates on a horizontal axis.

In my body suspension experiments I explore my ability to extend into the world modifying my body
with rope and expanding my sensorial receptivity. I am curious about the ethics of this extension and
with the level of care I approach it and with the level of care I am met by. Disabled people often
employ somatechnics as a means of negotiating the world and in the process disrupt the architecture
of the non-disabled world effectively cripping the space. For example, when I enter a café I often
rearrange furniture to accommodate my wheelchair. I don’t easily flow through the space like most
non-disabled people. In the process of disrupting the non-disabled world I face issues of exclusion.
For instance, the lift may not be working or there may be not be a lift even though there is a
wheelchair accessible toilet on the first floor. When my entrance to the restaurant is from a back alley,
past the rubbish bins and through the kitchen, it’s difficult not to feel like an after-thought. How we
include ourselves in the space has both a political and ethical dimension to it. What kind of a habitat
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are we generating? Part of my own desire to create site-specific work is to infiltrate public spaces that
often don’t cater for people with disabilities. One example is the rope installation in the Piha bush,
sited just off a bush track. For a wheelchair user the terrain is difficult and the track is not identified as
being accessible for wheelchairs even though I found it to be manageable.
Many disability artists perform the extended body with great creativity establishing their own ethos in
the performance arena. Bufano is an example of an artist performing with highly stylished prosthetics
attached to her four amputated limbs developing a unique aesthetic. Cunningham is another disability
artist who has developed her use of crutches into a highly skilled art form. In the process, they
develop a liminal space where new possibilities for movement and form emerge questioning the
status quo. To take this thinking even further they question what it means to be human and operate
outside mainstream parameters. Ideas of autonomy and what it means to be functional are brought
forward as they enter the territory of posthumanism with a hybrid physicality.
Hybridity in the form of somatechnics becomes their norm. Being accommodated for this point of
difference in the theatre world can be difficult and is often met with resistance. Progress in providing
facilities for people with disabilities generally in the world has been slow and dependent on
consciousness raising and empathetic governments. Proscenium-arch theatres have only recently
been built with facilities for performers with disabilities. The fiscal cost of exclusion has been hinted at
by disability advocates such as Auckland based Minnie Baragwananth (2015) who founded a
nationwide company to improve the accessibility for NZ’s disabled people in 2011. If disabled people
are unable to access facilities it’s difficult to participate in the work force and as a consumer. The cost
of not providing facilities may already outweigh the cost of providing them and with an aging
population this is an increasingly pressing issue. Therefore, the issue of how we occupy space and
are included in public spaces is political and economic. In performance, we have the opportunity to
reinvent spaces according to our design such as with Pharmakos and Pt Chev Hanging.
In the performance realm body modifications create an altered reality. They not only disrupt
conventional space, they also create unique opportunities for connection such as with Lakmaier’s
weebles and my body suspensions. Thus, they not only traverse physical spaces but also
psychological, inter-subjective spaces. The extended body’s capacity for connection explores the
possibilities of how we open to the other and respond to difference.
For Barad, responsibility grows out of the cuts that bind, meaning the on-going process of
differentiating matter (Kleinman, 2011).
Responsibility is not a calculation to be performed. It is a relation always already integral to the
world’s ongoing intra-active be-coming and not-becoming. That is, responsibility is an iterative
(re)opening up to, an enabling of responsiveness. (Barad cited in Kleinman, p.81)
Her understanding of responsibility challenges the usual framings of ethics that take human
exceptionalism to be the unquestioned norm. In her agential realist analysis of mattering,
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responsibility is no longer a subjective choice but instead an incarnate relation intrinsic to
consciousness.
Thus differences, rather than being erased in a false sense of unity, are somehow at the heart of
connection. When I suspend myself from the tree at Pt Chevalier I am immersed in an ecosystem,
and I delight in the diversity that surrounds me. My somatechnics intervention offers spectators the
opportunity to observe difference and choose their response. Similarly, Lakmaier’s giant weebles are
a prosthetic intervention that spectators can also experience (by being inside them). The varied
responses of children wanting to run away and strangers trying to ignore the unusual prosthetic while
speaking to Lakmaier suggests the spectrum of embracing or rejecting difference. We have a myriad
of choices about how we engage with modified or altered bodies. We can either acknowledge them
or look away and both are responses with ethical implications (Letiche & Lightfoot, 2014).
Kinaesthetic Empathy
As I watch the group of artist/academics at Motutapu Island bind themselves to each other with jute
rope in a variety of precarious positions I am keenly aware of how easy it is to pull the rope too tight or
attach it at an angle that pulls the other person off balance. In this performance experiment, which
took place at Motutapu Island as part of a weekend of sharing performance art practices, I had ten
people tie themselves to each other with individual jute ropes and attempt to negotiate each other
within our rope web.
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Figure 25. Motutapu Island, Auckland, February 2016.

As part of that group rope web I am sometimes the person who is pulled off balance, up-ended onto
one wheel. My concern for the group’s wellbeing is born out of my own kinaesthetic experiences of
being tied and how uncomfortable that can be. In Susan Foster’s book: Choreographing Empathy,
Kinaesthesia in Performance, she argues that
… any notion of choreography contains embodied within it a kinaesthesis a designated way of
experiencing physicality and movement that in turn summons other bodies into a specific way of
feeling towards it. To “choreograph empathy” thus entails the construction and cultivation of a
specific physicality whose kinaesthetic experience guides our perception of and connection to
what another is feeling.( 2011, p.2)
Disability can complicate the development of kinaesthetic empathy simply because the physicality
may be unfamiliar. For example, reviews of disability dance can sometimes focus more on singling
out impairments than the artistic merit (recalling Whatley’s first stage of different modes of viewing –
the passive oppressive, focusing on the spectacle) and display a distinct lack of kinaesthetic empathy.
An example of this is Michael Scott’s review of CandoCo Dance Company in the Vancouver Sun in
1999:
There is a horrific, Satyricon quality to CandoCo that heaves up in the chest – nausea at the
moral rudderlessness of a world where we would pay money to watch a man whose body
terminates at this ribcage, moving about the stage on his hands. (Smith, cited in Sandahl &
Auslander, 2005, p.80)
Scott is referring to David Toole, a dancer who is a double amputee. He expresses his ethical
difficulty with the spectacle of physical difference. Dancers with disabilities are often unfamiliar to
reviewers who are not sure how to assess their performance. As Strukus (2011) has suggested the
empathy often comes from a place of not knowing but trying to imagine what it might be like. It is the
kind of empathy that focusses on the idea of physical difference and makes a judgement about what it
might mean.
Multi-disciplinary artist and choreographer, Wanda Strukus (2011), claims that there will be always be
a gap between what we perceive and what we experience. In her research paper, Mining the Gap:
Physically Integrated Performance and Kinaesthetic Empathy (2011) she discovered that watching
performances of Axis Dance Company (US) did not automatically forge an empathetic bond with
disabled dancers. Through watching a series of performances she discovered that it took some time
to experience a kinaesthetic connection. She consciously tried to make links with the disabled
dancers through contact duets involving disabled and non disabled dancers and also through
observing the movement of the wheelchair as a distinct aesthetic. She comments that:
In terms of kinaesthetic empathy and, perhaps, all forms of empathy, we are
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always limited by our own first-person experience, as both phenomenologists and cognitive
scientists have observed. When we watch another’s movement, what we simulate is our own
experience of the movement, not the experience of the other. (Strukus, 2011, p.103)
Thus while we may imagine that the cognitive mechanisms of empathy allow us to connect with one
another the reality is that we often miss the mark. Strukus concludes that the assumption of a
kinaesthetic empathetic bond can be an obstacle to understanding differently-abled bodies. It can
create a false sense of connection. I would agree with Strukus that audiences engaging with
integrated dance or an artist with a disability does not guarantee a kinaesthetic empathetic bond. This
is one of the reasons I have encouraged audience participation in my performances to develop
kinaesthetic empathy not just with myself but with other participants and the site in which it takes
place. My aim has been to enhance a sense of relationality that is more far reaching than connecting
with differently abled bodies. Nevertheless kinaesthetic empathy has an important role to play in
reimagining disability.
What performance can do is to make disability more visible and within that visibility, I would argue,
lies a potential for understanding physical difference more deeply and dissolving some of the anxiety
that can surround it.
Shildrick and Price (2006) maintain that an ethical recognition and consideration of difference should
not take the form of empathy because empathy always implies a degree of knowingness and a grasp
of the other that suggests a certain violence. Instead of flattening out difference they say that
“…counting any kind of homogenisation of human beings as positive is as unlikely as wishing for
further polarization (Shildrick & Price, 2006).
To imagine what it must be like for the other can create an interesting and sometimes awkward
relationship for the dis/ability artist. US performance artist Bill Shannon refers to this as “the weight of
empathy” (Hadley, 2014, p.89), meaning the presumptions that non-disabled people can make when
they offer help to people with disabilities. His performance art explores the nature of these
empathetic moments with his audience (Hadley, 2014). In his guerrilla style interventions in public
spaces he performs tasks that would seem difficult for a person using crutches. Each of these
performances work with the weight of empathy phenomenon and he records the responses and
presents them in a performative lecture to secondary audiences. In one sequence where Shannon is
shown trying to pick up a bottle, an elderly passer-by makes a small unconscious gesture with her
bag as though herself trying to pick up a bottle. Shannon describes it as a somatic sympathy where
she wills him to succeed in what she imagines as a difficult task for him (Hadley, 2014). For
Shannon, his performance interventions highlight the public spectacle of these everyday tasks that
engage him in a social script where he is imagined as needing help. He discusses the role of
dependency and how this can lead to frustration, displacement, or disintegration in his sense of self
as a result of these public goodwill gestures.
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Figure 26. Bill Shannon. Kelly Strayhorn.org

From the perspective of an extended body a sense of self that relies on autonomy is problematic.
Without wanting to undermine Shannon’s desire to make his way through the world unimpeded by
these social roles, I would question autonomy and independence as a preferred way to live. At a
larger macro level, it can be argued that no one is autonomous and we are all reliant on complex
infrastructures to navigate the world.
Empathy goes two ways. From my experience, I often imagine that non-disabled people are as bound
by what I would call “the weight of independence” and terrified of losing function which is almost
inevitable as the body ages. I also notice people’s confusion over whether or not to offer help, afraid
they will be invasive and inappropriate. I would suggest that kinaesthetic empathy is quite an
instinctual response. There is also the question of responsibility to other disabled people who may
genuinely need help. If I rebuff the do-gooder then they may think twice about extending the same
offer again. The do-gooder’s interaction is also an opportunity for connection; the offer of help can be
a precursor to a light-hearted conversation and an opening to the other. Thus, while it may be
experienced as a burden and an unwelcome reminder of difference, it can equally be an opportunity
to explore these social roles of dependency/independence. There is always the possibility to disrupt
the predictable dialogue and make it into a social experiment, as Shannon does. In my performance
events, I have consciously chosen locations where I require assistance to get around, not so much as
a social experiment but more because I wanted to access difficult terrain and experience it as a team
exercise.
The style of performance, the site and the relationship with audience affect the kind of kinaesthetic
empathy experienced by the audience. In my research, I have experimented with a variety of sites
and levels of participation to generate aspects of kinaesthetic connection. For example, in Ficus
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Macrophyll the audience was first invited into the unique habitat of the Moreton Bay Fig tree and
encouraged to pick up the leaves from the ground and feel the texture of the tree or lean against and
sit on the branches. I wanted to expand their sensorial connection with the site so their kinaesthetic
empathy wasn’t just vicarious but a first-hand experience. My Piha performance on the Byers Park
Walkway was a participatory event where the six participants created a rope installation deep in the
Piha bush and where both performers and audience were fully enmeshed in the landscape. My
intention was to expand our sensorial receptivity to our habitat with the underlying hope that familiarity
leads to a greater kinaesthetic empathy and an appreciation of the environment. Thus, kinaesthetic
empathy can allow us to connect more fully with our habitat through direct contact and as a spectator.
From this perspective, we are shaped by this contact whether it is with human bodies or non-human
bodies.
Intercorporeality and Interdependence
Never in my life had I felt so plush, or so slippery or resplendently empty. Never in my life had I
felt myself so near that porous line where my own body was done with and the roots and the
stems and the flowers began. (An excerpt from White Flowers by Mary Oliver (1992), quoted in
Ficus Macrophyll)
Through complex artist/spectator relationships in performance we can negotiate our interdependence
and intercorporeality. This can be understood as an aspect of the extended body. Through an ethics
of care and through generating kinaesthetic empathy, there is an opening to the other and a quality of
connectivity. This doesn’t deny or eradicate difference. From a Deleuzian perspective it is revalued
within a paradigm of assemblages and potentiality. Shildrick and Price (2006) describe this as an
ethical generosity that acknowledges the unknown and unknowable dimensions of a relationship as
an important aspect of opening to other. Barad (2011) might describe it as an entangled intimacy. The
idea of intercorporeality and interdependence acknowledges the effect of bodies coming into contact.
For Deleuze, an affect can be understood as a modal expression which is generated from contact
with external forces rather than coming from the inside and moving out. Although caused by the
external, the experience allows that person to perceive their self (Jun & Smith, 2011).
The ethics of an expanded corporeality is rooted in its interdependence with other life forms. This is
the other bodies, objects, and places that we extend into, attaching and detaching, as part of the
process of our intercorporeality. The artist/performer has the task of creating the conditions that might
best reveal the nuances of this interconnectivity and opening to other. In my research, I have sought
to construct liminal spaces in a variety of site-specific locations that create a certain amount of
ambiguity and potential for intercorporeality. The practice of suspension has been a means of
embodying this notion of in-between spaces. In the process of suspension there is possibility and
potential to question and disrupt meaning. Ethico Super-Girl is a conscious attempt to combine a
fantasy figure with the political intent to heighten awareness of our impact on our environment. She is
a call to promote a more inclusive, less hierarchical world with an ethical conscience. She exists to
inspire an awareness of our interdependence and motivation to care for it.
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Ficus Macrophyll and Pt Chev Hanging are examples of our intercorporeality which extends beyond
human bodies into the organic space around us. I am the vertical and horizontal body that rocks,
swings, and hangs with a more temporal sense of suspension. I/we embody the porous line between
body and surrounds. Reimagining disability is one potential outcome, but this reimagining can
reinvent a world that is more conscious, sustainable, and equitable. Braidotti (2006) says “what
sustainability stands for, therefore, is a re-grounding of the subject in a materially embedded sense of
responsibility and ethical accountability for the environments s/he inhabits” (p, 29). For Braidotti this is
an alternative to an existing global process of queering which merely proliferates quantified
differences and does not promote qualitative de-centring of hyper-individualism. This is an important
point to make: just allowing for differences is not sufficient if we wish to move beyond a cultural hyperindividualism; instead, what we need is an ethical sense of collective responsibility. Braidotti says that
this implies a new way of combining self-interests with the well-being of an enlarged sense of
community which includes territorial and environmental inter-connections. She calls it a nomadic ecophilosophy of multiple belongings (11).

Conclusion
The ethics of an expanded corporeality suggests an opening of connectivity that allows for difference
and the unknowable. Instead of a utopic plurality, this expansion can be understood as an
intercorporeal generosity. In this process of expansion, as Shildrick and Price (2006) suggest, the
space in-between dis/ability can re-thought in regards to its capacity to contain the unknown.
An expanded corporeality articulates a responsibility to the other as a sharpening of attunement to all
life forms. It creates its habitat by extending its gaze to humans and non-humans and by dissolving
group/individual binaries with queer ethico-entanglements. Through inviting an opening to other and
respecting differences the extended body offers the potential to see things afresh. What makes it
ethical is a reaching for other and a responsibility for their well-being. From Braidotti’s perspective,
this represents an eco-philosophy of multiple belongings, combining self-interest with the well-being of
an enlarged sense of community. Reflecting ontologies of vulnerability and permeability, this
embraces fluid boundaries between bodies, objects, and locations. Its agency is born out of a
complexity of dynamic relationships.
In my performance projects, this can take the form of my suspended body as Ethico Super-Girl, a
suspended chair in a Moreton Bay Fig tree at Monte Cecilia Park or a roped grid in a shipping
container on the Wellington waterfront. The performance encounter can inspire a dual consciousness
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in spectators allowing them to respond to what they see and then reflect on the ways in which they
are implicated (Hadley, 2014). This creates the potential to reimagine dis/ability and a world and
habitat that is more sustainable and equitable.
The ethics of viewing, the ethics of staring, and the ethics of care create complexities of
interdependence and intercorporeality. Recalling Barad’s (2007) notion of agential cuts, what are we
including and excluding in our experience, and how open are we to reinventing the social discourses
that we participate in? How willing are we to reconsider our responses to the disability artist inhabiting
a weeble, the woman hanging from a tree, or the guy on the crutches trying to lift a bottle off the
ground? The ethics of the extended body inspires us to consider these questions and our ways of
seeing and negotiating each other. It searches for an ethics of care and a willingness to engage with
others that doesn’t reinstate the status quo but reaches for a more equitable intercorporeality.
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Chapter 6

Inventing and Reinventing Queer
Entanglements

Figure 27. Greeting the audience, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.
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As a boundary-crossing, boundary-transforming entity, I’m curious about how we engage with
thresholds in my final performance encounter, Knot Just Body. Implicit in this encounter are potential
thresholds of vulnerability, thresholds of risk, and thresholds of constraint. I’m curious about
participants’ experiences of boundaries and thresholds. Is a boundary a barrier that keeps us safe
and protects us or is it something that holds us back? Does a threshold represent a type of becoming
and a moment of transformation? And when might a boundary become a threshold? In an entangled
world boundaries and thresholds are binds that hold us together and apart. In performance I wonder
if thresholds might become gateways into evolving intercorporealities? These are some of the
questions posed in this discussion of Knot Just Body.
Knot Just Body was a participatory performance led by Ethico Super-Girl, assisted by cosuperheroines Sarah Campus and Jesse Curtis and co-facilitated by Steve Carter, Anne Frances
Hurst, and Deimos Thompson-Riks. It was staged inside the Black box theatre at the University of
Auckland’s Kenneth Myers Centre in downtown Auckland. There were three main sections to the
performance. In the first section participants were blindfolded, then tied into a 100 metre long length
of shipping rope and led through the theatre. In the second section participants received a range of
stimulus including touch, various textures, and smell. They watched a rope descending from the
ceiling and being lowered to the floor followed by a duet with Ethico Super-Girl and participant Merlin
Carter. The last section featured a duet with co-super heroines Sarah Campus and Jesse Curtis, and
a final duet with Ethico Super-Girl and rope rigger Mark Genet. The audience was guided through
different modes of participation where they experienced mobilising as a group via the rope, the
sensory deprivation of being blindfolded, receiving kinaesthetic input from the performers and
facilitators. Then they adopted a more traditional spectator/performer relationship where the
audience observes the duets. In the final duet, I was tied and suspended horizontally from the
wooden frame and the audience was invited to lower my body to the ground. The performance
concluded with the audience being re-blindfolded, this time not tied into the rope but clasping it as
they were led out of the theatre.
As a final performance, I wanted to experiment with the boundary of inside/outside in queer
entanglements. Nearly all my research experiments have been staged in outdoor locations so for this
final performance I wanted to explore the contrast of a site-situated performance within a theatre.
In this controlled theatre environment, we choreograph the textures of sound, lighting, and form. The
sound scores were recordings from previous performance locations: Te Whero Island on the
Auckland waterfront, Monte Cecilia Park, and the Byers Park Walkway in Piha. They featured the
organic sounds of wind, river, and rain drops as well as the human sounds of people crossing a
bridge at Te Whero Island. I wanted to blend these iterations of past performances to create a new
configuration not as a representation but as an original soundscape. The lighting design was by Sean
Curham, under my direction, and together we chose a minimalistic and sculptural style of lighting. It
was my intention to create an altered dream-like atmosphere with a sense of unfamiliarity. A floor
projection of a moving landscape was added to create an additional sense of fluidity and a depth of
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perception. The set was also minimalistic and featured a row of plastic audience seats along the
back wall with a portable wooden frame designed for Shibari suspension to one side of the theatre.
Rope became the central feature that literally bound the performance together, as an architecture
continually being made and re-made.

Figure 28. Final suspension, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

As Ethico Super-Girl I am dressed in a blue T shirt with a red cape, black trousers, and boots. The
co-super-heroines Campus and Curtis, and the performance crew, Curham and Genet, were all
dressed in black as a reference to the black box theatre world. Campus and Curtis were dressed in
black singlets depicting white slogans. They read “This porous line” and ”Where my body was done
with”. These words were inspired by Mary Oliver’s poem White Flowers (Oliver, 1992), which
explores the porous line between our human bodies and the natural environment. This poem was
recited as a closing in Ficus Macrophyll. Rather than being prescriptive, the slogans were posed as
the following question: To what extent do we allow this porosity?
As a boundary crossing entity, I am interested in the narratives emerging from this queer
entanglement of Knot Just Body. Where were the disruptions, and what kinds of tales do they tell? As
discussed in chapter four, a queering or cripping may take place within processes that alter the body
and/or its immediate environment. This opens the possibilities for a shift in perception and multiple
perspectives. It was my intention with this performance to create an altered environment with aspects
such as blindfolding and rope-tying to heighten the audience’s sensorial receptivity. They were
staged as a provocation designed to explore our capacities. I wanted to engage a posthuman ethics
where bodies are never fixed, can be endlessly modified and understood as hybrids with technology
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(somatechnics). I attempted to enfold flavours of past performances, such as the soundscape, not as
a representation of my practice but as a reworking of the cuts or choices I have made so far.
In this chapter I am interested in the possible shifts of perception that may or may not have taken
place in Knot Just Body. I delve into uncontainability and how it leaks into an audience’s response
that is not fixed but fluid with the potential to push boundaries. I consider how we might become with
the rope and develop what Manning and Massumi (2014) describe as an environmental mode of
awareness, a co-compositional engagement with our surroundings. The ethics of developing our
response-ability is discussed through the lens of posthumanism. This encompasses an enlarged
sense of interconnection between self and others including the non-human. In a posthuman ethics
dynamic frames of collective experimentation produce cartographies of how much a body can take.
This leads on to a discussion of boundaries and thresholds and how they can manifest through the
performance as a response to notions of control, restriction, and freedom. In considering these
notions we also explore the conditions for creating an atmosphere of care and trust. The process of
negotiating boundaries between artist and participants raises interesting issues of audience consent
and expectations. In the final section, the idea of kinaesthetic empathy is discussed in relation to
Barad’s notion of the cuts that bind. She says,
Stepping into the void, opening to possibilities, straying, going out of bounds, off the beaten
path— diverging and touching down again, swerving and returning, not as consecutive moves
but as experiments in in/determinacy. (2012, p.2)

Uncontainability
Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016:
Waiting with anticipation inside the theatre, I hear laughing and excited voices in the foyer. I am
curious how the process of preparation is unfolding. The door opens, Sarah ties herself in the front of
the rope and leads the first person inside the room. Some people talk loudly; they seem excited and
anxious. How boisterous this audience is compared with the orderly quiet audience the night before.
There is an air of anarchy and wanting to push the boundaries. A group pattern emerges: initially a
line stretches across the room and then pockets of people bunch together, drawn in by the rope,
mixing, and meandering. The rope creates a domino effect of action, re-action. It’s a disparate team,
some hold their ground and explore tentatively while others surge forwards frenetically exploring their
terrain. Someone is looking unstable. I take their hand and place it on the rope so they have a sense
of stability. I notice the group starts to bottleneck at one end of the theatre. I start to space people out
so they don’t fall over each other. Tonight, the participants are gravitating towards each other with a
hunger for physical intimacy and a hunger for disruption. There is connection, negotiation, hustling,
bustling, colliding...
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The opening sequence for the second performance of Knot Just Body told a tale of audience
uncontainability. Although it was constructed as a meditative walk where participants get to
experience the gentle push/pull of being connected via rope while blindfolded, some participants had
other ideas. Rather than being content to be led they saw an opportunity to roam and explore. An
opening instruction gave them permission to improvise and they followed their instincts. Their
unpredictability could be described as an indeterminacy.
Barad (2012) says that indeterminacy is part of an evolving world and its infinite alterity. The
audience’s response was intra-active. That night, no single element was acting independently: the
black box theatre environment, the lighting, the sound, the rope, the photographer, the videographer,
the lighting technician, the performance crew, and the participants each played off each other,
responding to the multiplicity of stimuli, enfolding, and unfolding. We touched each other through the
tension in the rope, the textural provocations, the brush of other bodies, our shifting proximity to each
other, the returned gaze, the un-returned gaze, and through the layers of lighting and sound.
It is impossible to rehearse these intra-active components coming together to complexify each other.
From Ethico Super-Girl’s perspective, they form the rich palette of cripping/queering potential. For
example, being tied into a rope and blindfolded engages levels of restriction. Designed to emphasise
touch and kinaesthetic empathy these restrictions carry an aspect of risk. The risk was heightened
when two audience members appeared to be intoxicated and another participant had a strong
response to the stimuli. All these elements combined to create an unpredictability and a sense of
disorientation. This is demonstrated by one participant’s reflection:
I was slightly uncertain at one stage as I was really trying to listen to the rope
and find the truth in the tension and where to follow. I was being pulled in both directions
so wasn't quite sure which way to go. (Participant, email communication, December 18, 2016)
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Figure 29. Rope walk, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

The intensity of the kinaesthetic stimuli was significant. If the rope was pulled gently one way or the
other way it was easier to resist the tug. If the rope tugging was more intense, participants could be
pulled in both directions and find themselves at the mercy of the push/pull from others. The ability to
direct one’s experience is compromised. But then that also opened up a new pathway of
interdependence and instead of it being problematic, it honed skills for mobilising as a team. Each
initiation becomes an intra-active moment creating complex reconfigurations of the group. Here is
how one participant described her experience:
A sense of the world moving me, with me having no choice in how this occurred. The language
of the rope as something that binds, connects, divides, moves, falls, controls, and slides the
space between flesh and world into containment, intimacy and place. (Participant, email
communication, December 19, 2016).
She refers to the multiplicity of the rope’s articulations and the potential for connection and separation
or attachments and detachments. She also suggests a sense of belonging to a larger entity and a
shift in her subjectivity. “Having no choice” alludes to a relinquishing of agency. As highlighted in the
previous chapter, there is an ethics in the manner in which these attachments and detachments
unfold. In Knot Just Body we paid special attention to aspects of care and safety. The performance
team strove to ensure people did not collide with each other or the props when participants went
roaming. Permission to untie yourself or ask to be untied was given at the beginning so people could
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leave if they felt overwhelmed. Participants could also remove their blindfolds and at least one person
elected to do this.
The blindfolding and restrictions through tying can be described as a queering and cripping
experience in that they are forms of body modification. In Knot Just Body participants said that
although at times the rope restrictions were frustrating to them they also held the delight of exploration
and new experiences:
It was a novelty and something new. I never experienced those kind of things before. I didn’t
make the links with anything else, in terms of the performance and experience and feelings.
(Participant, email communication, January 24, 2017)

Part of the uniqueness of this particular configuration of people is the queering experience of
unknowability (Giffney & Hird, 2008) Queering and cripping then can be an uncomfortable experience
and at times disorientating. As Ahmed (2007) suggests, to make things queer is to disturb the order of
things. Referring to my performance invitation for Knot Just Body (appendix 2) there are times when it
may be appropriate to lean into this discomfort and there are other times when it might be better to
step away if it is too overwhelming or potentially harmful. In a performance encounter this is a choice
but in the lived experience of a disabled person the reality of pain and discomfort is often not a choice
and has to be met, managed, or endured somehow. Flanagan and O’Brien are examples of
performance artists who experimented with creative ways of exploring this reality. Through
performance they engaged with their pain, discomfort, and restriction. Instead of denying it, they
activated it and accentuated it through performance.
Becoming with Rope
As a method of queering and cripping working with rope offers us the potential to be felt through it and
expand our sense of perception. Ruckert describes it as the paradoxical potential of bondage: “I tie
you up to let you fly” (2011,n.p). He emphasises the important role that gravity plays in the mental and
bodily construction of a self-identity and how its temporary negation in suspension bondage can alter
our perception. He describes it as ”Restricting the body in order to free the mind” and “Being
entangled in order to disintegrate” (2011, n.p).
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My horizontal suspension in Knot Just Body feels vaguely religious, almost like a horizontal
crucifixion. Except that it feels like a letting go rather than a gesture of sacrifice; a letting go of
expectation, a groundlessness, and a reaching for new understandings of shared experience. An
invitation. What disintegrates for me is my sense of distance with the audience. I am more present
and more available to the audience surrounding me compared to when I am sitting upright in my
chair. As the ropes around my wrists are extended to my assistants Sarah and Jesse, I feel like I am
expanding into their bodies and their kinesphere. I make eye contact with the audience participants
surrounding me, a mutual witnessing. The rope is passed to one of the participants and there is a
sense of an unspoken complicity, a meeting.

Figure 30. Suspension, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

In Knot Just Body the cripping/queering potential was intended to play out in multiple ways. During the
joint rope walk on the first night one participant said that he felt completely lost without his sight.
Instead of waiting to be led he wandered to the extent that the wheelchair user beside him got the
rope completely wrapped around her wheel. Two people were required to unwind it. Meanwhile on the
same night another participant said she was really content to notice the tugs on the rope and did not
feel the need to know what was going to happen. She was happy to allow the process to unfold. She
explained that her Zen meditation practice had trained her to allow her experience to unfold without
expectation. These examples of different responses reflect the variation of embodiment within a select
group.
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Mobilising in a wheelchair can add another cripping dimension to working with rope. Instead of being
anchored to the floor with two feet I am able to glide forwards and backwards and also spiral in my
chair. When a bipedal member of the audience, Merlin Carter, is invited to join me he accentuates our
different modes of travel. There is the push/pull negotiation of tension and direction as we oscillate
around each other connected by the rope.

Figure 31. Duet with Carter, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

Carter becomes my axis point as I rotate around him in our duet. I notice my oscillations accelerate
more quickly than his so this is a kind of cripping that does not mean slowing down. As Ethico SuperGirl I’m a fast moving, stop, start, spinning machine that reels in my partner. He is also a somatechnic
being, firmly anchored to the floor on two legs responding to and initiating direction with the rope. The
play of initiation and following is an open improvisation. It has a tentative quality as we experiment
with how far we can push and propel each other, and there is a sense of care and attention to each
other. Later in Sarah and Jesse’s duet, the rope appears like a conduit, drawing out a spectrum of
emotions and intensities that sees them move from a tender embrace between each other and the
rope and then enmeshed in a thrashing frenzy with the 100m rope flying through the air. Watching
from the sidelines, I am enthralled with the build of tension throughout this duet. Their fluid relations of
power demonstrate an erotics of connectivity as they alternate between control and release, support
and antagonism, care and abandonment.
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Figures 32, 33 & 34. Campus and Quaid duet, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

The rope’s agency meets with our desire for expansion of our physical and emotional range. It allows
us to test out our capacities. I notice throughout the performance my process of merging with the
rope. It is not merely a tool as I feel ‘through’ the rope and ‘with’ the rope. In my solo, as I unfurl the
rope from its coil, attaching one end to my waist and wheeling backwards, its weight is a counter
balance to the motion of my chair and this moderates my speed and direction. Throughout the
research experiments I have also noticed that the rope can act like a mirror, revealing and articulating
emotional intensities held in the body – as with Jesse and Sarah’s duet in Knot Just Body. It amplifies
a physical and emotional state. But rather than humanising the rope I want to emphasise that it has its
own morphology and way of being. This was most present in Knot Just Body when the rope dropped
from the ceiling, winding itself onto the floor. Some participants described this as a key moment in the
work:
It was beautiful. I could look at it for a while. It was hypnotic… I was curious to know what was
happening upstairs. It looks like water, it looked like something fluid. (Participant, personal
communication, 24 January, 2017)
The spot-lit falling of the rope from the ceiling reinforced the meditative stilling 'in the moment'
as we concentrated as a group on observing the materiality of the rope and its sinuous
liveliness. This observation was accentuated by you and your male dancer spot-lit and
observing. This was a beautiful and sculptural moment which enabled the rope to be the
performer in its own solo. (Participant, email communication, December 16, 2016)
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Figure 35. Falling rope, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

As they suggest, there is something captivating in that moment of observation. The stilling of the
moment could be described as a queer temporality that evokes a certain quality of attention. In that
moment, our awareness stretches beyond ourselves and our human-centredness into an appreciation
of what we would usually regard as an inanimate object. We don’t need to be in direct contact with
that object to allow it to permeate our reality. We develop our response-ability to yet another form of
the world’s diverse becomings, yet another iteration of the world’s on-going entanglement. As Barad
says “Entanglements are not a name for the interconnectedness of all being as one, but rather for
specific material relations of the on-going differentiating of the world” (2011 p.127).
In agential realism agency is unbound from its traditional humanist orbit. Agency doesn’t come from
the rope nor is it aligned with human intentionality or subjectivity. Agency is a matter of intra-acting;
it’s an enactment rather than something inherent to someone or something. The moment of
observation is an entangled element in the intra-action. Nothing exists in isolation as in agential
realism there are no separate and pre-existing subjects or objects (Barad, 2012). When we observe,
we make cuts or choices of what we are including and excluding in our experience, and as Ethico
Super-girl it’s my desire to re-work these configurations.
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Broadening our Perceptions
Becoming more conscious of the process of intra-action meets with my mandate for expanding an
environmental mode of awareness. Manning and Massumi (2014) describe this environmental mode
of awareness as a “… co-compositional engagement with the associated milieu of emergent
relation…” (p.6). In Knot Just Body the blindfolds were introduced to distort our traditional form of
navigation and orientation and to heighten a certain kind of peripheral awareness. The sound score of
organic sounds was aimed to build a connection with multiple environments. I am interpreting the term
“modes of environmental awareness” as not being limited to organic ecological connectivity but as
encompassing both animate and inanimate objects. For example, the rope and my chair are as
significant as the organic sounds. Manning and Massumi (2014) describe a non-discriminatory field of
perception that has the potential to bring the world alive:
To experience the texture of the world without discrimination is not indifference. Texture is
patterned, full of contrast and movement, gradients and transitions. It is complex and
differentiated. To attend to everything the same way is not an inattention to life. (p.4)
My own experience is that we need certain conditions to absorb these textures. When there are too
many sensorial affects or the environment is too busy, our attention can become saturated by one or
two elements and subtleties may not be noticed. This was my observation for Knot Just Body’s
opening rope sequence on the 2

nd

night when there was a lot of activity among participants. Some

people were very preoccupied with retaining their balance and deciding how to respond to the rope; it
did not allow them to settle into the experience. In contrast, on the previous night the atmosphere was
more spacious, there was less movement and more stillness. Participants had more time to absorb
the small movements and more time to contemplate the range of sensorial affects.
The initial guiding in I very much enjoyed. It drew me in to feeling very present and 'in the body'
as well as feeling sensitive to the movements of the rope and the actions of the guiding person.
This led to an interesting alert responsive engagement. (Participant, email communication,
December 16, 2016).
Being in the dark was challenging but rewarding as it created a meditative element that also led
to a feeling of relaxation and calmness. I felt that allowed a better approach to dealing with the
slow pace of the piece. The interactive involvement certainly drew me in to the dance and I felt
more connected to the main player. (Participant, email communication, December 16, 2016)
For both participants, the slow pacing of the guided walk enhanced their responsive engagement and
ability to respond to the performance. The conditions for the performance encounter set the tone for
the levels of engagement. In my previous research performances, I have discovered that pacing is
crucial to developing an environmental awareness. In Pharmakos the durational aspect of performing
for four and a half days allowed my collaborator Rubio and I to absorb our environment and develop a
contemplative pacing. I experienced a sense of being immersed in it rather than separate from it. In
Knot Just Body the performance was more tightly structured than the largely improvised performance
scores in Pharmakos. I focussed on developing an environmental awareness for participants rather
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than for performers, so that their experience was more immediate and helped to dissolve the fourth
wall.
A gentle pacing then could be described as a queer temporality that offers a space to consider
multiple meanings emerging from an event. Instead of defaulting to our first interpretation we have an
opportunity to contemplate other possibilities. For example, in the sensorial section of Knot Just Body,
where the audience was seated and received a range of textural stimuli, multiple meanings and
images arose for one participant:
I was being brushed with something, a feather and also the sounds. I was in a cave with
dripping water and a spider’s web. I felt a bit claustrophobic. Going through a spider’s web
leaves an uncomfortable sticky sensation on your skin… I enjoyed the smell, distraction from
the disturbing images, evocative of pleasant smells. (Participant, personal communication,
December 17, 2016)
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Figure 36. Sensorial section, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

The queering experience of being blindfolded and waiting for the different textures and scents to
arrive created a sense of anticipation and a receptivity. The process of focussing on kinaesthetic
sensation allowed for an imaginative response and promoted kinaesthetic memory. The sensorial
stimulation of being tied and then experiencing different textures evoked a certain response-ability as
the following feedback testifies:
I think that that heightened sensory experience before the performance and then that light just
being on the performance really focussed it and made it extremely strong and powerful, quite
powerful for me as an audience member. I was there, I was with it, it was in the moment and
the lead up to it. If we had just gone in and sat down and the light was there I don’t think it
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would have been half as strong as it was. I think we were conditioned if you like to receive it in
a powerful way. (Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017).
Attuning ourselves to a broader environmental awareness can broaden our parameters for meeting
the world. As Braidotti (2013) says, we become part of the moveable assemblage. These experiments
in queer modalities become examples of what a body can do and affirmations of human potential. She
also says “At this particular point in our collective history, we simply do not know what our enfleshed
selves, minds and bodies can actually do. We need to find out by embracing an ethics of experiment
with intensities” (2013, p.190). The experimentation with intensities in Knot Just Body, such as being
bound and blindfolded, evoke unique experiences of embodiment and multiple responses. The play of
dark and light involved in the process of removing the blindfolds intensified the experience of sight;
the gentle touch of a feather with eyes closed accentuated the skin’s receptivity. Through these
simple bodily alterations, we have the potential to build our capacity for response-ability.
A Posthuman Ethical Relationality
Developing our response-abilities presents an opportunity for a posthuman ethical relationality. A
posthuman ethics values an enlarged sense of community and its environmental inter-connections
(Braidotti, 2013). This enlarged sense of inter-connection between self and others includes nonhuman and earth others. In Knot Just Body these non-human others were included in the sound score
whereas in my outdoor installations such as Ficus Macrophyll they were present in the immediate
environment.
A posthuman ethics of relationality emphasises shared projects and activities based on positive
notions of community rather than on negative or reactive grounds such as shared vulnerability
(Braidotti, 2013). For example, Knot Just Body, Pharmakos , Ficus Macrophyll, and Hanging in Pt
Chev explore very specific relationalities in audience/performer relationships. They investigate notions
of restriction and connection through binding, suspension, and the building of roped webs. Rather
than directly addressing disability identity, they raise provocations such as the fetishisation of
restriction. Instead of interpreting it as oppression, the installations suggest a valuing of queer
modalities as possibilities for different ways of being in the world. Queer modalities are presented as
offering potential for connectivity. In a posthuman ethics dynamic frames of collective experimentation
produce cartographies of how much a body can take. The various rope architectures become
experiments in thresholds of sustainability. They test our ability to enter and interact with a range of
different environments. In the process of doing so, we establish a certain ethics of care, a code of
behaviour, and a potentiality for opening to the other. Braidotti (2013) says that sustainability is
grounded in a sense of responsibility and inter-generational accountability. The ways in which we
think about and interact with our environment determine how well and for how long it will sustain
future generations. Ultimately a posthuman ethics pursues a politics of affirmation, offering hope for
possible futures.
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Boundaries and Thresholds
Knot Just Body potentially calls forth a conversation around boundaries: boundaries being created,
negotiated, and potentially transformed. Rope, bodies, and objects represent potential boundaries,
and yet they also present a potential permeability where these boundaries can transform and become
thresholds. The idea of a boundary suggests a potential separation, a dividing line, whereas a
threshold suggests a boundary that can be crossed, a potential gateway. When we meet a physical
boundary by establishing it through touch and sensation we also have the opportunity to alter and
renegotiate it. At an inter-personal level boundaries are established to keep ourselves safe. When
somebody transgresses our boundaries by bumping into us or perhaps making a cringe-worthy
remark we are temporarily or maybe even permanently affected in some way. In Knot Just Body the
rope acts as a medium that creates a very specific dialogue of action/reaction where that fluidity is in
motion. People are linked together and finding pathways as a collective. In the process we discover
our edges of comfort and discomfort and where we feel compromised. One participant described the
initial process of the tying in the foyer:
I wanted to be clear about what the parameters were for myself, and then with the tying up, I
was like holy shit, I don’t have much choice around what I can do. I’m being tied in, that was
slightly uncomfortable for me. (Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)
Once inside the theatre this patron reported enjoying the experience of exploring the space but then
came up against another boundary:
I had a feeling of annoyance that I was being controlled by I assumed helpers saying no you
can’t go this way because I was like I want to explore but there’s certain things that aren’t
allowed so there was a whole story for me around, ok, this is around parameters again, around
control.(Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)

Figure 37. Rope walk, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.
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In previous installations such as Ficus Macrophyll and Pharmakos I focussed on tying myself and
other performers, but in Knot Just Body I took the risk of tying the audience and testing their
capacities for constraint and dis-orientation. The experience of being tied into a long piece of rope
with a group of people is an intimate engagement with another and even with oneself. One participant
describes her shifting response:
At the beginning the rope was too tight. I had a feeling of excitement and I was feeling like a
child going to experience something, some game like when you are a child. It was a novelty
and something new. I never experienced those kind of things before. I didn’t make the links with
anything else, in terms of the performance and experience and feelings. (Participant, personal
communication, 24 January, 2017)
Some measures of restraint were initiated by the performance crew to prevent injuries. Sometimes it
was a fine line between allowing people to explore and keeping them safe. As the choreographer, I
was surprised by the level of adventurousness in this group. I thought people were deliberately
pushing the boundaries but from their perspective they were simply pursuing their own desires:
I really wanted to get to the speaker and then there was a dark shadow area that I really
wanted to go in and I wanted to see if I could touch the curtains. I didn’t know if the curtains
were there. I was really enjoying the provocation that we could enjoy the space however we
wanted. (Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)
This process of negotiating boundaries between artist and participants raises some interesting
questions about levels of control. According to Bishop (2012),
The relationship between artist and participant is a continual play of mutual tension, recognition
and dependency – more akin to the BDSM model or the collectively negotiated dynamic of
stand up comedy – rather than a ladder of progressively more virtuous political forms. (2012,
p.278)

This play of tension can revolve around expectations and issues of consent. As the
choreographer/artist I make certain assumptions about what I can expect from an audience and how
they will behave. They too make assumptions about how they will be treated and what they can
expect. Very often these assumptions can be wrong, and this is where issues of consent are called
into question. Some participants in Knot Just Body said they were unclear about exactly what they
were consenting to when they read the official consent form at the beginning of the performance. For
some that was a source of anxiety whereas for others they said that because they knew me they
trusted I would not put them at unnecessary risk. As the choreographer I wanted to keep people
informed enough to prevent unnecessary anxiety but I didn’t want them to anticipate what was coming
next. In doing so I’m aware that it can make some people feel vulnerable. Our chief facilitator, Steve
Carter, had an important role in attempting to create an atmosphere of trust and care. He said,
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It was quite interesting, encouraging, and inviting people to take part in the performance without
controlling it. So it was like inviting to participate. It was a delicate balance between that and
being too set and just inviting people. Encouraging people to be guided without actually forcing
them to. (Carter, post show forum, January 12, 2017)

Figure 38. Guiding a participant to her seat, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.

And yet another participant felt that being ‘encouraged’ to do something like leaving the blindfold on
had the implication that to not do that would have been disrespectful. Again, the level of choice is
interpreted in different ways indicating a multiplicity of audience responses.
Referring back to the BDSM model mentioned by Bishop, issues of consent are considered
paramount to practices of sexual play and negotiation. Within this sub-culture the roles of dominance
and submission are central to the practice. Although the ‘bottom’ is apparently subjugating
themselves to the top they are doing so willingly and in full consent of their activities. In reality they
are servicing their own desires and it is the role of the ‘top’ to facilitate this. In contrast, in Knot Just
Body participants were sometimes unsure about what they were consenting to. Judging from
subsequent conversations that I had, they knew that there would be rope and they would be involved
in a sensory experience. For some this was the source of anxiety while others were more content to
surrender to the experience and trust my judgment:
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I knew overall nothing terrible was going to happen to me and if it did I could open my eyes and
take my mask off and say get out. I had perfect control over it. Because you weren’t going to
put us in a situation where we were at risk physically or even emotionally. I don’t think you
would do that. (Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)
Most participants appeared to have the advantage of knowing me, so I felt that there was already a
level of trust between them and I. I selected them because I expected that they would be open to the
experience and enjoy it, and yet I could not predict how they would respond. As it turned out some of
these participants had more control than I had anticipated. They were able to transform the rope walk
into something that they enjoyed and expanded their own parameters:
Like it kind of became a fun thing cos I was like, oh, I want to go that way but they seem to be
going that way so then there was like a fun negotiation around, well, what if I pull a bit harder?
(Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)
This play of tension between artists and participants is what is what initially attracted me to Shibari
rope tying. When I saw my first Shibari performance in Auckland in 2013, I was curious about how the
power play was negotiated and the theatricality surrounding it. It seemed that the exaggeration of
dominance and submission gave each party the permission to break out of polite negotiation and
explore their boundaries.
In participatory theatre we do not always know the parameters at the outset. We have the choice to
leave, but from a social perspective that can be difficult. We may not want to appear rude or in my
case the exit is often complicated by obstacles such as other people or a lack of wheelchair access.
People may feel trapped out of social obligation.
Choosing to engage with dominant and submissive roles in Knot Just Body, such as my duet with
Merlin and Sarah and Jesse’s duet, was a reference to the complexity of desire and the idea that the
illusion of control can be paradoxical. Staging it was an opportunity to explore our relationship to the
need to control boundaries or to renegotiate them. On reflection, issues of control kept emerging
throughout Knot Just Body for me as a choreographer, which was unexpected. Throughout the group
rope walk it was difficult to prevent the audience from straying and potentially falling over. In the
sensorial section, it was my intention to keep participants focussed on their receptive experience, so I
asked a couple of people to stop talking. Conversations with some participants afterwards revealed
that they did find this talking distracting and it took them out of their embodied experience. On the
other hand, to be asked to stop talking can impose a loss of self-agency. The play of tension between
levels of control and levels of participation seemed to be a delicate balance. It also reveals a
heterogeneity of responses.
As an artist I wanted to explore being tied and the idea of surrender as a means of softening my
boundaries. I want to soften my boundaries to allow people to see me in my vulnerability and in my
strength. During the suspension in the first performance of Knot Just Body, one of the ropes slipped
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on the suspending bamboo pole as I was being raised from the ground. I could see what I perceived
as panic in my rigger Mark Genet’s eyes. In that moment I recognised my vulnerability and it
registered throughout my body. My dependency on Mark was absolute. There was an intimacy and a
level of trust that connected and permeated both of us. That intimacy could be described as an intraactive moment with the audience as they watched in anticipation. A kinaesthetic empathy was being
extended from them towards us. What kinds of exchange are taking place in that moment? Does my
disability heighten the sense of anxiety among the audience? Is a perception of my limitations
foregrounded and paradoxically can that collapse boundaries between us? This was one participant’s
response:
The suspension was a very interesting moment with a fascinating attention to knotting that
again drew one in to the actions and the sculptural nature of the rope while also slowing down
our participant attention, creating a higher level of stillness. I thought this part of the
performance reinforced the rhythmic submission, power, action/inaction,
direction/relinquishment. The final lowering was an interesting moment of bringing the
participative audience back into an active role in which the performer becomes the one
requiring physical support from a usually submissive observing audience. A very nice note to
end on. (Participant, email communication, December 16, 2016)

Figure 39. Lowering the final suspension, Knot Just Body, December 15, 2016.
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Response-ability and Agential Cuts
Recalling Barad’s assertion that responsibility flows out of the cuts that bind, kinaesthetic empathy
can have many different flavours. Whatley’s (2007) five modes of viewing, discussed in chapter 3, can
be viewed as cuts that interpret dis/ability. Dis/ability can be viewed as spectacle and displaying a
lack of agency or as the material for a multiplicity of meanings and interpretations of the body. It is
possible to move between Whatley’s five viewing strategies in a non-linear fluid fashion as the
spectacle of difference unravels. What first may appear as an anomalous body may transform into a
medium for virtuosity and then back into an anomalous body in moments. From a theoretical
perspective, this fluidity could be regarded as the space in-between; the space in-between the ‘dis’
and the ‘ability, the diacritical cut. This is a dynamic space where we potentially make new cuts and
step into new territory.
In Knot Just Body, when the audience was invited to come forward and help to lower my suspended
body to the floor only a few people came forward. One participant said she was really uncomfortable
at the beginning of this duet because she felt she was witnessing a freak show. She found the
spectacle of a man tying up a woman very confronting and yet as the suspension progressed she
witnessed me as ‘flying’ with my arms outstretched, at this point her interpretation transformed.
Being directly involved in the performative space as audience can be exposing. It is a stepping into
the unknown of an intimate entanglement with all the potential discomfort of taking responsibility for
another person’s body. In this case that body was also a disabled body with all the associated
corporeal instabilities of the anomalous body.
Crossing the boundary of the fourth wall to enter the performance space is an opportunity to create
intimacies and bridge gaps of understanding. Barad’s (2012) description of agential intra-actions as a
cutting together-apart is an analogy for this process. That moment of working together establishes an
interdependence. We become a dynamic assemblage that includes a horizontally hanging person
connected via two vertical bipedal people who act like satellites. Beyond this immediate assemblage
is another peripheral assemblage of gathered audience members, watching and supporting from a
distance. As a final ritual for Knot Just Body this develops a level of trust and an ethics of care. The
cutting together-apart is like the process of splicing and re-editing a film to construct a new narrative,
redefining our kinaesthetic and emotional experience of each other. Perhaps it is another description
for a dynamic assemblage. In making a cut I wonder what gets left out and what bleeds in-between
the cut? Perhaps it is the sound of the rope sliding against the bamboo, the angle of light coming from
the far-right theatre corner, the shape of my red cape falling towards the floor or the echoes of the
strings concert from earlier in the week and our performance the night before. Or maybe what bleeds
between them is the discourses on disability and sexuality and the anxiety that surrounds them.
Barad (2012) says that “materiality itself is always already touched by and touching infinite
configurings of other beings and other times.”(p.7). Perhaps too it is our queerness that bleeds
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through the cuts. As Anzaldua says our queerness acts like an interface as the site of connection and
dialogue between bodies for their mutual undoing and becoming (McCallum, 2011). These are the
spaces and places where our multiple surfaced, abled/disabled, racially gendered bodies intersect
and interconnect. During the performance of Knot Just Body participants developed intimacies with
each other. One participant said,
st

On the 1 night when we were having the sensory input, the smaller red rope was tossed into
the person’s lap next to me and she untied it while we were watching that performance we were
playing with that rope and we were pulling, so it was almost like I wanted that experience to
continue in some way… I think it was interesting, that transition between being a participant
audience to being audience, and I think we found a way to continue what we felt like was a
side, participatory exchange (Participant, personal communication, December 17, 2016)
The intimacy was also a way of managing the uncertainty of the experience. Another participant said,
I was enjoying the feeling of anticipation and being out of control, like Alys and me were
clinging together because we have been hanging out heaps so that was a fun dynamic for us to
be in this experience together that was quite heightened, unknown and out of control.
(Participant, post show forum, January 12, 2017)

So the cuts in Knot Just Body contextually evolve from a particular time, place, and cultural
conditions. An example of this is how the audience members’ unique dispositions and life experiences
shaped and shifted their receptivity throughout Knot Just Body.

Conclusion:
Reflecting on my theme of extended bodies, Knot Just Body is my final experiment in developing
response-abilities. In my attempt to choreograph queer entanglements I become aware of the
unpredictability and uncontainability of my audiences. Through observing participants throughout the
performance and speaking to them afterwards about their experiences I am struck by their diverse
and fluctuating responses. For example, being tied into rope in one moment can be a curious
provocation and in another a restriction on someone’s freedom. This raises the question of how much
can a body take? The conditions that determine this appear to be constantly in motion as participants’
parameters stretch and contract dependent on the specific moment of intra-action, a moment of
entangling becomings. Some were content to follow the group while others were determined to be the
masters of their experience. Our experiences of embodiment appeared to vary widely and this can be
influenced by choices such as one person deciding to keep their eyes completely closed throughout
the performance and another choosing to remove their blindfold. For others the experience of being
blindfolded and receiving sensorial input created a sense of anticipation and an imaginative response
that promoted kinaesthetic memory.
As Ethico Super-Girl I was making choices about how much to guide my participants, how much to
lead, and how much to allow them to navigate their own path. My intention was to adopt a posthuman
ethics of care and concern based on positive notions of community, however brief these experiences
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might be. It was not my intention to encourage people to relinquish their self-agency but rather to
expand their modes of environmental awareness. Knot Just Body was an experiment in an
entanglement of rope, objects, people, and various theatrical devices. The specific entanglement of
rope offered us possibilities for becoming together and forms of body modification. It appeared to act
as a conduit drawing out emotional and physical intensities, and it also had its own ontology as a
specific material relation in the on-going differentiation in/of the world. Barad’s (2012) concept of intraaction is a lens through which I interpret the rope as creating grounds for interdependence and new
ways of mobilising. This idea of unknowability and disorientation can be understood as queering
experiences that can either open or shut down our ability to respond to one another. Once again this
depends on how much a body can take.
The possibility for broadening our perceptions appeared to strengthen when the sensorial input was
not too overwhelming (such as in the guided rope walk) and when the textural stimuli was introduced.
In the process of broadening our perceptions the question of boundaries and thresholds emerges.
The concept of being controlled or being out of control paradoxically can be a boundary to enjoying
and immersing in the performative experience. A boundary can potentially become a threshold if a
participant feels safe enough to negotiate it. In Knot Just Body the performance crew attempted to
guide people through the various tasks and allow them to choose their levels of participation.
Issues of audience consent and expectation arose throughout the performance. By staging an
interactive and intra-active performance we required a high degree of trust from our audience and this
proved more challenging for some than for others. Kinaesthetic empathy could be said to enhance the
intra-actions as participants develop intimacies with each other and with Ethico Super-Girl and her
collaborators. This was more evident in my final suspension moment where the audience was invited
to participate in lowering my body to the ground. The cut of my disability and gender add another
potential layer of meaning to this final performative act. It raises the question of what it means to be
disabled and tied within a rope suspension.
Boundaries and cuts are indicative of a sense of separation, but in Barad’s terms this can be
understood as the on-going differentiation of matter and functioning as a moment of distinction only to
be reabsorbed and re-worked as a new form of assemblage – a cutting together apart. In Knot Just
Body this could be described as a choreographing and sculpting of the space with organic and
inorganic matter, with resonances of past performances and places, and with the potentiality for future
performances.
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Chapter 7

Last words
As you arrive at the conclusion to my thesis I invite you to check in again with your seated, standing,
or lying down posture. How might this reflect your environmental mode of awareness in this moment?
What aspects might be shaping and seeping through your consciousness? Is it the quality of lighting,
the contours of your chair, the faint or not so faint sounds permeating the room? And how might this
writing sit with you right now? Does it fold into the previous chapters or does it wrap itself around them
like a sinuous thread or a coiling piece of rope?
As Ethico Super-Girl I want to conclude this thesis by reflecting on my core themes of connectivity,
interdependence, relationality, and ethics. As a part mythical, part real being my emergence was born
out of a desire to mix the tangible with the not so tangible, and the idea of a fluid of identity with a
practice of touch and prosthetic extension. My initial provocations were notions of vulnerability and
permeability seen through the lens of disability discourses. I wanted to reframe this sense of porosity
as a positive receptivity where meanings could shift and oscillate dependent on the conditions. This
was part of a process of moving beyond fixed essentialised identities. As my practice developed I
constructed rhizomatic rope structures in multiple locations that created complex, interconnected
support systems for suspending objects and people. I was inventing and re-inventing habitats to
enhance environmental modes of awareness and reflect on the kinds of cuts and choices we are
making that contribute to how we perceive the world. I also re-invented myself, moving from an
identity of disabled dance choreographer to a more fluid entity/identity as Ethico Super-Girl. My ethics
were shaped by a desire to carve out spaces and ideas that support a more sustainable world for all
forms of being and embodiment.
The notion of the diacritical cut became a useful tool of analysis for understanding dis/ability as it
pointed to the potential transformational space between the ‘dis’ and the ‘ability’. The slash provides
us with a space for reassessing that cut and revealing that the dis and the ability are not separate but
dependent on each other for their meaning. How this translated into my practice is that my rope
configurations sculpted and defined the space and the suspensions manifested in-between spaces as
a pause for reflection and potential re-definition. An example is the suspended chair hanging in the
Moreton Bay Fig tree in Monte Cecilia Park. Removed from its usual context the chair can be
redefined as an art object no longer grounded by its function as a tool for accessibility.
One of the core questions of this research are what we are we touched by and what generates our
response-ability. Furthermore, how can we open to the unknown and the idea of other? In the course
of this research, I have developed an argument for a concept of an expanded corporeality. I have
asked how we exist as a myriad of entanglements, differentiated from each other but nevertheless
intertwined. Another question arising from this concept is what creates the sense of separation and
boundary? What creates the divisions between nature/culture, man/women, disabled/nondisabled,
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inside/outside? If we refer back to Whatley’s five viewing strategies (chapter 3), in the first stage there
is little capacity to engage with the other but by the fifth stage this has developed to the point of a kind
of immersion. This final stage is a ‘becoming with’. So, if we are searching for a philosophy that
moves beyond these binary distinctions, how do we embody it? What is the key to increasing our
capacity for relationality? As Ethico Super-Girl one of my main strategies has been to develop
techniques that engage the senses and our interoceptive and proprioceptive awareness. I have
chosen mainly outdoor locations to increase the range of textures, sights, and sounds available to my
audience and participants. Designing ‘habitats’ that create the conditions for a specific kind of
immersion can take us out of our habitual responses to the environment and engage us at a different
level. Within this is the potential to engage the intersubjective space between performer and audience
through developing kinaesthetic empathy. Another strategy is simply staging interventions where my
‘anomalous body’ is performed in unexpected contexts as a statement about my capacity as a
performer and a provocateur. It can be argued that developing a public persona disrupts the invisibility
of the non-normative body. My visibility may help to dissolve the binary of non/disabled and disabled,
and for me this is dependent on the level at which I touch the audience, literally and metaphorically.
In the end it is not necessarily the making of cuts that is a problem but more that their interpretation
can create boundaries and levels of discrimination. It is this discrimination that the strategic cut of an
identity politics tries to address. My research poses the possibility of moving fluidly between the cuts
so they are not fixed and can incorporate a multiplicity of identities. This doesn’t preclude adopting an
identity politics when necessary, but it is not limited by it. A multiplicity of identity acknowledges a
shifting status such as in the studio I am a fast moving machine that eats up the space and outside
the studio I/we transform into multiple arms and legs that collaboratively propel me up the steep
grassy slope. The emphasis here is on process and on a ‘becoming’ with other bodies.
This process of becoming includes non-human others and objects. We experience a becoming with in
Knot Just Body with participants, the rope, the sound, and lighting. It can be experienced in multiple
ways and is reflected in the diversity of response and engagement with the performative tasks. The
process is not always a smooth transition; along the way participants come up against obstacles and
difficulties with participating such as feeling restricted and constrained. These can be experienced as
personal boundaries testing people’s capacities. They also shift and change as participants progress
through the different sections in the performance.
As a choreographer I am tested on my ability to take responsibility for my audience. I developed a risk
management strategy for each of my installations and yet participation carries an aspect of
unpredictability. The unpredictability reveals the complexity of intra-actions taking place. In Knot Just
Body the context of the performance combined with the unique disposition of each participant to
create a unique entanglement. This is perhaps where we enter the territory of the unknown and new
knowledges are created. I observed intimate connections developing during the performance, and I
learned more about them later through discussing participants’ experiences with them. From this I
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have a deeper understanding of how an ethics of care and empathy might be incorporated into the
choreographic design. If a posthuman ethics allows for difference and the unknown then it requires a
sense of care and compassion to develop our response-abilities. Part of my mandate as Ethico
Super-Girl has been to rupture indifference through engaging environmental modes of awareness.
These environmental modes of awareness include my audiences as they too generate and are of the
environment.
Through my series of installations I have learnt that we inhabit them with degrees of immersion. It has
been my experience that certain conditions can foster and develop this porosity. This includes a slow
paced temporality and processes for embedding ourselves in our environment such as building rope
webs or binding ourselves together. Regardless of the means, the process is one of engagement and
developing levels of intimacy. I have played the role of being both facilitator and performer, designing
activities in which audiences can both immerse themselves and participate.
This complexity of relationality promises to reveal itself in different ways. One example is given in
Knot Just Body with a participant’s experience of the rope “as something that binds, connects,
divides, moves, falls, controls, and slides the space between flesh and world into containment,
intimacy and place.” A further illustration of the shifting nature of relationality is another participant’s
experience of the rope dropping from the ceiling and appearing as water falling. Participants weave
themselves into the performance through their reflections and dynamic responses. The appreciation
of the rope’s pathway can be read as yet another instance of becoming together in the performance.
Even though participants are not physically directing the rope their act of attention creates a unique
intra-action.
Throughout the research, inspired by the art of Shibari, I have explored a notion of surrender that
provides a potentially immersive experience. I have explored it in a visceral way through my
suspensions and also through learning to trust the emergence of ideas, theories, collaborators, and
performance locations that have supported the unfolding of my practice. That we are always already
extended is my main argument and epistemology. The practice of trying to accentuate this has been
gradual. It is not something I can quantify or even guarantee, but it is more likely to be revealed in
moments, unexpectedly, such as when the audience lowers me to the ground in Knot Just Body and I
experience a sense of appreciation and connectedness. It appears to require a shift in subjectivity
where I/we loosen our boundaries and self-identity. Engaging with somatechnics and forms of bodily
alteration has been a process of physicalising an extended corporeality but our capacity to open to
other is more indicative of a broader shift in consciousness. This can be inspired during the
performance encounter when participants or spectators respond to what they see and then reflect on
their own relationship to what is unfolding.
One of the main discourses I have pursued in this research is how my practice relates to meanings of
disability. An extended corporeality presents new possibilities for mobilising and participating in the
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expanded field of choreography. Disability artists such as myself, Cunningham, and Bufano have
expanded the spectrum of how dancing bodies can look. Whether it is with prosthetic legs, crutches, a
wheelchair, or a piece of rope, we create our own unique assemblage and develop our ontology.
When reflecting on the broad assemblage the term disability appears too narrow and reductive.
Instead it can be read as interdependence, intercorporeality, and permeability. From a posthuman
perspective we are re-inventing ways of being, crafting our own reality. From a disability/dance
perspective this moves beyond ideas of improving access and inclusion and seeks a more
encompassing transformation of our epistemologies. We are not simply defined in relation to ideas of
normativity, we are defining our own standards. Instead of just fighting for equality we are creating
alternatives, constructing our own parallel universes (Braidotti, 2016).
Reflecting on my installations Pharmakos is perhaps an example of making and re-making our
habitat, daily, as a weaving of our reality. In the process of construction we played with the intensities
of wind, sun, rain, and an ever fluctuating audience. In Ficus Macrophyll we invented our space under
the canopy of the Moreton Bay Fig tree, suspending ourselves and objects. Knot Just Body offers to
bring us into being through a context of variable, dynamic, and conflicting energies and forces
(Shildrick, 2015) where audience and performers unfold together.
The practice of touch and prosthetic extension can be interpreted as generating crip/queer
entanglements. By crip/queer I am referring to the fluidity, indeterminacy, indefinability, and
unknowability that emerges from these processes. By acknowledging unpredictability we can also
regard this as a strength and as what makes the work live and dynamic. The energetic, sculptural
performance of the rope in Knot Just Body can be seen as an instance of this. Rather than being just
a tool it has its own ontology and exists as a significant element in the assemblage and intra-action. In
posthumanism it is valued as vital materialism. As a queering theoretical foundation for my research
posthumanist ontologies offer both me and perhaps others alternative ways of being in the world and
of searching for more sustainable forms. A queer lens is an extension beyond the heteronormative
and hegemonic mainstream.
Dance creates a language for exploring our connections. Through my practice I wanted to embrace
our intertwining with the organic and inorganic. Rather than representing a utopic panhumanism it
affirms our capacity to refine our attention to difference and hold space for the unknown. The range of
artists and performances enfolded into this research potentially perform their difference as reimaginings of an expanded corporeality. Reaching for a post-identity ethics that is affirmative and
sustainable, the practice contributes to discourses on dance, disability, queer theory, posthumanism,
and new materialism by offering original practitioner knowledge of processes for creating queer
entanglements. As variations in encounters with intimacy it stretches our boundaries and provides
examples of new alliances in the on-going act of differentiation.
It leaves us with the on-going questions of what is a body capable of and what can a body do? I
propose that the possibilities are limitless.
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Appendix 1:

Knot Just Body Introduction Flyer

Knot Just Body
Dec 15, Kenneth Myers Centre, 74 Shortland St, Auckland, 7pm. A final performance in partial
fulfilment of a PhD with Creative Practice, Dance Studies, Creative Arts Industries, the
University of Auckland.
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Choreographer (aka Ethico Super-Girl): Suzanne Cowan

Dance collaborators:

Sarah Campus, Jesse Quaid

Special assistants:

Steve Carter, Deimos Thompson-Riks, Andrew Jary

Rigger:

Mark Genet

Lighting technician:

Sean Curham

Sound editor:

Peter Willis

Photographer:

Bronwyn Evans
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Knot Just Body is a participatory performance

Quaid, alongside special assistants Steve

that enfolds traces of key works and events

Carter, Deimos Thompson-Riks and Andrew

from my research such as : Tanha (2013),

Jary.

Pharmakos (2014), Pt Chev Hanging (2015)
and an experimental workshop at Motutapu
Island (2016). Collectively, these works and
actions seek to queer and crip space (meaning
to alter or de- familiarise) through intimate
encounters and partnerships. In this final
experiment in facilitating a heightened
sensorial experience I invite a participatory
audience to explore their response-abilities to
notions of bodily permeability and receptivity.

The audience is invited to be tied and tangled
into an extended body of rope and intimate
entanglements where we explore aspects of
tension, resistance and texture and how they
might shape our receptivity. We engage in the
queering process of being led, being
disorientated, getting lost and refining our
attention to detail along with notions of
consent and surrender. I present suspension
as a practice and as a state of consciousness

The performance is led by Ethico SuperGirl, a

inviting new meanings to unfold. Instead of

part-real part-mythical figure who has emerged

being a critical practice I am positioning this

from the research in a bid to highlight our

performance as a receptive practice that seeks

connectedness to multiple ecologies, human

to heighten our proprioceptive awareness.

and non-human in the contemporary world.

Within this awareness there may be a

She is potentially a boundary crossing,

potentiality for activating a range of emotions.

boundary transforming entity who aims to

Super-heroine collaborators, Campus and

challenge the idea of a fixed and stable self

Quaid, create an entwined rope score which

with the complexity of an extended

disrupts the boundaries between organic and

assemblage.

inorganic bodies.

She encourages us to engage with an

Knot Just Body is part of a creative practice

expanded corporeality and disrupt perceptions

based portfolio that will be followed by a

of difference. This expanded corporeality can

written thesis. The thesis explores the idea of

be understood as our capacity to extend the

an expanded corporeality inspired by the

kinesphere beyond our skin into objects, other

artist’s experience of living in / as a cyborg

people and places. In this way she facilitates

rolling through the world with an aluminium

an experience of being enmeshed and

prosthetic propelled by carbon fibre wheels. It

embedded in the environment. Ethico

questions how a research practice of touch

SuperGirl is assisted in this final installation by

and prosthetic extension might evoke more

co- superheroines, Sarah Campus and Jesse

fluid identities and reflect on themes
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of interdependence, inter-corporeality and

The practice is also embedded within dance

erotic connection. As an unfolding dialogue

and disability studies as windows into very

between practice and theory it is informed by

specific corporealities. As Ethico Super-Girl I

new materialist ontologies that question our

invite the audience to join me on a guided

human-centredness and search for affirmative

adventure of sensory exploration. We can lean

conceptualisations of embodiment and

into this encounter or step away as a choice in

difference. It draws upon critical theory by Rosi

our on-going active becomings.

Braidotti, Donna Harraway, Karen Barad and
Margrit Shildrick amongst others. Their
insights about the nature of porosity and
permeability are allowed to potentially bleed
through the practice and inform the writing.

Pt Chev Hanging, Dec, 2015
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Appendix 2:
Knot Just Body Invitation

Knot just
Body
You are invited to a tale of
intimacy by Ethico Super-Girl.
This tale of intimacy takes us on a
journey of interdependence and
inter-corporeal connection. You
are invited to lean into the
encounter or step away as a
choice in your active becoming.
There will be rope.
The immersive experience
is supported by co-super heroines,
Sarah Campus and Jesse Quaid.
They have assistance by Steve
Carter, Deimos Thompson Rikys,
Andrew Jary and Mark Genet
This is a final performance For
Suzanne Cowan’s creative practice
PhD in Dance Studies at the
University of Auckland. It will be
held at the Kenneth Myers Centre
at 74 Shortland St, Dec 15, 7pm in
the Black Box theatre on Level 3.
Please RSVP to

suze.cowan020@gmail.com by
Dec 5.
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Dance Studies Programme
NICAI
Level 5, Building 421
26 Symonds Street
Auckland 1011
Tel 0800 61 62 63
CONSENT FORM – PARTICIPATING AUDIENCE
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS
PROJECT TITLE:
KNOT JUST BODY – Creative Practice PhD
UAHPEC ETHICS NUMBER: 013175
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr Carol Brown
PhD Candidate/Researcher: Suzanne Cowan

o

I agree to act as an audience participant in Knot Just Body.

o

I understand that I am free to withdraw participation from this performance at any time.

o

I am aware that my participation maybe recorded (videography and photography) during the
performance.

o

I agree/ do not agree to be filmed / photographed as part of the performance event

o

I understand that documentation of the performance will be held for six years and that the
digital file of the outcomes will be disseminated as part of Suzanne Cowan’s PhD creative
portfolio.

NAME:

SIGNATURE:_______________________________________
________________________

DATE:

CONTACT DETAILS:
EMAIL:
ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON
FOR 3 YEARS REFERENCE
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Dance Studies Programme
NICAI
Level 5, Building 421
26 Symonds Street
Auckland 1011
Tel 0800 61 62 63
CONSENT FORM - PERFORMER
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS
PROJECT TITLE:
The Aesthetics of the Vulnerable, Permeable Body (KNOT JUST BODY) PhD with Creative Practice
UAHPEC ETHICS NUMBER: 013175
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr Carol Brown
PhD Candidate/Researcher: Suzanne Cowan
I have read the Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and have understood the nature of the research
and why I have been selected. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them
answered to my satisfaction.
o

I agree to take part in this research project as a participating performer

o

I understand that I am free to withdraw participation from this performance at any time.

o

I understand that this research will take place at the University of Auckland Kenneth Myers
Centre, Black Box theatre on the university campus.

o

By agreeing to participate in this performance I am agreeing to have my performance
participation recorded with video and photography.

o

I wish/do not wish to receive any digital copies of the performance research.

o

I understand that documentation of the performance research will be held for six years and
that the digital outcomes will be disseminated to the University of Auckland library.

o

I wish/do not wish to be acknowledged as a creative agent of the research process and
credited by name accordingly as a performer in all future disseminable outputs of the
research

o

I wish/do not wish to be identifiable in this research and that my name as shown on this
Consent Form (CF) and image will be credited.

o

I understand the process for asking questions should they arise and have the contact details
for the appropriate parties involved in this research as provided on the PIS.

NAME:
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SIGNATURE:_______________________________________
________________________

DATE:

CONTACT DETAILS:
EMAIL:
ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON
FOR 3 YEARS REFERENCE
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